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NOTE
The Roúia Montană Project’s Cultural Heritage Management Plan
The Roúia Montană Project (RMP)’s Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) provides the
framework required to mitigate potential impacts to cultural aspects resulting from the RMP, as
identified in Chapter 4.9 of the EIA.
In addition to providing a clear delineation of responsibilities, the management plan also
ensures that all management measures are compliant with legislative requirements.
The Cultural Heritage Management Plan comprises three parts as follows.
Part I Management Plan for the Archaeological Heritage of the Roúia Montană Area
Part I of the Cultural Heritage Management Plan responds to the requirements for the RMP’s
Environmental Impact Assessment issued by the Ministry of Environment and Water
Management on the 20th may 2005 (Ministerial document no. 8070/20.05.2005, Annex II). This
document deals with the management of archaeological heritage in Roúia Montană.
In order to enable the evaluation of the management measures this plan includes a significant
amount of baseline information and regulatory context, as well as considerations focusing on
specific roles and responsibilities.

Part II Management Plan for the Historical Monuments and the Protected Zones of the Roúia
Montană Area
Part II of the Cultural Heritage Management Plan responds to the requirements for the RMP’s
Environmental Impact Assessment issued by the Ministry of Environment and Water
Management on the 20th may 2005 (Ministerial document no. 8070/20.05.2005, Annex III). This
document deals with the management of the historical monuments and Protected Zone Roúia
Montană Historic Centre.
In order to enable the evaluation of the management measures this plan includes a significant
amount of baseline information and regulatory context, as well as considerations focusing on
specific roles and responsibilities.
Part III The Cultural Heritage Management Plan
Part III is an overview of the Cultural Heritage Management Plan. It provides the structure to
ensure RMP’s compliance with commitments presented in part I and II. This document also
covers the management of cultural aspects that are not covered in part I and II, such as
churches and cemeteries.
Part III is also a component of RMP’s Environmental and Social Management System.
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1 Introduction
The management plan is an instrument that offers the means for achieving the necessary
equilibrium between the preservation, accessibility, the long-term sustainable development and
the interest of the local community and other stakeholders such as the academic world.
The management plan is not a legal document and it can be substituted the legal system. This
documents aims at unifying the information concerning the characteristics and the significance
of the site, identifying the organizations and individuals whose interests are tied to this place,
identifying the risks and opportunities presented by the conservation and development of the
area, as well as carrying out a global strategy for reaching a common objective.
The necessity and the objective of the management plan
In Romania, the requirement of a management plan for archaeological sites or for historical
monuments is not regulated. The only exception is for historical monuments listed on the World
Heritage List, for which the Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs, through its subordinated
institutions, is elaborating a five-year “protection and management program”1, made up of
annual programs whose completion is part of the County Council’s obligations.
Under these conditions, Management Plan offers a framework of directional policies. The
completion of the objectives concerning the site’s conservation and sustainable development,
depend on the way all the parties implicated in the site’s management coordinate their actions
according to the guidance provided by the present management plan.
The structure and the content of the plan take into consideration similar examples of this kind of
document for other exceptional historical sites2.
The management plan for the archaeological sites from Roúia Montană mainly aims at:
Creating objectives for archaeological site management, including the cultural context they
belong to and taking into account all the structural components, ranging from natural elements
to the values of movable and immovable heritage, and giving special attention to mining
archaeological remains.
Stimulating the knowledge and understanding of the sites, raising the public interest in them and
promoting the values associated to them –the educational, cultural and tourist ones etc;
Defining a management strategy which can use the long –lasting development principles,
aiming at a kind of equilibrium between the preservation of the cultural values and the natural
ones, between the tourist usage and exploiting the natural resources;
Identifying the potential economical and cultural advantages which derive from the sites features
and stimulating the presence of the responsible factors to improve the advantages, without
damaging the cultural resource at all;
Suggesting a programme of actions that can be realized and which can contribute to the
preservation and offering value to the sites;
1
2

O.G. no.47/2000
For instance Hadrian’s Wall; Mining Landscape; Stonehenge. See references at the end of the document.
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Suggesting a clear calendar for the process of the implementation of the specific actions and
programmes for the preservation and giving value to the sites.
The juridical status
In the area of Roúia Montană commune, both public properties and private ones exist.
For the sites identified within the perimeter of the commune, land ownership, is as follows:

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

The site name
Găuri - Hop - Hăbad - Tăul ğapului
Valea Nanului
Carpeni
Cârnic Massif
Cetate Massif
Roúia Montană Historical Centre
Jig – Văidoaia Massif
ğarina
Orlea Massif
Pârâul Porcului - Tăul Secuilor
Cornei Valley
Tăul Cornei - Corna Village
Balmoúeúti

Owners
Romanian State, private persons, RMGC
Romanian State, private persons, RMGC
Romanian State, private persons, RMGC
Romanian State
Romanian State
Romanian State, private persons, RMGC
Romanian State, private persons, RMGC
Romanian State, private persons, RMGC
Romanian State, private persons, RMGC
private persons, RMGC
private persons, RMGC
Romanian State, private persons, RMGC
private persons

Historical significance
Interest in ancient remains at Roúia Montană began as early as the 15th century. The
probability of finding epigraphic and sculptural material is significant in comparison to the
relatively small geographical area covered by the mining exploitation at Alburnus Maior. This
area contributed to the knowledge concerning the social and economic history of province
Dacia. Artifacts in Roúia Montană became objects of study for scholars as early as late
Renaissance period, when the first discoveries concerning the Roman period were made.
At the end of the 20th century a vague understanding of the ancient Alburnus Maior began to
take shape including elements of archaeological topography. This understanding was based on
the analysis of chance finds including artifacts and wax tablets. From this information, The
Archaeological Repertoire of the Alba County (1995) presented the following conclusions:
between the 16th-20th centuries and as a result of mining, agricultural and construction
practices, a series of artifacts dated to the Roman period were discovered, as well as
architectural monuments, inscriptions, tools, jewellery, coins. Many of these discoveries had no
known place of discovery, were unpublished or were only mentioned in few sources, while
others were lost.
Mining areas that were dated to the Roman period were identified to the south, east and north of
the modern mines, but were not adequately researched. This information suggests that the
Roman settlement stretched southwestwards, westwards to Corna, and possibly to the north of
Roúia on the left side of the Roúia Valley, on the Carpeni Hill and in the Nanu River Valley. This
information also indicates another civil settlement at the “Pădurea Popii” reference point.
Roman necropolises appear to be abundant in number and in present day Roúia Montană are
located around the centre of the commune near the modern “Cetatea Mică” Mine, near the road
to Abrud, at “Vatra Roúii”, in the present day Catholic cemetery, on the ğarina Hill, in the area
between the Nan River valley and the Băii River. The existence of a necropolis is suggested by
Section 1: Introduction
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the funerary stele discovered in the area, at the “Tăul Secuilor” reference point – west of the
Orlea Massif. The Archaeological Repertoire of the Alba County (1995) suggests that a Roman
tumular necropolis (with graves overlapped by tumuli) was located at the Roúia commune but
does not provide any detailed information about the necropolis. Sacred areas were identified
exclusively by mapping the discovery points of the votive altars on Carpeni and ğarina Hills, on
the Nanu River Valley, and in the Orlea Massif, respectively.
Roman gold exploitations were primarily located based on the discovery points of the wax
tablets near the civil settlement on Cetatea and Cârnic Hills, in the Ecaterina Monuleúti
(Cătălina-Monuleúti) Gallery and in the Letea (Lety) and Rotunda Massifs. The Archaeological
Repertoire of the Alba County also mentions that on the “Cetatea Mică” Hill, a Roman iron
exploitation3 occurred, but did not present any archaeological argument to sustain this
affirmation.
The information presented in The Archaeological Repertoire of the Alba County used
topographic references that did not correspond to site conditions, and did not use verifiable
sources. It was therefore only possible to state that Roúia Montană is an area with
archaeological potential, in which no proper archaeological investigations had been undertaken
and would be considered essential for defining and pinpointing the precise elements of the site.
A comprehensive preventative archaeological research program has been undertaken at Roúia
Montană since 2000. A summary description of the site was made along with an assessment of
archaeological potential. Conclusions were made based on this research. These conclusions
resulted in a series of new considerations regarding the delimitation and the historic significance
of the sites.

3

Repertoriul arheologic al judeĠului Alba, Alba Iulia, 1995, pp. 158-161.
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2 The description of the archaeological sites from Roúia
Montană area
2.1

2.1.1

General information

Administrative and topographic location

Roúia Montană is situated on the northwestern part of the mountainside of the Meridionali
Carpathians (Southern Carpathians), in the southern part of the Apuseni Mountains (at the base
of the Metaliferi Mountains). Roúia Montană is approximately 80 km from Alba Iulia city (the
capital of Alba county), 50 km from Brad, 11 km from Abrud and 15 km from Campeni. Sixteen
villages of the same commune are located along the fertile valleys and on a small part on the
peaks. These villages include: Blideúti, Balmoúeúti, Bunta, Corna, Cărpiniú, Coasta HenĠii,
Curături, Dăroaia, Gârda Bărbuleúti, Gura Roúiei, IgnăĠeúti, Iacobeúti, Soal, ğarina and Vârtop.
Roúia Montană is situated along the valley of the river Roúia (from which it takes its name) at
about 700-800 m height, above see level. It borders Câmpeni to the north and Abrud to the
southwest with Bistra, Lupúa, Bucium communes to the south and southeast and Sodohol to the
west.
The geographical coordinates are: at 46° latitude North and at 25° longitute East.
Corna village is situated along the Valea Cornei river, and it borders upon: Abrud town to the
south, Roúia Montană village in to the northwest and Bucium Poieni to the northeast. The
Cârnic and Cetate Massifs enclose the village to the NNW. Cora was formed by the
administrative grouping of Tăul Cornei (it has currently 50 households), Bunta (10 households),
Corna Centru (50 households) and Corna Vale, which belongs to the Abrud town, from
administrative point of view.
The entrance into Roúia Montană commune is possible on the county road DJ 742 and DN 74 A
– asphalted and modernized roads. The commune is situated in Golden Quadrilateral from
Metaliferi Mountains, and having the richest resources of gold from Europe.
2.1.2

Brief description and delimitation of the archaeological sites

The current study focuses on the archaeological sites of Roúia Montană, as they were defined
during the preventive archaeological research undertaken in the framework of the Alburnus
Maior National Research Programme.
Until 2000, having as a proof the information from the chance archaeological discoveries (see
Special Annexes) and starting with the analysis of the wax tablets, at the end of the 20th century
a picture of the ancient Alburnus Maior was basically drawn, even if in a bookish way, but which
did not lack elements of archaeological topography. Synthesizing all this information, the
Repertoriul arheologic al judeĠului Alba (1995) (The Archaeological Repertoire of the Alba
County) presented the following conclusions: in the period between the 16th-20th centuries, due
to mining, agricultural and construction works, a series of artifacts dated to the Roman period
were discovered, as well as architectural monuments, inscriptions, tools, jewellery, coins etc
(with the mention that many of these had no known place of discovery, were unpublished or
only mentioned in various sources, while others were lost). To the south, east and north of the
modern mines were identified mining areas that were also dated to the Roman period, but were
not adequately researched. According to this information the Roman settlement stretched southSection 2: The description of the archaeological sites from Roúia Montană area
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westwards, westwards to Corna, maybe north of Roúia, on the left side of the Roúia Valley, on
the Carpeni Hill and in the Nanu River Valley. Another civil settlement is signaled in an
ambiguous manner at the “Pădurea Popii” reference point. Roman necropolises seem to be
located all around the nowdays hearth of the commune and near the modern “Cetatea Mică”
Mine, near the road to Abrud, at “Vatra Roúii”, in the present day Catholic cemetery, on the
ğarina Hill, in the area between the Nan River valley and the Băii River. The existence of a
necropolis is suggested by the funerary stela discovered in the area, at the “Tăul Secuilor”
reference point – west of the Orlea Massif. On the territory of the Roúia commune the document
signals a Roman tumular necropolis, without further information. The sacred areas were
identified exclusively by mapping the discovery points of the votive altars, that is on Carpeni and
ğarina Hills, on the Nanu River Valley and in the Orlea Massif respectively. Roman gold
exploitations were located – especially based on the discovery points of the wax tablets – near
the civil settlement on Cetatea and Cârnic Hills, in the Ecaterina Monuleúti (Cătălina-Monuleúti)
Gallery and in the Letea (Lety) and Rotunda Massifs. The document also mentions that on the
“Cetatea Mică” Hill there seems to be a Roman iron exploitation4, without presenting any
archaeological argument to sustain this affirmation. All this archaeological information is
presented without the minimal verification of the sources and, even more, by using topographic
references that do not correspond to the situation found in the field. Thus, about Roúia Montană
it was possible only to state that it was an area with archaeological potential, in which no
archaeological investigations proper had been undertaken, so necessary for drawing the precise
elements of the site.
A series of archaeological chance finds were found in the areas of the Cetate, Cârnic, Jig and
Orlea massifs, in the upper part of the Roúia and Corna valley, and within the boundary of the
Roúia Montană comuna. This provided sufficient indication of the existence of some
archaeological sites.
The following is an analysis of the research and information level prior to the archaeological
research set up as part of the Alburnus Maior National Research Program. In the absence of
any other evidence concerning the evolution and the general framework of the ancient Alburnus
Maior, the portrayal of the site was drawn exclusively on the information gathered from the
epigraphic monuments. This resulted in a relative distortion of the image of the area’s real
potential. The interpretation was based on possible historical-archaeological heritage typical of a
provincial site of the Roman province of Dacia.
This research demonstrates the limits of this type of historical-archaeological interpretation, as it
relates only to one category of sources. It also reveals the importance of an approach that
considers all aspects of the research.
A diagnosis study on heritage values in the Roúia Montană locality (CPPCN, MNUAI, UTAH)
was put together in 2000, based on the possibility of investing in the expansion of mining
exploitation. . Along with inventory studies of architectonic heritage, one of the objectives of this
diagnosis study was, among others, the evaluation of archaeological potential. The purpose in
mind for the topographical inventory of archaeological sites at Roúia Montană was that of
identifying archaeological vestige located in the perimeter of the respective locality, identified in
the List of Historical Monuments of 1992 as, ”the village of Roúia Montană and the Roman
galleries, on a 2 km radius – Alburnus Maior”. The research on the archaeological sites was
exclusively conducted through limited investigation of the areas mentioned in specialized
literature as having archaeological potential.
The following are a summary of the main conclusions from this study:
4

Repertoriul arheologic al judeĠului Alba, Alba Iulia, 1995, pp. 158-161.
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the majority of sites dated to the Roman Age, surface as well as underground Roman
exploitations, settlements, necropolises, or sacred grounds have been forever lost due to
damage by modern and contemporary mining operations.
 vast areas of the current village are covered by sterile dump heaps
 the urban area of the current village overlaps (and has most likely destroyed) a series of
archaeological sites
 until 2000, the Roúia Montană area had been practically untouched archeologically.
 The archaeological research conducted in 2001 elaborated on the preliminary diagnosis
of research efforts in 2000, and has been supplemented by archive research. The
following areas are perimeters of archaeological potential, identified both on the basis of
archive studies and on that of investigations carried out in the course of the year 2000:
the Nanului Valley, the Cetate – Găuri area, the Carpeni Hill, the Orlea – ğarina area,
Cârnic massif and the Tăul Cornei area, the Corna Valley and the area of the historical
centre of Roúia Montană, including the Jig-Văidoaia massif.
 Mining archaeology, in terms of underground research, has never occurred in Romania
prior to this study. Thus, between the years 1999-2000 a n extensive diagnosis study
and a prospect study of mining galleries networks of the Cetate, Cârnic, Cârnicel, JigVăidoaia, ğarina and Orlea massifs was conducted.
The main conclusions of this diagnosis are the following:




These remains are modified mainly by modern construction work
The expansion and relative repetitiveness of some types of mining exploitation
architecture does not justify the need to entirely preserve them
 The costs of preservation work in the case of a very large underground mining site are
an important element to consider
 Destruction following the research of the upper levels of the deposit will allow discovery
and ultimately, access for the continuation of the scientific study at lower levels. The
lack of access to the lower levels in fact raises the possibility for their having a better
state of preservation state. This can only be done with the logistic means of a modern
mining exploitation that is partially used in the initial phase of the research and may later
allow important discoveries within the site.
Through salvage diggings, any exploration or modern exploitation provides a gradual study of
the majority of the site. As the mining project does not have any apparent major affects on
remains before the years 2002-2003, the next two years should be used to establish a program
for surface and underground research with the financial aid and logistic assistance of S.C. Roúia
Montană Gold Corporation S.A. (source: UTAH Report 2000).
The Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs decided to establish the Alburnus Maior National
Research Program in spring 2001, based on the conclusions of the evaluation study. One of the
main aims of this program was extensive research of the archaeological remains and the
delimitation of the archaeological sites. These have been investigated, both by surface
archaeological research and underground mining archaeological research – a premiere for the
Romanian archaeology, and are as follows:






Cetate massif (2000-2002);
Cârnic massif (1999-2003), with detailed surveying for a 3D model between 2004 - 2006;
Jig Văidoaia massif (2003-2004);
exploration for archaeological investigations and arrangements for public access in the
Cătălina-Monuleúti gallery (2002-2005);
Section 2: The description of the archaeological sites from Roúia Montană area
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exploration and preliminary researches in the area of ğarina and Orlea massifs (2004 2005)



Based on research results it was possible to outline the following sites:
Găuri - Hop - Hăbad - Tăul ğapului
Valea Nanului (Nanului valley)
Carpeni
Cârnic Massif
Cetate Massif
Zona Istorică Roúia Montană (Historic Centre Roúia Montană)
Jig – Văidoaia Massif
ğarina
Orlea Massif
Pârâul Porcului - Tăul Secuilor
Valea Cornei (Corna valley)
Tăul Cornei - Corna Sat
Balmoúeúti
For details about these sites please see Special Annexes section.

2.2

2.2.1

Scientific information

Geology and topography

The Quadrilateral is characterized by the presence of silver-gold and copper deposits distributed
in three belts, the northern belt, containing the Roúia Montană and Bucium Complexes; the
central belt, containing the Zlatna – Haneú – Muncăceasca Complex, and the southern belt,
containing the Certej and Bolcana Complexes.
Thus, the Roúia Montană area appears as an island of eruptive Tertiary rocks in the middle of a
Cretacious formation of sand stone, shale and conglomerates. The two higher massifs – the
Cârnicul and the Cetatea – are made up of riolyte, and the smaller ones around them – Orlea,
ğarina, Carpeni and Cârnicel – are made of brecia and riolythic tuff, Igre and Văidoaia being
made up of conglomerate shale and Carpathian sandstone.
The Roúia Montană depression, located along the Roúia Valley, has the shape of a long corridor
flanked by a series of “hills” (Rotunda, Cârnicul and Dealul CetăĠii) that are in fact old volcanic
peaks whose depths contain various non-ferrous metals.
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2.2.2

Archaeological and historic information

The Roman period. Located in the heart of the Apuseni Mountains, (the Western Carpathians)
in an area connected to the exploitation of precious metals, Roúia Montană represent an
important archaeological sites in Romania. This is largely in part due to the economic
conditioning of the site’s historic evolution, and the tradition of mining gold and silver deposits
for 1900 years. Another specific feature of the site is given by the chronologically selective
character of the archaeological remains. The chronologically selective character of the
archaeological remains is another specific feature of the site. Thus, the settlement’s history is
only partially known, starting with the Roman period. Most of the information relating to the
social and economic evolution of the area comes from later sources concerning the organization
of mining works during the Austrian period (the 18th century, particularly the reign of Empress
Maria Theresa). Presently, there are no elements to indicate habitation of the area prior to the
Roman conquest (106 AD) and organization of the province of Dacia5.
The Dacian-Roman wars between 101-102 and 105-106 AD resulted in the transformation of a
part of the ancient Dacian kingdom in a Roman province6. The conquest of this new territory
was not only determined by strategic reasons, but also by economic ones. Most researchers of
the Roman period agree that one of the motivations for the conquest of Dacia concerned the
riches in precious metals found in the area7.
Based on the research undertaken in recent years, it is clear that the metal mining works
projects in the new territory that were added to the Empire immediately followed the conquest
and paralleled the administrative organization of the new province. The degree of sophistication
of extraction and ore processing operations implied the presence of a team of specialized
workers8. Thus, in the context of large-scale colonization of the province Dacia, the area
containing the gold ore deposits benefited from a strong colonization with people from the
Dalmatian-Illyrian area, where such economic activities occurred frequently9.
The fame of the ancient Alburnus Maior was conferred by the fact that the settlement was the
discovery place of a special type of epigraphs. These epigraphs are special because of their

5

The possibility of the existence of a gold mining area during the Neolithic and the Bronze Age was stated by a series of specialists
th
th
in the second half of the 19 century and the first half of the 20 century. As they were usually mining specialists involved in the
exploitation of the deposits that were part of the Austrian Mining Treasury (Fr. Posepny and B. Cotta) or collectioners or enthusiasts
(K. Herepey, B. Cserni, G. Teglas, M .J. Ackner and M. Roska), they have interpreted a series of characteristics of the ancient
mining works and dated them to the Prehistoric period without any scientific argument.
6
RE, IV, 1901, col. 2247-2252 s.v. Decebalus (G. Brandis); C. Patsch, Der Kampf um den Donauraum unter Domitian und Traian,
Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phil.-hist. Klasse, Band 1, Vienna 1937; H. Daicoviciu, Dacia de la
Burebista la cucerirea romană, Bucharest 1972; E. Cizek, Epoca lui Traian, Bucharest, 1980; K. Strobel, Untersuchungen zu den
Dakerkriegen Trajans, in Antiquitas I, 33, Bonn 1984; idem, Dacii. Despre complexitatea mărimilor etnice, politice úi culturale ale
spaĠiului Dunării de Jos, SCIVA 49, 1998, 1, pp. 61-95 and SCIVA 49, 1998, pp. 207-267; C. C. Petolescu, Dacia úi Imperiul Roman,
Bucharest, 2000.
7
Ioannes Lydus, De magistratibus, II, 28; J. Carcopino, Les richesses des Daces et le redressement de L’Empire sous Trajan,
Dacia 1, 1924, pp. 28–34; idem, Un retour à l’impérialisme de conquête: l’or des Daces, Points de vue sur l’ impérialisme romain,
Paris, 1934, pp. 73–86; V. Christescu, ViaĠa economică a Daciei Romane, Bucharest, 2004 (C. C. Petolescu ed.), pp. 15–34; M.
Macrea, ViaĠa în Dacia Romană, Bucharest, 1969, pp. 298–306.
8
This situation is similar to the one noticed in the organisation of the mining districts in Hispania (see: A. Piganol, La conquête
romaine, Paris, 1967; O. Davies, Roman Mines in Europe, Oxford, 1935, pp. 15-86; A. Tovar, J. M. Blazquez, Historia de la
Hispania romana, Madrid, 1975; C. Domergue, Les mines de la Péninsule Ibérique dans l’antiquité romaine, Rome, 1990, pp. 179–
214).
9
H. Chr. Noeske, Studien zur Verwaltung und Bevölkerung der dakischen Goldbergwerke in römischer Zeit, Bonner Jahrbücher,
177, 1977, pp. 370-371; J.J. Wilkes, Dalmatia, London, 1969, pp. 153–158; E. Popescu, Aspecte ale colonizării úi romanizării în
Dacia úi Scythia în lumina unor inscripĠii din muzee bucureútene, Studii Clasice, 9, 1967, pp. 182 –190; S. Dusanic, Aspects of
Roman Mining in Noricum, Pannonia, Dalmatia and Moesia Superior, ANRW, II, 5, pp. 52-94. Idem, Metalla Municipii Dardanorum,
Ziva Antiqua 21, 1971, pp. 241-261; M. Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire, Oxford, 1926, pp. 221–
225.
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uniqueness and the richness of information they contain. The 25 wax tablets10 discovered here
offer precise information on the economic realities, the inhabiting system, the religious life and
the juridical frame that governed the local mining community. The tablets mention a series of
toponyms that specialists attribute to adjacent inhabiting structures. Thus, nine of the
documents mention toponyms such as Alburnus Maior, two of them were signed in the canabae
of the Legio XIII Gemina stationed at Apulum, and the rest mention settlements unidentified on
the terrain (vicus Deusara, Kartum, Immenosum Maius, statio Resculum, vicus Pirustarum). The
generally accepted view is that the tablets were hidden inside inaccessible mining galleries
during a crisis, probably during the Marcomanic attacks on Dacia between 167-170 AD11.
Information concerning the ancient gold mining centre was enriched in time, particularly after the
wax tablets were discovered along with 75 other inscriptions12. In most cases the inscriptions
were discovered by chance, and the information concerning the exact place and the context of
the discovery was very poor. With the exception of a salvage excavation undertaken in the
1980s13, the archaeological research remained only a desideratum.
The toponyms mentioned in the wax tablets provoked a series of discussions concerning the
urban evolution of the ancient economic centre at Alburnus Maior. One can distinguish two main
interpretations in this problem. The first approach to the problem assumes that the generic
toponym Alburnus Maior covers a series of permanent or temporary settlements linked to the
presence of Illyrian-Dalmatian colonists specialized in the extraction and primary processing of
the gold ore14.
A series of realities mentioned by the epigraphic sources are used to justify this approach, such
as the citation of a vicus Pirustarum15, of the settlement at Ansium16, of Resculum17, the use of
the formula K(astellum) Baridustarum18, as well as the entire discussion on the location of these
settlements and of other toponyms mentioned in the wax tablets19 and the inscriptions
discovered up to the present moment. These elements suggest the image of a conglomerate of
autonomous (?) settlement that used self-governance and administration20 as in the “Dalmatian
system” used for organizing and exploiting the gold deposits21.
Conversely, another approach views Alburnus Maior as an autonomous structure of uncertain
juridical status, and the toponyms mentioned above as the names of the different parts of the

10 The number of discoveries is probably over 30, the tablets being part of the collections of museums in Berlin (TabCerD XIV), Blaj
(TabCerD III, VII, VIII, XXI, XXII, XXV), Budapest (TabCerD I, II, V, VI, IX, X, XII, XIII, XV, XVII, XIX, XX, XXIV), Cluj (TabCerD III, XI, XVIII)
and in the collection of the Battyaneum Library in Alba Iulia (TabCerD IV).
11 D. Tudor, Răscoale úi atacuri barbare în Dacia Romană, Bucharest, 1957, pp. 31–40; .H. Daicoviciu, I. Piso, Sarmizegetusa úi
războaiele marcomanice, ActaMN, 12, 1975, pp. 159-160; M. Macrea, ViaĠa în Dacia Romană, Bucharest, 1969, p. 69.
12 IDR III/3, V. Wollmann, Un lucus la Alburnus Maior, AIIACluj, 17, 1985-1986, pp. 253-295.
13
V. Wollmann, Un lucus la Alburnus Maior, AIIACluj, 17, 1985-1986, pp. 253-295.
14
RE IV, col. 1967; D. Davies, Roman Mines in Europe, Oxford, 1935, pp. 198-199; C-tin Daicoviciu, La Transilvania nell’ Antichità,
Bucharest, 1945, pp. 115-117.
15
“quae est Alb(urno) Maiore vico Pirustarum”, TabCerD IX, IDR I, no. 39.
16
V. Wollmann, Mineritul metalifer, extragerea sării úi carierele de piatră din Dacia Romană, Cluj, 1996, p. 68.
17
“ex libello, qui propositus/erat Alb(urno) maiori ad statione Resculi.. .”, TabCerD I, IDR I, no. 31.
18
IDR III/3, no. 388.
19
IDR I, 163 sqq; IDR III/3; C-tin Daicoviciu, Castella Delmatarum de la Dacie. Un aspect de la colonisation et de la romanisation de
la province de Dacie, Dacia, NS, 2 1958, p. 263 sqq; C-tin Daicoviciu, Castella Delmatarum în Dacia, Apulum, 4, 1961, pp. 51-60; V.
Wollmann, Mineritul metalifer, extragerea sării úi carierele de piatră din Dacia Romană, Cluj, pp. 66-70.
20
Em. Popescu, Aspecte ale colonizării úi romanizării în Dacia úi Schytia în lumina unor inscripĠii din muzee bucureútene, StCl, 9,
1967, pp. 182-190; J. J. Wilkes, Dalmatia, London, 1969, pp. 153-158; Al. Suceveanu, Bessi consistentes, SCIV, 22, 1971, 4, pp.
571-572; H. Chr. Noeske, Studien zur Veralltung und Bevölkerug der dakischen Goldbergwerke in römischer Zeit, BJ, 177, 1977,
pp. 370-371.
21
M. Rostovtzeff, The Social und Economic History of the Roman Empire, Oxford, 1926, pp. 221-225; S. Mrozek, Aspects sociaux et
administratifs des mines d’or romaines en Dacie, Apulum, 7, 1, 1968, p. 201-208; S. Dušaniü, Metalla Municipii Dardanorum, Ziva
Antiqua, 21,1971, pp. 241-261; S. Dušaniü, Aspects of Roman Mining in Noricum, Pannonia, Dalmatia and Moesia Superior,
ANRW, II, 6, 1977, pp. 53-94; V. Wollmann, Mineritul metalifer, extragerea sării úi carierele de piatră din Dacia Romană, Cluj, 1996,
pp. 60-63; S. Dušaniü, The miners’ cults in Illyricum, in Mélanges C. Domergue, PALLAS, 50, 1999, pp. 133-139.
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settlement or as names reflecting the different ethnic groups inside a unitary settlement. One
certainty is the information obtained from the analysis of the epigraphic sources, which indicate
an intensely populated area, inhabited by a variety of nations. Among these, the predominant
element is the Illyrian-Dalmatian, followed by the Hellenized population22. Of importance is the
extraordinary diversity of the religious cults attested by the inscriptions discovered at Alburnus
Maior23. The image of an intensely populated area, with a rhythmic progressive development
and a great demographic variety – as it is defined by the unilateral analysis of the epigraphic
information–, encouraged V. Pârvan to consider the gold mining area a „California of Antiquity”,
offering the settlement at Alburnus Maior an exceptional historic-literary characterization: “a
Californian city of an international civilization”24.
The present state of research renders it difficult to distinguish the status of the settlement at
Alburnus Maior in the juridical framework of municipal life in Dacia. The hypotheses put forward
by scholars could not be fully confirmed up to the present moment 25. Only two types of dwelling
have been attested so far at Alburnus Maior: vici26 and castella27.
The information concerning the ethnic structure of the population that lived and worked in
Roman times in the territory of the present day Roúia Montană is offered by two categories of
sources. The first is the epigraphic source (inscriptions and wax tablets). The ethnic mixture,
correctly presumed by Vasile Pârvan, is exemplified by the funerary, as well as the votive
inscriptions discovered throughout the Roúia Montană area. Thus, the names of persons
immortalized by the funerary inscriptions are very diverse, ranging from the Illyrian-Dalmatian
and Thracian-Dardanian areas (Lavius Verzon, Planius Magister son of Bazus, Bissius son of
Scenobarbvs, etc) to Greek-oriental (Domitia Chlone, Avrelia Sambv) to Roman names (Publivs
Aelivs Licianvs etc.).
The situation is similar when it comes to the gods attested in the votive inscriptions discovered
at Alburnus Maior. The case of Silvanus is significant; it is a god most certainly linked to the
mining communities that are frequently attested at Alburnus Maior. Also, along with the
dedications in honour of the Capitolium triad and the Roman gods, a Greek-oriental series of
gods are mentioned by the inscriptions (Iupiter Narenus, Iupiter Sittakomikernos, Serapis, Sol
Invictus etc.).
One of the most interesting sources relating to the funerary field is the TăbliĠa Cerată Dacica Nr.
1 (the Wax Tablet Dacica no.1)28. It is a decree (minutes) for the self-dissolution of a funerary
association (collegium) of Jupiter Cernenus. The text, well known to the exegetes of Antiquity,
captures a moment of crisis in the evolution of the alburnense society. Thus, an association
providing mutual help for burials, initially made up of “54 men”, proclaims self-dissolution due to
the small number of fee-paying members left (“there are only 17 men left at Alburnus”). This
situation resulted in the diminution of the common funds which “were not enough for the
funerals, and there is no place left for the burials”. The text is precisely dated on 9 February
167. A basic study on the names of the persons mentioned on the tablet, combined with the
epithet of the god protecting the association, offers an image of the mixed compositum
22

D. Tudor, Oraúe, târguri úi sate în Dacia romană, Bucharest, 1968, p. 203.
V. Wollmann, Monumente epigafice úi sculpturale din regiunea Alburnus Maior-Ampelum, Sargetia, 14, 1979, pp. 190-203; V.
Wollmann, Mineritul metalifer, extragerea sării úi carierele de piatră din Dacia Romană, Cluj, 1996, pp. 199-221.
24
V. Pârvan, Getica. O protoistorie a Daciei, Bucharest, 1926, p. 272.
25
We must mention D. Tudor’s opinion, according to which Alburnus Maior, even if it had all the attributes of a city, never went
beyond the juridical status of a pagus (D. Tudor, Oraúe, târguri úi sate în Dacia romană, Bucharest, 1968, p. 196). Also, M. Macrea
considers that the “Dalmatian system” remained predominant, and chose to consider the settlements named after Dalmatian
communities as dwelling structures which composed the settlement at Alburnus Maior (M. Macrea, ViaĠa în Dacia romană,
Bucharest, 1969, p. 146, 252, 300). Both authors used only the epigraphic information.
26
RE VIII, col. 2090-2094; DA V, 854-863.
27
RE X, col. 2342-2343; DA I, 936-940.
28
IDR I, 31.

23
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confirmed by archaeological research. Some of the people mentioned in the document
(Artemidoros, son of Apollonios, Valerius, son of Niccon, Offas, son of Menophilus) have names
that betray their Greek-oriental origins and a peregrine status. Another “leader” of the
association, Julius, son of Julius, has the same status (as his name indicates). Of interest, are
the names of the persons that signed the act. It is probably that they were the members of a
committee or of the association’s presidium. Thus, we can read typical names for Roman
citizens (Lucius Vasidius Victor, Caius Secundinius Legitimus and Ulpius Felix), but also names
from the Thracian-Illyrian-Dalmatian area (Geldonis, Stertinius Rusticus and September Plator).
Opinions are divided regarding the god’s epithet –Cernunos. A series of interpretations tie the
epithet to the toponym Corna (Mommsen) or the Getic Tserna (Pârvan), however, a more
founded interpretation identifies Cernunos with Cernunus, a Celtic god transformed into an
“oriental god” through the Galatian connection (with roots in the Micro-Asian region of Galatia,
respectively).
The archaeological research undertaken in the last five years in the funerary field, as well as in
that of the dwelling structures, confirms the moment of crisis registered with such precision by
the source under scrutiny, respectively the Archaeological Repertory of Alba county. Thus, in
the necropolises at Alburnus Maior the coins dated after 160 are very rare and, from an
archaeological point of view, one can notice in some cases the abandoning of the dwelling
structures (see the case at Tăul ğapului), probably in the same period. It is certain that, at the
end of the 2nd century AD (after 160), disruption to the communities at Roúia Montană
occurred, and was not necessarily linked to the Marcomanic Wars, but most likely to the
economic conditions (another mining area?).
When the moment the Roman State began the exploitation, some communities will have settled
in well established places, whose toponyms would have become widespread; but, once the
economic complex at Roúia Montană started to develop, when gentes ex toto orbe romana
arrived, attracted by the dream of gold, the communities formed what V. Pârvan plastically
called “a Californian city of an international civilization”.
The creation of the “Alburnus Maior” National Research Program by the Romanian Ministry of
Culture and Religious Affairs, in 2001, began a new stage in the approach of the problem
represented by the existence of this specific site in the archaeological background of Roman
Dacia.
The information collected during the five archaeological campaigns undertaken between 20012005 generally refuted notion that the term Alburnus Maior defined an urban settlement with
elements similar to that of an urbis from the Roman provincial world. A picture of the situation
slowly emerges: the image of a dwelling system lacking the native element (as it results from
the information gathered up to the present moment), in which the different gentes of mostly
south-danubian origin behaved according to the organization and custom brought from their
homeland. The analysis of the ancient sources, combined with the study of the epigraphic
material as well as new information offered by the systematic archaeological research
undertaken in recent years, support the hypothesis according to which the generic toponym
Alburnus Maior covers a series of permanent or temporary settlements linked to the presence of
Illyrian-Dalmatian settlers, as well as colonists from Hellenized areas, all specialized in the
extraction and primary processing of the gold ore29.

29

RE IV, col. 1967; D. Davies, Roman Mines in Europe, Oxford, 1935, pp. 198–199; C-tin Daicoviciu, La Transilvania nell’ Antichità,
Bucharest, 1945, pp. 115–117.
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Between the Roman retreat from Dacia and the second half of the 13th century there is no
evident information – archaeological or literary – concerning any type of human activity in this
area.
The medieval period30. Two citations in medieval texts open the written history of this period,
one in 1238 and another in 1271; they mention mining activities in the Cârnic massif,
undertaken by the Saxon colonists from Ighiu and Cricău. The present day Roúia Montană is
not mentioned, and only toponyms such as Chernech or Terra Obruth appear. This piece of
historical information should be interpreted as conveying that the medieval mining settlement
was an important centre made up of small hamlets located at the foot of the Cârnic Massif, in
the administrative area of the town of Abrud.
One must mention that for the 13th-15th centuries there is confusion regarding the location of
the toponyms assigned to the settlements at Abrud and Zlatna. The confusion caused by the
German name of these settlements, Abrud (Hungarian Abrudbánya, German Großschlatten)
and Zlatna (German Schlatten, name derived from Slavonic, where zoloto means gold). Thus,
the mining region of Abrud – Roúia Montană – Zlatna (and the area around them) was part of
the oldest Transylvanian county, which had Alba as its capital. The town of Abrud, which held
an important administrative and political status, gave the name of the region. Thus, until about
the end of the 16th century, the Roúia Montană area was not distinguished from the town of
Abrud.
The decision of King Charles Robert of Anjou (made approximately 1327–1328) is the premise
for the development of the medieval settlement in the location of the present day Roúia
Montană. This decision transferred the mining domain from the property of the crown to that of
local noblemen, which resulted in the development of the entire mining area. The series of
reforms and laws that regulated mining activities during the period of direct control of the
medieval kingdom of Hungary and then later of the principality of Transylvania have stimulated
the development of gold mining at an administrative level, too. Around 1525, in a litigation act
with the owners of stamp-mills who were vying for the right to wash the gold sands, the toponym
Valea Roúiei (Rubeo flumine) is mentioned for the first time, and from it derived the later
German (Rotseifen and Rotbach) or the Magyar (Verespatak) versions. In the same year we
learn that the leader of the ancient county of Sibiu, Mathias Armbruster built stamp mills in the
Abrud area. During this first part of the 16th century, ducal families from Bavaria had a series of
economic interests in the mining area around Abrud, owning buildings in the town and one of
the richest mines in the Roúia Valley, with its own stamp mills. In 1592 the texts mention the
inclusion of present day Roúia Montană, attested under the name of rubeo flumine (in exact
translation the „red river”), in the territory of Abrud, which had already become a town in the
middle of the 15th century.
Industrial development in the 17th century, as seen in a statistic dated to 1676 - 77 stamp mills
(rotae) at the foot of the Cârnic, 29 at Corna, 17 at Cărpiniú – corresponded to an urban
settlement in the area defined as the Historical Centre of Roúia Montană. With the exception of
a few archaeological excavations in 2000, undertaken for the evaluation study of the potential of
cultural heritage in the Roúia Montană area, no field research (that could provide supplementary

30

About the history of the Roúia Montană locality during the Middle Ages there are a series o synthesis, out of which the most
recent ones are to be mentioned: B. Roman, S. Sântimbrean, V. Wollmann, Aurarii din MunĠii Apuseni, Bucureúti, 1982, passim; A.
Sântimbrean, Muzeul Mineritului din Roúia Montană, Bucureúti, 1989, passim; V. Wollmann, Der siebenbürgishe Bergbau seit der
ungarische Landnahme, pag. 41-58, in Silber und Salz, Katalog zur Ausstellung im Deutschen Bergbau-Museum, Band 1, Bochum,
1999; V. Wollmann, Zur Geschichte des Goldbergbaus in Roúia Montană in der Frühen Neuzeit, pag. 125-162, in Silber und Salz in
Siebenbürgen. Katalog zur Ausstellung im Deutschen Bergbau-Museum, Band 4, Bochum, 2002; A. Sântimbreanu, H. Bedelean,
Roúia Montană Alburnus Maior. Cetatea de scaun a aurului românesc, ed. II, Alba Iulia, 2004, passim.
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information on the evolution of the settlement in the medieval period) was undertaken in the
present day hearth of the commune.
The modern and contemporary period31. In the 18th century, a true industrial revolution in the
Roúia Montană area was evidenced by numerous reports and studies on improving the
efficiency of mining and reforms, with the beginning of the great industrial constructions
controlled by the state – that is the Habsburg Empire. These trends occurred throughout
Transylvania at this time. This is significant in the global socio-economic transformations
conventionally named the “industrial revolution”. In 1733, artificial pond systems and other water
installations were being constructed with special funds from the Treasury of Transylvania.
The entire gold mining area of Roúia Montană underwent a period of development never
experienced before, in the second half of the 18th century, with the opening of great galleries by
the state. Private owners or associations of private owners were granted the right to exploit the
gold deposits by the state(1746 – the Sf. Treime Gallery system- Vercheúul de Jos – Râzna in
the Cârnic massif; 1769 – the Vercheúul de Sus Gallery, in the Cârnic Massif; 1783 – the Sf.
Cruce Gallery in the Orlea massif, a very important work initiated by the state, that ran along the
entire valley of the Roúia stream). This system of underground levels was mirrored on the
surface by a complex system for the primary processing of the ore, made up of artificial ponds
that supplied the installations for crushing the ore (stamp-mills) with water. These two
components, represented by a multitude of artificial ponds, hundreds of stamp mills32 and the
dump heaps around the entrances to the mines, have defined the industrial picture of this
mining area until 1948. This period was marked by the development of exploitation areas (the
beginning of the CotoroanĠa vein exploitation in the Cârnic Massif in 1875), and development of
the exploitation technique that reached its peak with the use of the electric current in 190833.
The high technical level of the exploitation at Roúia was recognized at an international level
during the World Industrial Exhibition in 1856.
The Greek-Catholic churches in the villages of Roúia Montană and Corna were built in the
second half of the 18th century (1741 and 1781 respectively).
During the 1848 revolution, Roúia Montană was an area where the resistance was led by Avram
Iancu and his tribunes (among which the priest Simion Balint distinguished himself).
After the Great Unification of 1918 one notices the Romanian State took control of the
exploitation from the Austro-Hungarian administration and applied its status as sole owner of
underground resources34. The technological upgrading process, finalized only in the 1940s,

31

About the history of the Roúia Montană locality during the Middle Ages there are a series o synthesis, out of which the most
recent ones are to be mentioned: B. Roman, S. Sântimbrean, V. Wollmann, Aurarii din MunĠii Apuseni, Bucureúti, 1982, passim; A.
Sântimbrean, Muzeul Mineritului din Roúia Montană, Bucureúti, 1989, passim; V. Wollmann, Der siebenbürgishe Bergbau im 18.
Jahrhundert, pag. 59-65, in Silber und Salz in Siebenbürgen, Katalog zur Ausstellung im Deutschen Bergbau-Museum, Band 1,
Bochum, 1999; V. Wollmann, Zur Geschichte des Goldbergbaus in Roúia Montană in der Frühen Neuzeit, pag. 125-162, in Silber
und Salz in Siebenbürgen. Katalog zur Ausstellung im Deutschen Bergbau-Museum, Band 4, Bochum, 2002; A. Sântimbreanu, H.
Bedelean, Roúia Montană Alburnus Maior. Cetatea de scaun a aurului românesc, ed. II, Alba Iulia, 2004, passim. New information
th
upon the development of Roúia Montană in the first half of the 20 century were brought recently by Cristina RiúcuĠa in an archive
study, yet inedited. See infra n. 38.
32
In 1772, when Ignatz von Born visited the Roúia Montană – Abrud area, about 1204 stamp-mills are mentioned, located as
follows: 226 on the Roúia Valley, 254 on the Corna Valley, 151 in the Cărpiniú, 471 at Câmpeni and 102 at Bucium.
33
The Electric Plant at Gura Roúiei was built between 1907-1908 (C. RiúcuĠa – Exploatarea Roúia Montană. InvestiĠiile economice
úi realităĠi socio-culturale (1919-1948), mss., 2005, p. 25).
34
Legea Minelor (the Mining Law) in 1924 stipulated that: “The underground belongs to the State, the concessionaire having to
execute under state control works adapted to the conditions presented by the deposit and the needs of the community” – T. P.
GhiĠulescu, Industria extractivă a metalelor neferoase, Bucharest, 1946, p. 2.
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marks the entire period up to 1948. The last period of economic and social revival35 was the ten
years prior to nationalization in 1948, when the private exploitation sector was suppressed.
The communist period, when mining concessionaires or stamp-mill owners were chased away,
led to the depopulation and sudden end of century-long processes that created the commune of
Roúia Montană. The 1970s represent the opening of the surface exploitation in the Cetate
quarry, whose effects on the environment are active and visible up to the present moment.
For a timeline of Roúia Montană see the Special Annexes section.

2.3

Interests

The importance and the complexity of the archaeological sites from Roúia Montană36
determines a dense structure of the interests shown or the potential interests of the entities
concerned – from the natural person to the legal entity - who have administrative and
institutional connections - to the entities that betray economical interests or interests deriving
from the cultural value of the site, as a matter of study or recreational interest. There are
individual, public and corporate interests at the local, regional, national and transnational level.
2.3.1

Public interests

2.3.1.1 Central public administration
As a reflection of the public interest and concern for the historical sites at Roúia Montana, the
site was named as an archaeological site of local importance, and listed on the Historical
Monuments List (L.M.I.)37, and also designated as Roman galleries, in the Town planning for the
National Territory – Section III, Protected Areas (P.A.T.N./III)38, portrayed as part of the cultural
heritage of national interest. In addition to this recognition there should be mentioned the
classification of the following components of the site in LMI39, as presented:






The Roman Settlement from Alburnus Maior, Orlea area(code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.01)
The Roman exploiting mine from Alburnus Maior, Orlea Massif (code LMI AB-I-m-A00065.02)
The Roman remains from Alburnus Maior, Carpeni area (code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.03)
The Roman funerary- place from “Hop-Găuri”area (code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.04)

35

The national social programs mediated by the Roúia Montană Exploitation have provided the town with a series of facilities: a
workers’ club, Casina, a cinema, a school.
36
The term ’site’ appears here having the mening offerred by the Law 422/2001 and it identifies the biggest entity defined by law as
a historical monument, representing a ‚piece of land topographic including those human creations in natural environment which are
cultural –historical heritage from the point of view architectural, urbanistic, archaeologic, historic, artistic, etnogrphic, religious,
social, scientific, technic or cultural view’; cf. L.422/2001, art.3 c).
37
Identified in a large sense: „the archaeologic site Alburnus Maior – Roúia Montană, village Roúia Montană; comuna Roúia
Montană; L.M.I. 2004, code AB-I-s-A-00065; see in Special Annexes section. for the legal protection of the archaeological sites of
Roúia Montană.
38
Without any detail about location are indicated: „The Roman galleries of the mining auriferous exploitations comuna Roúia
Montană, village Roúia Montană, county Alba”; Law no.5/2000, annex III, position a I.l) 1.
39
LMI 2004, published in the Official Gazette no. 646 bis from 16 July 2004, pp. 13-15, positions 140-146.
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“Cătălina Monuleúti”gallery from the Protected Zone of the historical centre of the place
(code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.05)
Te Roman galleries from Cârnic Massif, specific place ”Piatra Corbului” (code LMI AB-Is-A-20329)

The main public concern associated with the archaeological sites from Roúia Montană area
regards the preservation and valorization of the cultural resource. This is mentioned and
emphasized by the law for the protection of historical monuments40 that establishes the
functions concerning the identification, the classification, the evidence, the protection, the
preservation and the presentation of the sites, as well as specialized regulation referring to the
protection of the archaeological heritage41. However, the strategic activities and the
archaeological policy domain remains the responsibility of the Ministry of Culture and Religious
Affairs (MCC). Operational and some administrative functions are delegated to subordinate
institutions by the ministry. In this way, the National Institute of the Historical Monuments
provides scientific, methodological, and normative documentation of the strategic actions;
develops evidence and administration activities for the heritage; or they undertake projects and
programmes for this domain. The National Office of the Historical Monuments controls the
planning of the protection of the heritage activities at the national level, through the design of the
National Restoration Plan, according to the Ministry’s strategy. They also make some decisions
concerning the provision of funds for these activities, either from the budget or from other
resources.
Other institutions of the central administration are also included in the first level of national
interest. These include: Agricultural, Forests and Rural Development Ministry (particularly
through its main agency Romsilva); the Ministry of Economy and Commerce (Roúia Montană
hosts the most important international deposit of gold & silver); the European Integration
Ministry (through the strategic plan for the national development) and the subordinate
institutions – The Agency of the Centre Regional Development (the establishing of the regional
strategies and programmes of development).
2.3.1.2 The local public administration
The mayor of the commune and the local administrative council has legal responsibility for the
protection of the local archaeological heritage42. Also, the development of the tourism potential
in order to focus on long-term development of the area is an important consideration, and will
require a partnership with the local council of the Roúia Montană.
2.3.1.3 The local community
Any management plan for the archaeological sites from this area, as well as any development
strategy has to take into account the concerns and opinions of the local community. This is not
only achieved solely through dialogue with institutions or non-governmental organizations, but
also through interactive dialogue with the citizens of the commune. These discussions should
focus on the possible development income derived from the values of the archaeological
heritage, and the responsibilities that result from the existence of these sites in the perimeter of
the commune.
40
41
42

Law no. 422/2001.
Law no. 462/2003 publisehd in the Official Gazette no. 820 from 19 November 2003.
Law no. 462/2003, chapter IV, art. 17-18.
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2.3.1.4 Non-government organizations
Taking into account the existence and the activity of two local NGO’s and other international
organizations 43 during the last two years,44 indicates that civil society needs to be considered
as a special partner in the development of cultural tourism and in the development of the
heritage of Roúia Montană. Their involvement in the process of public communication, which
this plan will include in the following period, will be beneficial, while their comments will be taken
into consideration. The role of these representatives of civil society is expected to be active in
determining the level of cooperation of the entitled authorities and the proper specialists for the
best protection and evaluation of the values of the archaeological heritage.
2.3.1.5 The international community
Based on experience from previous years, the interest shown by state/ multi-state organizations
(for instance Hungary or The European Union), and by some international NGOs (for instance
UNESCO / ICOMOS, Greenpeace) will have to be considered.
2.3.1.6 Other stakeholders
For the designing and implementing a preservation, protection, and evaluation strategy for
potential archaeological sites, the direct interests shown by some specialized institutions dealing
with the national heritage and the foreign heritage, in particular the Alburnus Maior National
Research Programme, can’t be ignored. Also, given some of the characteristics of these sites, it
is to be expected that interest will continue to be shown by the academic international world.
There should be mentioned the concern expressed by the Romanian Academy, and also some
other organizations having as their main aim the cultural heritage domain (Pro Patrimonio,
Transylvania Trust etc.).
2.3.2

Private interests

In this case, the private interests are represented by the owner of the estates (buildings and
lands) directly associated with historical monuments.
2.3.3

Types of property, administration rights, leases

The following sites from the perimeter of Roúia Montană area are classified on the List of the
Historical Monuments 2004:






The Roman Settlement from Alburnus Maior, Orlea area (code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.01)
The Roman exploitations mine from Alburnus Maior, Orlea Massif (code LMI AB-I-m-A00065.02)
The Roman remains from Alburnus Maior, Carpeni area (code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.03)
The Roman funerary monument from “Hop-Găuri”area (code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.04)

43

The NGOs Alburnus Maior and Pro Roúia Montană.
Like for example Green Transylvania, AsociaĠia ARIN, StrawberryNet, Clubul Ecologic Transilvania, Terra Mileniu III, FundaĠia
Culturală Extra Art, Centrul pentru Resurse Juridice etc.

44
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“Cătălina Monuleúti”gallery from the protected zone of the historical centre of the place
(code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.05)
The Roman galleries from Cârnic massif, specific place “Piatra Corbului” (code LMI AB-Is-A-20329)

The archaeological sites classified according to the List of the Historical Monuments 2004, and
also the other archaeological sites on the perimeter of the Roúia Montană commune are placed
on the lands belonging to the following categories of owners:







Private persons;
Legal entities (RMGC);
Religious affairs;
local public administration;
The Romanian State (E.M. Roúia Montană and Romsilva).

The ownership of the lands from the Historical Centre is distributed as follows:









Public property – Local Council
Public property - Townhall
Public property – The Romanian State
Public property – religious affairs (church properties)
Private property - private persons
Private property - legal entity – RMGC
Private property - legal entity - SN MINVEST DEVA

The name of the entities, who own the rights to the property where the archaeological sites from
Roúia Montană area are situated, is presented in detail on the record cards from the site in the
Special Annexes section.
To all the rights have to be added the mining lease of RMGC.
2.3.4

The land use and the utilization of the resources

Mining has for centuries been the residents’ main activity in Roúia Montană and has resulted in
significant changes to the landscape resulting from the opening of mine galleries and ore
processing activities. Underground, the continuous exploitation, through generations, left only a
small part of the ancient galleries. The opening of the Cetate open mine pit in the 70’s led to the
destruction of one the most representative parts of the ancient site. The activities that impacted
the site included, the processing activities, the construction of some installations for processing
the ore (stamp mills), and the arrangement of the surroundings for the functioning of these
installations, respectively, the man made lakes (tăuri) the supply water channels. A direct result
of these mining activities (both on the surface and underground) was the deposit of other
substances, which caused significant damage to the landscape.
Nowadays, only a small part of the old mines’ entrances from the Cârnic and Jig massiffs and
Orlea-ğarina area is noticeable. The mining exploitation areas from the neighborhood of the
location have been covered with either bigger or smaller waste dumps (’halde’), such as the
areas from Valea Nanului, ğarina, Orlea, the northern mountainside, East and Southern parts of
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the Cetate and Cârnic massifs. Other areas were covered by coniferous vegetations, for
instance the eastern mountainside of Cârnic massif, or they remained deserted cliffs as at the
Jig massif. However, the disappearance of the traditional processing resulted from the
modification of some of the estates, given the fact that the primary processing was done in the
household. In areas as Pârâul Porcului, ğarina, Corna Valley there are old drenched man made
lakes, and a number of times during the archaeological research traces of the then existing
stamp mills were found.
Nowadays, the mining industry is oriented towards the exploitation in open quarries at the
Cetate massif, which began in 70’s and the one in Cârnic massif, started in the mid 90’s and
stopped during 2005.
The agriculture is present on narrow areas, as in the settlement, with small vegetables gardens,
and around these there are hay-fields and limited areas for vegetables for subsistence. Manure
for the fields from the cows pasture and also the presence of biennial and triennial crop
rotations defines the overall character of the place: some grazing fields, giving a particular
image to the Roúia Montană area.
There are clusters of deciduous trees and conifers, both within the built-up area and outside the
build-up area, give a certain characteristic for the landscape. The most significant forest area is
the one from Dealul Carpeni, which covers more than 80% of the perimeter of the
archaeological site.
Not the last to be mentioned, there is a decisive factor for the conditions of preservation of the
archaeological sites, and that is the mining settlement from Roúia Montană area has
continuously affected the traces of the ancient remains for almost 800 years.
The archaeological research on the surface and the underground over the last years defined the
areas in which the ancient remains have been kept, while the potential archaeological areas that
were studied completely were limited. Four main archaeological monument categories could be
researched:
habitation areas with an afferent infrastructure (Hop-Găuri, Hăbad, ğăul ğapului, Dealul
Carpeni)
 open air sacred areas (Hăbad, Valea Nanului and maybe Carpeni)
 funerary areas (Illyrian settlers’ cremation necropolises – Hop, Tăul Corna, Jig-Piciorag,
ğarina, Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor and the funerary areas from Nanului valley and
Dealul Carpeni)
 ancient mining areas (parts of the old mining galleries and exploitation of the Cetate and
Cârnic massifs).
The most significant discoveries – according to the opinion of the specialists who did the
research – which are required to be preserved in situ are:









the Roman funerary monument at Tău Găuri
the Roman habitation (including a funerary enclosure and a possible sacred area) from
Dealul Carpeni
the ancient mining exploitations at Piatra Corbului (from the southern-east part of
mountainside Cârnic)
the Roman hydraulic system at the mining sector Păru-Carpeni
a series of archaeological remains from the Historic Centre Roúia Montană, including the
Cătălina Monuleúti gallery (where there has been discovered a Roman wooden hydraulic
system) and the ancient exploitation Văidoaia area.
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In addition to these archaeological immovable heritage values, there are a series of 7.000
artifacts discovered up to the present, which have been published in specialized works.
Taking into account the current preservation status of the archaeological sites (see infra section
2.1), and the research results from 2000-2005, the general approach for using identified
heritage resources has included the following:









2.3.5

the development of a mining museum containing:
The documentary exhibition themed around three main topics: geology, archaeology and
history-ethnography
The open air exhibition containing ethnographic elements and industrial elements of the
heritage
The underground exhibition that includes the Cătălina Monuleúti gallery (which is a
record of all historical ages of mining, from the ancient age to the contemporary age),
which will be complemented in future by replicas of the most important mining structures
identified in other massifs from Roúia Montană area
the in situ preservation of some archaeological remains and their cultural-tourism
development
the research opportunities for development and implementation of a multi-research,
formation programmes focused on a concept new to Romanian archaeology – mining
archaeological research
publishing activity, for instance publishing research results
Economical interests related to the archaeological sites

Nowadays there are a series of economic interests directly related to the archaeological sites,
for instance:






the continuation and the development of mining activities in the open pits and the
construction of the ancillary infrastructure
the development of a modern plant for processing the gold-silver ore
the continuation of small commercial activities that exist within the settlement –shops,
construction firms
the continuation of the subsistence agriculture

2.3.5.1 Possible elements for tourism development
From the tourism development point of view, progress in the following areas has been made
resulting from the archaeological heritage values at the Roúia Montană area:








The Mining Museum containing:
The documentary exhibition organized around three main topics: geology, archaeology
and history-ethnography
The open space exhibition containing ethnographic elements and industrial elements of
the heritage
The underground exhibition containing Cătălina Monuleúti gallery (which keeps
traces/proofs of historical mining over the ages, from the ancient age to the
contemporary age), completed by the most important mining structures replicas
identified at the other massifs in the Roúia Montană area
the visiting path for some archaeological monuments preserved in situ containing:
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The Roman funerary monument from Tău Găuri,
Dealului Carpeni area
Piatra Corbului area
The Historical Centre Roúia Montană
Special visiting paths: the Roman hydraulic system from Păru Carpeni area (limited
access due to the special measures taken for the protection and preservation and also
the difficulty of access), the ancient surface exploitation from Văidoaia area
 Experimental Archaeological Programme– mining techniques from historical period to
the current days
 The archaeological school camp (only in the summertime) for the students who are
interested in mining archaeology and keen on archaeology.
There are other tourism options for the Protected Zone Historical Centre Roúia Montană
heritage values, taking into account the 35 historical monuments, 3 churches, cultural landscape
elements and their archaeological heritage values. For further details about the development
strategy and the management of this area, see the Management Plan for the historical
monuments and the Protected Zone from Roúia Montană.
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3 Assessment and objectives
3.1

The preservation status of the archaeological sites

Until 2000, there was given the fact that there had been realized but some archaeological trial
trenches and the majority of the information about the potential archaeological areas had come
from chance discoveries, and there couldn’t be realized a proper assessment upon the
preservation status of the archaeological sites from Roúia Montană locality. An only area, i.e.
the Roman surface exploitation, situated in the upper part of the Cetate massif which are know
as the „Roman Courts”, was recognized to be destroyed by the opening of the E.M. Roúia
Montană open pit by the Romanian state, beginning with 1970.
On the basis of the preventive archaeological research at the archaeological sites on the
perimeter of the Roúia Montană settlement during 2000-2005, resulting in the delimitation of the
archaeological sites, and their analysis, the following considerations concerning their
preservation status were revealed:

No.

The name of the site

1

Găuri - Hop - Hăbad - Tăul ğapului

2

Nanului Valley

3

Carpeni

4

Cârnic massif

Assessment of the preservation status
The site was highly damaged by the constant mining
activities. Towards East and South the site was mainly
damaged by the opening of the Cetate quarry and the
development of the afferent infrastructure. Towards
South-West, in Tău Găuri and Tăul ğapului areas,
there are to be mentioned the hydro technical
arranging works from Hasburg age. The agricultural
works on private properties also affected the
archaeological remains.
Poor preservation status, the site is highly damaged
due to constant mining exploitation and the location of
some primary ore processing installations in the
modern age. The agricultural works that took place on
private properties also damaged the archaeological
remains.
Considered as a whole, the site has a medium –
preservation status.
On the surface, the site was partially damaged in the
northern part, by the construction of the stadium and a
block of flats. There was probably another cause for
the ESE damaging by the quarry roads in Cetate
quarry. Nowadays, the site is almost completely
covered in the majority by woods.
Underground the mining sector Păru Carpeni is
relatively well-preserved, but the integrity of the
ancient site has been damaged by the modern and
contemporary re-exploitations.
Poor preservation condition, the site is highly damaged
by the constant mining exploitations and the locating of
some primary ore processing installations in the
modern age. The opening of the open pit by the
Romanian state in the 90’s affected the surface of the
site on the North, West, South of the mountainside.
Underground there is a labyrinth of modern galleries
(cf. the Pošepny map 1868), rebuilt and extended
during the 20th century – especially the networks of
galleries opened on a rectangular pattern, dug
between 1960-1980, disposed from the basis level Sf.
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5

Cetate massif

6

The Historical Centre Roúia Montană

7

Jig – Văidoaia massif

8

ğarina

Cruce (level +714) to the peak of the Cârnic massif
(the set +1046). The archaeological mining studies
revealed a concentration of ancient mining works
towards the southern mountainside, towering Corna
village, towards West ReĠeaua Mare sector and
towards East Piatra Corbului sector. The majority of
the ancient works from Cârnic massif were the object
of some great re-exploitation of the modern mining
which entirely damaged, fragmented or even
destroyed them.
Regarding the ensemble formed of the seven ancient
networks, called ReĠeaua Mare, the mining remains
are in a relative good preservation state, from the point
of view of a mining archaeology research. But these
are distributed in a staged manner. The majority of the
old works were revisited and partially re-exploited by
the miners during the centuries. Because of this, a part
of the works have been partially damaged by the
modern activities realized with explosive starting with
the 17th century – the marking of the usage of the
explosive in the European mining works. As a result,
the main plan of the ancient mining works can be
rebuilt only taking into consideration the remains of the
ancient walls, that are still kept or the foundation of the
works.
In Piatra Corbului sector there are remains of
exploitations opened with water and fire, possessing
great impressive dimensions, but partially destroyed by
great modern activities .
The site is highly damaged by the Cetatea E.M. Roúia
Montană open pit, initiated since 1970. The site
represented by the Roman surface exploitations called
« The Roman Courts » are entirely destroyed
The surface ancient and medieval remains are
overlapped by the Historical Centre of the settlement,
which was built since the end of the 18th century.
There was found underground a historical gallery
network, inside of which, were found the majority
waxed tables between 1785-1855. Nowadays, this
historical gallery network is in a good preservation
state, but it’s hardly reachable, because of the
landslides at the mines and the flooding of the
galleries.
Poor preservation condition, the site is highly damaged
because of the constant mining activities and the
location of some primary ore processing installations in
the modern age. The agricultural works on private
properties also affected the archaeological remains.
The remains of the surface exploitations from the
Roman and medieval age are relatively wellpreserved, situated at the eastern part of the site, in
Văidoaia massif.
Poor preservation condition, the site was significantly
damaged by the constant mining activities and the
location of both a settlement area and some primary
ore processing installations in the modern age. The
agricultural works on private properties also affected
the archaeological remains.
In the underground there is a labyrinth of galleries with
parts dated in Roman age, but the majority being
represented by the modern exploitation activities (cf.
the map Pošepny 1868), resumed and extended
during the 20th century. ğarina sector seems to be the
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9

Orlea massif

10

Pârâul Porcului - Tăul Secuilor

11

Cornei Valley

12

Tăul Cornei - Corna Sat

13

3.1.1

Balmoúeúti

most-exploited on the old plans and maps dated the
19th and 20th centuries
Poor preservation condition, the site being significantly
damaged by the constant mining activities and the
locating both of a settlement area and some primary
ore processing installations in the modern age. The
agricultural works on private properties also affected
the archaeological remains.
The agricultural works on private properties also
affected the archaeological remains. The majority part
of the perimeter of the site is covered by waste dumps
and partially deserted and deeply ravined.
In the underground there is a labyrinth of galleries with
parts dated in Roman age, but the majority being
represented by the modern exploitation activities (cf.
the Pošepny map 1868), resumed and extended
during the 20th century.
Some of the ensembles of ancient mining works do not
represent but remains of damaged of the remains (by
the resuming of the modern activities and the
lanslides) nowadays.
In its ensemble, the site is medium preservation
condition. The integrity of the archaeological site in its
ensemble was partially affected by the construction
works and the heightening of Tăului Secuilor. So, the
entire initial structure of the area suffered an anthropic
interventions generated by: the locating the artificial
lake Tăul Secuilor and of the systems of supply water
channels connected to this arrangement, in the
modern period. The building of the road that assures
the connection between ğarina area and the
households from Tăul Secuilor area (the road passes
through the cremation necropolis and it disturbs a
series of funerary complexes).; the placing of some
households with annexes and stables; the construction
of a water pipeline in 90’s. The agricultural works on
private properties also affected the archaeological
remains.
As a general point, the site is in a medium-preserved
state.
As a general point, the site is in a medium-preserved
condition. There should be mentioned that the Roman
cremation necropolis area was affected by the
construction works and maintenance works for the
artificial lake even traced during the 18th century.
During the 20th century there were damaged by the
household annexes and by the different owner’s
gardens.
In its ensemble, the site is in poor preservation
condition.

The defining of the boundaries and the spatial distribution of the cultural
recourses associated to the archaeological sites

Until 2000, given the fact that there are few archaeological trial trenches and the majority of the
information about the areas with archaeological potential came from chance discoveries, there
couldn’t be established a delimitation of the archaeological sites.
On the basis of the synthesis of the preventive archaeological research results, realized on the
perimeter of Roúia Montană, there have been 13 archaeological sites identified during 20012005. The boundaries of these sites were established as a consequence of the field research
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associated with the archive studies. For the spatial distribution limits of these sites see the site
record card is contained in the Special Annexes section.
In the following table some overall data about the cultural resources associated with the
archaeological sites are presented, the spatial distribution is presented in Annexe 6.

No

The name of the site

1

Găuri - Hop - Hăbad - Tăul ğapului

2

Nanului Valley

3

Carpeni

4

Cârnic Massif

5

Cetate Massif

6

The Historical Area Roúia Montană

Cultural related resources
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches of the archaeological ensembles:
- habitation elements from the Roman Age in Hop-Botar, HopGăuri, Hăbad and Tăul ğapului
- the Roman cremation necropolis from Hop and the circular
funerary monument from Tău Găuri
- the sacred areas from Hăbad Brădoaia and Vasinca
- ancient and medieval mining activities areas from Hăbad – La
Studentu
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
The preservation and restoration in situ of the circular funerary
monument from Tău Găuri and its including in a public tour
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches upon the archaeological ensembles:
- cultural edifices from Szekely, Tomuú, Drumuú, Dalea
- the funerary area Drumuú - Szekely
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches upon the archaeological ensembles:
- Roman public edifices from BisericuĠă and Tomuú
- ancient habitual area and the funerary area from the western
sector of the site
- the ancient system of mining having a hydraulic system from
Păru-Carpeni
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
The preservation in situ of the archaeological remains from
Carpeni hill and from the mining sector Păru Carpeni
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches upon the archaeological ensembles:
- the ancient gallery system “ReĠeaua Mare” from the southern
mountainside
- the mining areas from the sector Piatra Corbului
- medieval and modern gallery system
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
The preservation in situ of the archaeological remains from Piatra
Corbului area
The digital 3D model of the mining activities from Cârnic Massif
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches upon the archaeological ensembles:
- the mining areas from Zeus and Găuri sectors
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches upon the archaeological ensembles:
- Cătălina Monuleúti gallery
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
The in situ preservation of the ensemble formed of the historical
galleries, ancient mining open air exploitations and the setting of a
tourist centre associated to the heritage values defined by the
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7

Jig – Văidoaia Massif

8

ğarina

9

Orlea Massif

10

Pârâul Porcului - Tăul Secuilor

11

Valley Cornei

12

Tăul Cornei - Corna Village

13

3.1.2

Balmoúeúti

historical monuments, industrial elements of the heritage and the
ensemble, the Historical Centre Roúia Montană
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches upon the archaeological ensembles:
- the Roman cremation from Jig Piciorag
- the ancient primary ore processing workshop from Jig Piciorag
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
The cultural landscape from the eastern part of Văidoaia massif
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches upon the archaeological ensembles:
- the Roman cremation necropolis from ğarina
- the past mining exploitations from ğarina45 massif
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
The mining museum from the perimeter of RoúiaMin including the
Roman gallery from the level +725 and the heritage movable
items from the open space exhibition
Note: The preventive archaeological researches made in the
perimeter of Orlea massif until nowadays, both on the surface and
underground have a preliminary character which offers sufficient
data for a partial assessment of the cultural resources associated
to the site, and entitling with the status of a potential
archaeological area. The archaeological studies are to continue
during 2007-2012.
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches upon the archaeological ensembles:
- the Roman cremation necropolis from Pârâul Porcului – Tăul
Secuilor
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
The preservation in situ of the eastern sector of the Roman
cremation necropolis – Tăul Secuilor area
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches upon the archaeological ensembles
- primary processing areas and the habitat of the ore in the
modern period
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
The scientific results (recorded in the site archive) of the
researches upon the archaeological ensembles
- the Roman cremation necropolis from Tăul Corna
- the modern settlement from Tăul Cartuú area
The archaeological heritage movable items discovered during the
archaeological research
Note: The archaeological researches main feature – the trial
trenches – realized on this site until nowadays offer sufficient data
for a preliminary assessment of the cultural resources associated
to the site, and entitling with the status of a potential
archaeological area.

The status of a historical monument associated to the archaeological sites

The status of a historical monument associated to the archaeological heritage elements from
Roúia Montană commune is recognized and set up by the identification as the archaeological

45

On the editing date of the present study the mining archaeological researches in the ğarina massif do have a preliminary
character.
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site of national importance, listed in The Historical Monuments List (L.M.I.)46. The site is
identified by the classification of its following components in LMI47, as :








The Roman settlement from Alburnus Maior, Orlea area (code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.01)
The Roman mining exploitation from Alburnus Maior, Orlea Massif (code LMI AB-I-m-A00065.02)
The Roman remains from Alburnus Maior, Carpeni area (code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.03)
The Roman funerary monument from “Hop-Găuri”area (code LMI AB-I-m-A-00065.04)
“Cătălina Monuleúti” gallery from the protected zone of the historical centre (code LMI
AB-I-m-A-00065.05)
The Roman galleries from Cârnic Massif, „Piatra Corbului” (code LMI AB-I-s-A-20329).

For the archaeological site overlapped on the entire urban ensemble from the Historical Centre
area, there should be mentioned that this one can be considered as having historical monument
status in Roúia Montană through its listing in the Historical Monuments List (code L.M.I. 2004:
AB-II-s-B-00270). It is placed in a limited perimeter: „Târgul satului”, The Market, Berg area,
Brazilor street and the area towards the lakes.
In respect to the listing of the archaeological sites in the National Archaeological Repertory –
RAN, according to the legal provisions48, the National History Museum of Romania, elaborated
the required documents, respectively the applications for preventive excavations permits, the
excavation reports, as well as the technical record cards of the archaeological excavations. All
these documents were submitted to the Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs.
3.1.3

Indication of the possible operations with potential impact or threats regarding the
historical monuments and the protected zone (risk factors with independent and
combined actions)

The mining was the main activity in Roúia Montană through the centuries and it involved
significant changes of the landscape by the opening and the arranging of the galleries and by
the local processing mining activities. The opening of Cetate pit in the 70’s represented the
destroying of one of one of the most representative part of the ancient site, followed in the 90’s
by starting the exploitation in the Cârnic pit. The processing activities supposed the construction
of some ore processing installations (stamp mills) and also a series of needed arranging of their
functioning, the supply water channels. A direct result of these mining activities (both on the
surface and underground) was the deposit of sterile in the neighborhood of the entrances of the
galleries or in the processing areas, which determined the continuous and significant changes of
the landscape and intrinsic of the integrity of the of the components of the archaeological sites.
Another constant risk factor and timeless is determined by the superimposition of the ancient
archaeological sites by the medieval settlement, revealed by the documentary data possibly at
the end of the 13th century and then, for the second part of the 18th century, and also by the

46

Identification and location in LMI is made in a broad sense: „The archaeological site Alburnus Maior – Roúia Montană”, village
ROùIA MONTANĂ; comuna ROùIA MONTANĂ; L.M.I. 2004, code AB-I-s-A-00065; see in Special Annexes section. for the legal
protection regime of the archaeological sites of Roúia Montană.
47
LMI 2004, published in the Official Gazzette no. 646 bis from 16 July 2004, pp. 13-15, positions 140-146.
48
OMCC 2458/2004, art. 17.
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urban development in the modern period. This ’historical’ process of superimposition continues
nowadays, being emphasized by the subsistence agriculture in the same area.
The exploitation projected by the RMGC, which is to be undertaken on a larger scale than the
present-day exploitation, constitutes a potential impact. Continuing mining activities will
necessitate a detailed evaluation of their impact on the environment, as well as on the cultural
components. The exploitation plan, which will be completed only after the completion of the
evaluation of the impact on the environment, will be adapted to the results of the abovementioned evaluation in order not to affect in a negative and irreversible way the historical
monuments and the protected zone’s cultural heritage.

3.2

Assessment of the archaeological sites of Roúia Montană and their potential

Data about the archaeological material and the archaeological potential of the sites

No

1

2

3

The site name

Găuri - Hop Hăbad - Tăul
ğapului

Immovable or movable heritage items
associated to the site
Immovable heritage items researched:
- habitat elements form the Roman age in: HopBotar, Hop-Găuri, Hăbad and Tăul ğapului
- The Roman incineration necropolis from Hop
and the circular funerary monument from Tău
Găuri
- the sacred areas from Hăbad Brădoaia and
Vasinca
- ancient and medieval mining exploitation areas
from Hăbad – La Studentu
Immovable heritage items preserved in situ:
- the circular funerary monument from Tău Găuri
Movable heritage items discovered:
- Roman pottery
- votive altars
- funerary architecture elements
- clothing pieces
- coins
- glass made objects

Nanului
Valley

Immovable heritage items researched:
- edifices from Szekely, Tomuú, Drumuú, Dalea
- funerary area Drumuú - Szekely
Movable heritage items discovered:
- Roman pottery
- votive altars

Carpeni

Immovable heritage items researched:
- public edifices of Roman age from BisericuĠă
and Tomuú
- ancient habitation area and the funerary area
from the West sector of the site
- the ancient system of mining exploitation
equiped with a hydraulic system from PăruCarpeni
Immovable heritage items preserved in situ:
- public edifices of Roman age from BisericuĠă
and Tomuú
- ancient habitation area and the funerary area
form West sector of the site
- the ancient mining exploitation system equiped
with a hydraulic system from Păru-Carpeni

Potential

The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items
The preservation and restoration in
situ of the circular funerary
monument from Tău Găuri and its
including in a cultural tourist circuit

The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items
The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items
The preservation in situ of the
archaeological remains from
Carpeni hill and from the mining
sector Păru Carpeni and the
including in a cultural tourist circuit
The delimitation and the structuring
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Movable heritage items discovered:
- Roman pottery
- votive altars
- clothing pieces
- coins
- glass made objects

of Carpeni archaeological reserve
The establishing of archaeological
studies in order to restore some
components of the site
The staging of some mining
archaeological studies for the
research and the preservation and
entitling value of the Roman
hydraulic system
The preservation in situ of the
archaeological remains from Piatra
Corbului area

4

5

6

Cârnic
Massif

Cetate
Massif

Roúia Montană
Historical Area

Immovable heritage items researched:
- the ancient galleries system “ReĠeaua Mare”
from the South mountainside
- the surface exploitation areas from Piatra
Corbului sector areas
- medieval and modern galleries system
Immovable heritage items preserved in situ:
- the exploitaion areas from Piatra Corbului sector
Movable heritage items discovered:
- Roman pottery
- industrial mining heritage wooden pieces from
Roman and medieval ages

Immovable heritage items researched:
- the exploitation areas from Zeus and Găuri
sectors
Movable heritage items discovered:
- Roman pottery

Immovable heritage items researched:
- Cătălina Monuleúti gallery
Immovable heritage items preserved in situ:
- Cătălina Monuleúti gallery
- Sf. Iosif gallery
- Sf. LaurenĠiu gallery
Movable heritage items discovered:
- Roman pottery
- industrial mining heritage wooden pieces from
Roman and Medieval ages
- the hydraulic system from Cătălina Monuleúti
gallery

The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items
The dissemination of the 3 D model
of the mining exploitation from
Cârnic Massif having both a
museum aim and educational
interest, but also as a cultural
product generating financial
resources for the archaeological
heritage from Roúia Montană
The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items
The development of an ample
cultural programme based on the
preservation in situ of an ensemble
formed of the historical galleries,
ancient surface exploitation and the
setting up of a touristic circuit
connected to the values of the
restored heritage of the historical
monuments buildings, industrial
elements of the heritage and the
ensemble of the Historical Centre
Roúia Montană
The location of the mining museum
The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items
The staging of some mining
archaeological studies for the
research and the preservation and
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Jig – Văidoaia
Massif

7

ğarina

8

Immovable heritage items researched:
- the Roman cremation necropolis from Jig
Piciorag
- the ancient primary ore processing workshop
from Jig Piciorag
Immovable heritage items preserved in situ:
- industrial mining heritage elements and the
cultural landscape from the eastern part of
Văidoaia massif
Movable heritage items discovered
- Roman pottery
- clothing pieces
Immovable heritage items researched:
- the Roman cremation necropolis from ğarina
- the past mining exploitation from ğarina49
massif
Immovable heritage items preserved in situ:
- underground mining exploitation from ğarina
massif
Movable heritage items discovered
- Roman pottery
- votive altars
- funerary architectural elements
- clothing pieces
- coins
- glass-made objects
The mining museum from RoúiaMin containing
the Roman gallery from level +725 and the
movable heritage items from the open air
exhibition

Orlea
Massif

9

10

49

Pârâul Porcului Tăul Secuilor

Note: The preventive archaeological researches
in the perimeter of Orlea Massif up to the present
moment, both on the surface and underground,
have a preliminary character that offer sufficient
data for an partial assessment of the cultural
resources associated to the site, and indicating
the area with archaeological potential. The
research is to continue from 2007 to 2012.
Immovable heritage items researched:
- the Roman cremation necropolis from Pârâul
Porcului Stream – Tăul Secuilor
Immovable heritage items preserved in situ:
- the Roman cremation necropolis from Pârâul
Porcului– Tăul Secuilor of the eastern sector of
the Roman cremation necropolis from Tăul
Secuilor area
Movable heritage items discovered:
- Roman pottery
- votive altars
- funerary architectural elements
- clothing pieces
- coins

entitling value of the Roman
hydraulic system from Cătălina
Monuleúti gallery
The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items
The staging of some mining
archaeological studies for the
research and the preservation and
entitling the industrial heritage
elements and the cultural landscape
from the eastern part of Văidoaia
Massif
The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items
Undertaking the archaeological
mining for the research, the
preservation and the valuing of the
underground mining exploitations
The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items
The staging of some archaeological
mining for the research of some
underground mining exploitations
The staging /denouement of
archaeological studies to limit and
study the site
The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items
The delimitation and the structuring
of the archaeological reserve from
Tăul Secuilor

At present the preventive mining archaeological researches in ğarina massif do have a preliminary status.
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11

Corna Valley

Tăul Cornei Corna Village

12

13

Balmoúeúti

3.2.1

- glass made objects
Immovable heritage items researched:
- the habitation and the primary ore processing
areas dated in the modern age
Immovable heritage items researched:
- the Roman cremation necropolis from Tăul
Corna
- the modern settlement from Tăul Cartuú
Movable heritage items discovered :
- Roman pottery
- votive altars
- funerary architectural elements
- clothing pieces
- coins
- glass made objects
Note: The type of investigation methods used by
the archaeological researches – trial trenches realized until now in this site don’t offer sufficient
data, but for a preliminary assessment of the
cultural resources associated to the site a certain
archaeological potential has to be considered.

The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The dissemination of the scientific
results obtained as a consequence
of the research
The museum valuation of the
movable heritage items

The staging of the archaeological
research for the delimitation and the
study of the site.

Cultural values in connection with the archaeological sites (unique,
local/county/regional/national/international significance, memorial, legendary or
artistic value etc)

From a legal perspective the archeological heritage elements from Roúia Montană were
officially assessed during 2000 and 2004.
So, in 2000, a series of constitutive elements of the archaeological heritage from Roúia Montană
are listed, according to The National Territory Townplanning – Section III – Protected Areas
(endorsed by L. 5/2000), were documented as an element of the cultural heritage of national
interest:




natural protected zones of national interest and natural monuments – Piatra Corbului
urban ensembles – the Historical Centre of Roúia Montană comuna, Roúia Montană
village
 industrial architecture - the Roman galleries of the auriferous mining exploitations, Roúia
Montană comuna, Roúia Montană village .
The analysis had to be done, as on the date of the law’s publication, the knowledge about the
archaeological heritage Roúia Montană area was provided exclusively by chance archaeological
discoveries during the 18th-20th centuries and from an archaeological excavation from Hăbad,
during 1983. The Law 5/200050 says that the Protected Zones are natural or constructed,
geographically and/or topographic outlined and they include cultural and/or natural values.
There are also the natural areas protected by the national interest, which need the
implementation of the Protected Zones for the protection of these values. The law also specifies
the local public authorities responsibility, helped by the central public authorities as it concerns
the delimitation, according to some specialized studies, of the Protected Zones for the cultural
values of the heritage with a 12 months deadline, as noted in the annex no. III. In order to set up
the Protected Zones, the local public administration authorities had to draft the town planning
(urban) documentations and the afferent regulations, formulated and endorsed according to law,
50

Law 5/2000 from 6 March 2000 regarding the approval of the National Territorry Townplanning – Section 3 – protected zones
published in the Official Gazette of Romania no. 152 of 12 April 2000, content of art. 1 (2) and 2.
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and they will include the protective and preservation measures of the national cultural values
heritage in the area51. It was also mentioned that within 60 days from the date of the coming into
force of the Law, the Territorial Ministry was to set the Methodology elaborating the town
planning documentations for the construction of the Protected Zones, which will be published in
the Official Gazette of Romanian. The two annexes of the Law 5/2000 (Annexes no. I and III)
can be updated at regular intervals52, as new natural or cultural heritage values are identified or
as the knowledge in relation to the value of the already known cultural heritage structures is
updated. The identification and delimitation of the Protected Zones incorporating valuable
elements of the cultural heritage values must be done in accordance with the law. It should be
emphasized that the methodology of the town-planning documentations was formulated by
MLPAT in 200353.
In 2004, on the occasion of the reprinting and update of the Historical Monuments List,
constitutive elements of the archaeological site Roúia Montană (Alburnus Maior) were noted for
their national cultural value, and were listing in the A category. The classification of the
monuments was done according to some special methodological rules54. These classification
methodological rules refer55 to a series of assessments of the items of the immovable heritage
in order to classify it; the criteria and the method of assessment on the basis of which a certain
immovable heritage item can be included, in one of the two valuable groups, according to Law
441/2002, is also reflected. The necessary information will be gained by means of specific
research and the analysis of the documentary data existing on the date of the item’s
classification.
Thus the legislative framework indicated the necessity for the elaboration of some specialized
studies, including not only archaeological research on the territory – on the surface and in the
underground – but also archive studies and comparative studies in order to determine the
potential need for the delimitation and assessment of the archaeological heritage values at
Roúia Montană.
Regarding the archaeological heritage at Roúia Montană and the preventive archaeological
researches which have been made since 2000, a number of further additional considerations
about the significance of the archaeological sites can be presented. From this perspective there
should be emphasized that both the archaeological research on the surface and thorough
mining archaeological investigations were done for the first time, to gather knowledge, and
conduct an interpretation of these sites.
The information collected during the five archaeological campaigns undertaken between 20012005 generally refuted the idea as to the existence, to which the term Alburnus Maior refers, of
an urban settlement with elements similar to that of an urbis from the Roman provincial world. A
picture of the situation slowly emerges: the image of a dwelling system lacking the native
element (as it results from the information gathered up to the present moment), where the
previous populations of mostly south-danubian origin behaved according to the organization and
51

Idem, content of art. 5, paragraphs (2) and (3).
Idem, content of art. 6.
53
Order no. 562/2003 of the minister of transportation, constructions and tourism regarding the approval of the Technical regulation
"Guidelines for elaboration and the standard content of the townplanning documentations for built protected zones (PUZ)".
54
Order of the Minister of Culture and Religious Affairs no. 2682/2003 regarding the approval of the Methodological guidelines
recatding the classification and recording of the historic monuments, the List of Historic Monuments, the Analythical record card for
historic monuments and the Minimal record card for recording historic monuments with changes and following updates, respectively
Order of the Minister of Culture and Religious Affairs no. 2807/2003 regarding the Methodological guidelines for the classification
and recording of the historic monuments.
55
Order of the Minister of Culture and Religious Affairs no. 2682/2003 regarding the approval of the Methodological guidelines
recatding the classification and recording of the historic monuments, the List of Historic Monuments, the Analythical record card for
historic monuments and the Minimal record card for recording historic monuments with changes and following updates, cap. III,
provisions of art. 7 – 12.
52
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custom brought from their homeland. The analysis of the ancient sources, combined with the
study of the epigraphic material as well as with the new information offered by the systematic
archaeological research undertaken in recent years, support the hypothesis that the generic
toponym Alburnus Maior covers a series of permanent or temporary settlements linked to the
presence of Illyrian-Dalmatian settlers, as well as colonists from Hellenized areas, all
specialized in the extraction and primary processing of the gold ore56.
In conclusion, the archaeological remains discovered by now don’t have spectacular
constructive features but, by the way in which they adapt to the natural environment suggests a
series of elements based upon which it is possible to reconstruct a general image of how the
site would have looked like in Antiquity: cemeteries located on slopes and plateaus oriented
towards the valleys, habitation and sacred areas located above ground , and closely associated
with the exploration areas and the workshops for the primary processing of the ore. Out of this
reconstructed framework can be deduced a series of representative features of the cultural
landscape formed by the archaeological heritage components:



in the Tău Găuri zone is located a circular funerary monument in a good stage of
preservation,
 on the Carpeni hill were investigated two public edifices made of stone bound with
mortar and having hypocaust installation, a funerary area, being also confirmed in the
underground mining sector Păru Carpeni, a Roman mining exploitation system,
equipped with a hydraulic system, very well preserved57,
 in the Piatra Corbului area are known remains of the ancient and medieval mining
exploitations,
 in the Historic Centre are located most of the galleries58 where in 18th – 19th centuries
were found the famous wax coated tablets, the most renown one being Cătălina
Monuleúti were the largest number of wax coated tablets were found, as well as another
Roman mining exploitation system, equipped with a hydraulic system, containing most
probable an ancient water wheel59. In the same area is located the Văidoaia massif were
are still visible traces of ancient surface exploitations60.
The seven ancient cemeteries and funerary areas investigated up to now, located at Tăul
Corna, Hop Găuri, Carpeni, Valea Nanului, ğarina, Jig Piciorag and Pârâul Porcului (Tăul
Secuilor) are significant witnesses for the dynamics, diversity and the large number of the
ancient population at Alburnus Maior.
The archaeological mining research in the underground galleries from the actual commune,
Roúia Montană are added to the previous mentioned above.

56

RE IV, col. 1967; D. Davies, Roman Mines in Europe, Oxford, 1935, pp. 198–199; C-tin Daicoviciu, La Transilvania nell’ Antichità,
Bucharest, 1945, pp. 115–117.
The discovery of this exceptional vestiges was made during the preventive mining archaeology researches from 2004-2005, in the
framework of the Alburnus Maior National Research Program. For more details about this discovery see
http://www.mnir.ro/cercetare/santiere/rosia/rosia.htm.
58
For the complete references and more information about the discovery of the wax coatted tablets see Annex 2: Management Plan
for the archaeological heritage of Roúia Montană, chapter 5.3. and 5.4., in Environmental Impact Assesment for the Roúia Montană
Project, 2006.
59
A concise sketch about the location and the structure of the Roman hydraulic system found in this gallery was made since 1868
by F. Pošepny. This document was recently published in the volume Silber und Salz in Siebenbürgen, ed. R. Slotta, V. Wollmann, I.
Dordea, Bochum 1999, p. 31.
60
A. Sântimbreanu, Muzeul Mineritului din Roúia Montană, ed. Sport Turism, 1989, p. 22.
57
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After eight years61of archaeological mining research in Roúia Montană it is possible to have a
first analysis of the nature, the importance and the preservation condition of the mining remains
of its ensemble. As in the case of the Cârnic Massif, and Jig Massif, the remains of the Cetate
Massif offers a complete image, in Coú, Carpeni, Orlea and ğarina Massifs, areas where the
study is in a preliminary stage, the researchers’ view is to be drawn.
Despite this incomplete vision, one can appreciate from the very beginning that for all ancient
mining workings there is a systematic repetition of the shape and distribution of the investigated
workings from the whole underground mining park. At the same time, there are also certain
types of mining work sites typical for a sector or for a certain massif, depending on the shape
and the mineralized structures. For all ancient mining workings studied by now summing up a
total length of 7 km, 95% are dug with iron tools (chisel and sledge hammer or pick), technique
attested by the tool traces from the walls and their regular shape, having plane roof and floor, or
having steps or tiers on the floor. Concerning the very hard rocks (silicified dacite), hand tools
digging was replaced by fire setting, but the latter is not more than 5% of the entire mining
workings. Two sectors with ancient fire setting mining workings, respectively Găuri sector from
south-west of Cetate massif and Piatra Corbului sector situated east of Cârnic massif were
identified. Fire setting mining workings from Cârnic, were dated back to Roman times , due to
charcoal, fire blasting remains. Moreover, a half tools-blasted, half fire-blasted gallery, detected
based on the nature of the blasted rock was discovered in the eastern side of Cârnic.
Among the particularities of each sector from Roúia Montană we can mention that concerning
Cetate massif, wide-spreading surface workings are to be remarked: The Roman courts, known
from old pictures, films and old photographs, but destroyed in the present by the Minvest open
cast exploitation, without any previous study of the area; the Găuri sector, opened by fire
setting, partly keeps the same type of mining workings as the Roman ones situated within Piatra
Corbului sector. The latter sector should have been situated within a Protected Zone, outside
the mining project impact, if the open cast exploitation, could have foreseen and taken steps to
guarantee their good condition in time.
Concerning the Cârnic massif, excepting the fire setting exploitation sector in Piatra Corbului,
the original character consists of the considerable development of the mining workings situated
south of the massif, covering 13,600 sq.m. This ensemble is made of seven ancient mining
networks, Cârnic 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 8 – 9 – 10, superimposed by horizontal galleries or inclined
connecting ways, opened for the circulation and ventilation of this large mining area. It covers
an about 3km area of ancient workings, located 98m underground (+921m to +1019m
elevation). Among these mining networks, a complex breccia dyke structure was explored and
exploited together with branching quartz veins and steeply dipping stockwerks. This big network
was dug towards the centre of the massif through long sloping galleries opened from the
surface. Certain types of workings from Cârnic massif were not identified yet in other mining
sectors, such as rooms with pillars, vertical working sites with tiers, helicoid sloping shafts with
steps and long research galleries like the sloping galleries with steps. On the other hand, within
the Coú sector there are successions of trapezoidal research galleries, exploitation mining
workings and several shorter sloping galleries, provided with steps, similar to the same type of
workings from Cârnic massif.
The particularity of the Păru-Carpeni sector remains both the hydraulic water wheels drainage
system located towards the upper part of the massif and the vertical exploitation sites made up
by superimposing timbered trapezoidal galleries. The discovery of a series of different mining
61

The mining archaeological isvestigations at Roúia Montană, conducted by dr. Beatrice Cauuet from the University of Toulouse Le
Mirail, France, have started in 1999, 3 years prior to the implementation of the “Alburnus Maior” National Research Programm by
the Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs in March 2001.
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remains presents an exceptional character, due to the fact that is for the first time that such a
discovery was made by a specialized team of mining archaeologists, while the preservation
stage of the discovered within this device will allow the development of a replica, later used for
the experimental archaeological research of the ancient hydraulics.
After eight years of field research of the ancient mining remains at Roúia Montană, which
appears like a major Roman times mining centre comparable to other mining or metallurgic sites
of the same importance from Iberian Peninsula (Linares, Riotinto, Sao Domingos, Aljustrel, Tres
Minas, etc. or for another technology, Las Medulas), we are able to mention several elements
concerning the condition and preservation potential of these remains, their variety and their
distribution within the site. We have to point out as well that the archaeological digging which
allows to restore, to date and to interpret them, contributes at the same time to the increase of
their vulnerability. More precisely, clearing up the ancient workings makes them accessible to
anyone and consequently exposes them to degradation, such as those made by mineral
searchers and tradesmen (geologists, mineralogists and other mineral amateurs). To the same
extent, the execution of some complete diggings certainly generates the disappearance of the
“archaeological deposit”, because once the diggings are completed, none but the empty
structures (galleries and other workings) will be left, the chronological information
(archaeological artifacts) being restored during diggings.
The preservation stage as well as the nature of the ancient mining remains at the Câtnic massif
were determined through systematic mining archaeology searches thus proving that most of the
ancient remains are localized on the southern slope, but the ancient mining remains are not
homogeneously distributed on this slope. The central part of the slope includes almost 80% of
the identified ancient networks. We mean by that an ensemble made of seven ancient networks,
called The Big Network. Within these networks, most of the mining remains are well preserved
but fragmentary. To be more specific, most of the ancient workings have been revisited and
partly re-exploited by miners over centuries. For this reason, a considerable part of the ancient
workings were partly destroyed by modern re-openings using explosives beginning with the
XVIIth century and the introduction of blasting in European mines. Consequently, the ancient
mining networks general plan can only be reconstituted by taking into account the ancient wall
remains preserved in the workings’ ceiling or floor.
About the ancient mining workings valuation, we can consider a concentration of the existing
technical and financial means for restoring a smaller sector, earlier untouched by modern recent
re-openings and situated on a closer site to other historical monuments which are to be valued,
such as the historical centre of Roúia Montană village. The ancient mining network Cătălina
Monuleúti situated at the Coú massif seems to be better adapted to such a purpose than the big
imprecated networks crossed by different modern mining workings known on the southern slope
of Cârnic massif.
Cătălina Monuleúti network does not include all types of mining networks pointed out in Cârnic,
Orlea or ğarina massifs, ancient mining areas to be touched by the mining project. For instance,
the long inclined access passages to the surface, the research galleries with steps, exploitation
rooms with pillars, helicoid shafts and vertical stopes are not present for the time being within
this mining perimeter. But a reconstruction programme should be taken into account,
considering the development of a series of replicas for the most representative mining
structures which have been investigated and are in a poor stage of preservation. Through the
implementation of a coherent and sustainable program, these elements can be restored for the
public The authenticity of the mining remains that will be valued from the Coú, Carpeni and
Piatra Corbului sectors, can be verified. Finally, there are other smaller areas within the site
situated outside the mining project impact perimeter, such as the eastern slope of Cârnic massif
– Piatra Corbului and Carpeni sectors, which could be equally suitable to a maintenance
programme for the public access. In Piatra Corbului sector there are working sites opened by
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fire setting, extraordinary remains, impressing by their size, but whose place right next to the
future open cast has to be taken into consideration with a view to implementing the necessary
protection measures to avoid their destruction due to open cast mine explosions.
Besides the cultural value associated to the underground site from Roúia Montană, there should
be mentioned other considerations. The initial study of the cultural heritage under the study
assessing the impact on the environment of the proposed Roúia Montană mining Project from
includes both a series of the ancient mining sites from Romania, set up by means of
documentary research and some conclusions concerning the framing of the site from Roúia
Montană as compared to the ancient mining sites from the perimeter of the Roman Empire.
The series of ancient mining sites sustains the renders the unique title given to the site from
Roúia Montană questionable, at least from the perspective of the history of the Roman
exploitation on the perimeter of the Empire and particularly in the Dacia province. The existence
of at least 47 sites with relatively similar features, situated in Transylvania and Banat area – for
instance some at Ruda Brad, Bucium – Vulcoi Corabia area and Haneú area – Amlaúul Mare
already provide real data about the archaeological potential which can be compared with the
ancient Alburnus Maior –to determine the cultural value of this site. The signification of the
archaeological sites from Roúia Montană is provided by the current stage of the research of this
particular category of historical monuments. The preventive archaeological research results
belonging to the National Research Alburnus Maior Programme provide the basis for the
assessment of the site as having special importance, but at the same time the archive research
results show an important probability, by extending the area and deepening the archaeological
mining research, at least on the entire perimeter of the Apuseni Mountains, that the valuation
will include a number of further amendments and reassessments.
In addition, a short review of the current knowledge of the Roman ancient mining reveals a wide
range of exploitation activities of the gold-silver ore in the area. The ancient mining remains,
habitat structures and funerary areas are well researched from the following provinces of the
Empire: the West of Britannia (the South of Wales), Aquitania (West of France ),
Tarraconensis/Lusitania/Baetica (and also a wide perimeter situated nowadays in the NorthWest of Spain and Portugal ), Noricum, Pannonia, Dalmatia/Moesia Superior (the actual
territories of Austria, Slovenia, Bosnia, Albania, Herzegovina, Kossovo province and Bulgaria),
Aegyptus (South-East of Egypt) and, not the last to be mentioned Dacia ( The western and
southern part of Romania).
In the end it should be emphasized that the Historical Centre of Roúia Montană and the mining
sector in Păru Carpeni are bearers –by the unique heritage discovered in this area – for
instance, the waxed tables and the Roman Hydraulic systems, – of a valuable cultural heritage.
3.2.2

Contemporary economical values associated with the archaeological sites

At the moment of writing this paper only the Mining Museum from RoúiaMin can be taken into
consideration as a potential economical value associated with the archaeological site at Roúia
Montană. Taking into consideration a series of defining elements for a contemporary museum,
for instance – the visiting schedule, the fee structure, the structuring of the edifice and the
necessary equipment for the public – the previous statement needs to be more closely
considered. .
All other contemporary economic values are related to the mining industry, the subsistence
agriculture and in a very limited way to other commercial functions such as grocery stores and
bars.
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The cultural heritage should also be seen as generating an economical value –or perceived as a
financial resource. This category might be included: the Roman funerary enclosure from Tău
Găuri, the archaeological reserve from Carpeni hill, and the Cătălina Monuleúti gallery.

3.3

The Identification and evaluation of the main elements for the management
of the archaeological sites

3.3.1

Strategy objectives

The Management Plan has as a main aim setting up the organizational frame for the
preservation and the valuation of the cultural heritage resources associated with the
archaeological sites in the Roúia Montană area.
This general aim includes: the protection and the valuation of the archaeological resources, the
landscapes, industrial and natural together with their urban and territorial context; the
application of the knowledge gathered about the sites; the introduction of explanatory and
interpretation elements for the sites and of the ensemble created by these ; their usage as an
educational tool/ resource. There is also the objective of revitalizing the cultural, economical,
and social for the local community, through a modern management of the sites, focused on long
term development principles, adopting a national and international cultural policy framework.


The plan reveals the main challenges for the sites, and also the opportunities which
result from the existence of historical monuments at the sites. These issues will be dealt
with by operational objectives and projects, to achieve the following strategical aims. The
latter are:



The long term promotion of the cultural management of the sites;



The medium to long term development and cultivation of the unique qualities and the
special value associated with the sites ;



The protection of the historical sites, and their promotion as part of a historical mining
centre with a special tradition, denoting a number of exceptional components;



The improvement of the access to a number of sites while promoting a multi-faceted
understanding and appreciation of their unique characteristics.



The promoting of the sites’s value and a wider interest and involvement in their
administration, at the local, regional, national and international level.

3.3.2

General objectives

Each of the more than 40 aims presented here address a series of issues. All of them are aimed
at implementing the strategical aims previously identified. These are:
All the policies, programmes, decisions and actions must play a part in the knowledge, the
protection, the preservation and the valuation of the sites, promoting their value, and their
preservation for the next generations;
All the policies, the programmes, the decisions and the activities must be based on long –term
development principles;
All the parties implicated, both individuals and organizations – governmental, charitable,
commercial interests, with an interest in the administration or the usage of the sites, whether
within or outside of the community, will have to become familiar with the value and significance
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of the sites and also, to the specific concepts and the requests for the preservation, protection
and valuation of the cultural and natural heritage.

3.4

The identification and the assessment of the main management issues for
the archaeological sites

The Management Plan establishes the methods for protecting and preserving the
archaeological heritage from Roúia Montană area. This section identifies the opportunities and
the threats which resulted from the analysis of the current situation, the main issues raised
regarding the administration of the sites, resulting in the elaboration of strategic and operational
aims.
3.4.1

Ideal aims of the management

The protection, preservation, and evaluation of the scientific data of the archaeological sites
from Roúia Montană area, as an ancient mining site, will reveal the cultural identity and the
economical transformation, growth and reconstruction of the area.
3.4.2

Factors that influence the management

Factors with potential positive impact
Regeneration and development
The development of rural areas is one of Romania’s strategic objectives and takes into account
the reduction of the difference between the rural and urban milieus, as well as the alignment
with European Community standards: The development of Romania’s rural economy respects
the natural, cultural and historical inheritance of the regions. (PND 2007-2013).
The government’s policies regarding the regeneration and sustainable development of the rural
areas will lead to the construction of solid, prosperous and open communities. A prosperous
local and regional economy will be able to support the historical monuments and the Historic
Center’s conservation.
The Heritage Management at Roúia Montană will collaborate with the administration’s agencies
and departments responsible for accomplishing the national and regional strategic objectives in
order to attract resources and support for the projects proposed for accomplishing the site’s
managerial objectives.
The implementation of the policies comprised in the Management Plan will guarantee that the
regeneration and economic development of the area will lead to the protection and promotion of
the site’s values.
From this perspective the proposed mining project at Roúia Montană. presented by RMGC can
be considered an opportunity for preserving the cultural heritage of the region, not only as a
result of the company subsidized study of the archaeological heritage – according to the Law
462/2003 –but also as a result of the further strategy of the company regarding the protection
and preservation of the archaeological heritage.
Regarding this, it should be mentioned that in the summer of 2004 there was an informative visit
Mr. Edward O’Hara (MP) from the Parliament of the European Council , to better appreciate the
cultural heritage issues at Roúia Montană,. As a result of this visit a report was written, at the
end of 2004, which noted the following points:
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“ [...]RMGC Project is able to provide the economical basis for the long-term development of the
entire area which determines a positive impact in a social way and upon the environment, and
also regarding the cultural development. Form the cultural heritage point of view it can be
perceived as a significant pattern project of the responsible development.[ ...]”
“ […] An equilibrium of the benefits seems to be feasible both from the cultural heritage
necessities perspective from Roúia Montană and the activities of RMGC. If this equilibrium is
overset […] in this moment, there will be a great step backwards regarding the cultural tourism
development in this area of an exceptional historical interest. […]”
The report was published at the end of December 2004 on the website
http://assembly.coe.int/Documents/WorkingDocs/Doc04/EDOC10384.htm
The heritage as a vector of the development
The features of the archaeological sites
3.4.3

Unique cultural features associated to the values of the archaeological heritage

Taking into account , on the one hand, the main results of the archaeological research with a
preventive character which took place until now, the features of the site regarding their
preservation condition and their significance, and also the association with other cultural values
derived from their existence and the development of the Protected Zone Historical Centre Roúia
Montană, the archaeological heritage of Roúia Montană is structured as a possible vector for a
long-term development of the area, from the cultural tourism perspective and educationalrelated activities. Elements of the circular funerary monument from Tău Găuri, the
archaeological reserve from Carpeni Hill and the mining sector at Păru Carpeni, the Protected
Zone Historical Centre including Cătălina Monuleúti gallery and the future Mining museum
establish the potential for developing a tourist programme. Such a programme would also be
supported by the discovery of certain movable heritage items, such as the waxed tables and
the Roman hydraulic systems, as well as by the framing of a project for the long-term
development of the cultural resources. The association with some cultural and national entities ,
as well as the presence of other tourist attractions from Apuseni Mountains area provide a
favourable context for the successful development of a sustainable tourism infrastructure or
programme.
Even so, while there is a great potential for the activities identified above ,based on the existing
cultural and national heritage at Roúia Montana, it should be underlined that not any kind of
action of regeneration will program will sustain such a program, and that there is the need for a
comprehensive and well structured management strategy to maintain and promote the
archaeological heritage of the region.
The transformation of the archaeological, cultural, and natural heritage of Roúia Montana is
conditioned by a series of factors, including the implementation of an adequate restoration and
valuation system with regard to the notable elements of the site, coupled with at least a project
for the protection of the environment of the area, a project for the improvement of the
infrastructure of the roads and the network of utilities. Without the successful accomplishment of
these three activities, the archaeological heritage and the other cultural resources identified at
Roúia Montană will be able to support a cultural tourism.
3.4.4

Partnerships

From the perspective of the transformation of the archaeological heritage as part of a
comprehensive development program for the area, the possible partnerships are many. Form
the staging of some common projects with the local, county/regional and central authorities,
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with regional and national agencies for development, or with various private economic agents in
the tourism field. Any of these possibilities are plausible.
3.4.5

Research

In the archaeological research domain there is already a report staged documenting the
remarkable results of the research results over the last few years. This research program, the
National Research Programme, Alburnus Maior, was coordinated by the Romanian National
History Museum in co-operation with a significant number of national and international
institutions, with an important role played by the Toulouse Le Mirail University. The preservation
in situ of some archaeological sites, for instance the Historical Centre area and the Cătălina
Monuleúti gallery, the archaeological reserve from Carpeni Hill and the Mining sector Păru
Carpeni and Piatra Corbului area from Cârnic Massif, present an image regarding the
continuation and the development of research activities associated with the site. Judging from
this and coupled with a series of areas with an archaeological potential, being at a preliminary
stage of research as, for instance, the underground galleries areas of Tarina, the Orlea massif,
and the supposed entrenchment/fortification at Balmoúeúti Hill, the proportion/ampleness of the
research opportunities are vast.
3.4.6

Tourism

From the tourist perspective there can be taken into consideration the development of the
following functions, based on the values of the archaeological heritage at the Roúia Montană
area:
The Mining Museum containing:



The documentary exhibition organized around three main topics: geology, archaeology
and history-ethnography
 The open space exhibition containing ethnographic elements and industrial elements of
the heritage
 The underground exhibition containing the Cătălina Monuleúti gallery (which keeps
traces/proofs of all historical ages mining, from the ancient age to the contemporary
age), completed by the most important mining structures/ replicas identified in other
massifs from Roúia Montană area
- the visiting path of some archaeological monuments preserved in situ containing:








The Roman Funerary enclosure at Tău Găuri,
Dealului Carpeni area
Piatra Corbului area
The Historical Centre Roúia Montană area
Special visiting paths: the Roman hydraulic system from Păru Carpeni area (limited
access due to the special measures taken for protection and preservation and also the
difficulty of access), the ancient surface exploitation from Văidoaia area
Experimental Archaeological Programme– mining techniques from historical moments to
the present day
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3.4.7

Other sustainable development issues

In addition to the possible tourist elements defined by the archaeological heritage, another
series of possible functions could be derived from the heritage values included in the Protected
Area of the Historical Centre Roúia Montană, which contains 35 historical monuments buildings,
3 churches, elements of the cultural landscape and the supplementary archaeological heritage
values presented by it. For further details about the development strategy and the management
of this area see the Management Plan for Historical Monuments and the Protected Zone from
Roúia Montană.
3.4.8

Education and professional training

As previously demonstrated, the entire area which encompasses the archaeological sites from
Roúia Montană has great potential for educational and professional training programmes based
on the archaeological heritage , including the following possible opportunities:



Establishing a research base for Roman Mining Archaeology, Geology, and
environmental science
 The construction of an onsite school (only in the summertime) for the students who are
interested in mining archaeology or other areas of study such as Geology,
Environmental Science, Architecture etc.
 The site has a high potential for self-instruction, offering the possibility of information in
multiple disciplines – Environment science, History Science, and Environmental study
etc
The educational potential can be also taken advantage of through professional and on-the-job
training for the local workforce (as for instance tourist guides, cultural formation etc) and provide
the human resources necessary for the implementation of the Management Plan.
3.4.9

Heritage Management at Roúia Montană

The Heritage management structure for Roúia Montană will have to be driven by a legal entity
which will manage the archaeological heritage of Roúia Montană as a whole, along with the
historical monuments and the protected zone, by adopting and implementing the Management
Plan proposed by this document. To achieve the fundamental objectives of safeguarding and
enhancing the archaeological heritage of Roúia Montană area, the entity designated for the task
must have a clear jurisdiction and mandate according to the applicable legal provisions. The
management system will need to be supported by a number of human, financial and
instrumental resources.
The implementation of the management system is based on a series of executive and
administrative bodies, i.e.:








Board of Directors
Board of Auditors – with two dedicated groups: financial audit, heritage (scientific) audit
Consultant Committee
Scientific director (Superintendent)
Business Manager
Operating Unit – secretariship, administrative staff etc.
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The management system covers three main elements:



the organizational structure (the overall pool of the entity’s human resources, including
the functions assigned to each department/sector),
 the budget – describing the financial resources required and available for the annual
work plan, and also for the mid and long term plans, as well as the operational budget
for Heritage Management, ,
 the infrastructure – all the facilities related to the archaeological heritage – visiting areas,
including the future museum and the future mine, areas of archaeological reserves, the
archaeological storage facility, along with the buildings, technological facilities and
supports (premises used by personnel and services, other facilities and equipment,
furnishing and fittings).
The management system proposed by the current Management Plan, uses administrative
procedures designed to ensure:





maximum efficiency of the Management
transparency and equity in the decisions-making process
a control methodology to guarantee complete correspondence between stated goals and
the activities undertaken to achieve them, in full compliance with the legal provisions and
other international guidelines for cultural heritage.

3.4.10 The taking up and the implementation of the management plan
The development and the implementation of the Management Plan is a collective work, which
involves decisions and actions of all the stakeholders and it will be a chance of addressing
current issues and solving them in order to protect the archaeological heritage. The collective
actions will be staged within a partnership that will define the position and the role of the
stakeholders involved in the administration of the site.
There will be issued the opportunity of approval through a mutual agreement between all
stakeholders regarding the importance of the archaeological and mining heritage and its
contribution to the cultural significance and the economical potential of the area.
3.4.11 Subsidizing funds
The implementation of strategic aims for the administration of the sites for the National and
Regional Development Strategy issued by the Romanian Government, considering the
European Union integration, provides the possibility of access to community funds /budgets for
a part considered in the Management Plan.
These sources are the structural and cohesive funds and the funds concerning the rural
development, processed by the EU programmes (eg PHARE – CES, FP6, SAPARD). In
addition, there is also the possibility of providing a mutual financing by external loans from
financial international institutions needed (eg Investment European Bank, Reconstruction and
Development European Bank, World Bank, Development bank of the European Council).
The help of the local administration can lead to providing funds from local and regional budgets
for some preservation and valuation projects, according to the regulations for the protection of
heritage. The necessary financial resources for the projects listed in the government strategic
actions can be provided by external loans contracted with international financial institutions.
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The protection, preservation and promotion activities for cultural heritage can benefit from
national financing funds (eg National Cultural Fund) and international too (e.g. The Getty
Foundation, Japan Trust Fund for Tangible Heritage).
In addition, there is private sector financing, exclusively provided until now by RMGC. Also in
category there company financing –according to the regulations- for the research within the
National Research Programme “Alburnus Maior”, as well as the maintaining and rehabilitation
works in the perimeter of the archaeological sites. The funds from RMGC budgets total
approximately US$ 9 million to date. In addition there are funds that the investor will provide in
the following years for:
Specific Action
Preventive and supervision of archaeological research
Surface preventive and supervision monitoring research
Geophysical investigations by GPR technique (Ground Penetrating Radar)
Underground preventive and supervision archaeological research
Subtotal 1
Promoting activities of the cultural values of the site
The analysis and public information programme
Sponsorships of certain cultural associated activities
Onsite visits
The attendance at conferences, scientific meetings and cultural exchange
etc
Subtotal 2
The publishing programme of the monographic series Alburnus Maior
Publishing of new scientific volumes
Reprinting of scientific volumes
The promotion of the web page for the cultural heritage from Roúia
Montană
Translations
Subtotal 3
Restoration Programme
The restoration of the Roman funerary place at Tăul Găuri
The Restoration of historical monuments buildings from the Protected
Zone of the Historical Centre (35 historical monuments)
The Restoration of historical monuments buildings from outside the
Protected Zone of the Historical Centre (6 historical monuments)
The maintaining of the Protected Zone from the Historical Centre from
Roúia Montană
Rehabilitation Works in the area of the archaeological reserve from Dealul
Carpeni
Maintenance and preservation works of the Roman hydraulic system from
the mining sector Păru Carpeni
Subtotal 4
The new mining museum foundation
Replicas of the most representative mining structures
Re-opening and re-arranging for public visits of Cătălina Monuleúti gallery
The mining museum foundation
Subtotal 5
RMGC budget provided for the functioning of the heritage department
TOTAL

The amount of funds
provided from RMGC
budget
( US $)

Planned
period

577,500
120,000
900,000
1,597,500

2007-2012
2007-2009
2007-2012

396,000
48,000
144,000

2007-2022
2007-2022
2007-2012

140,000

2007-2012

728,000
970,000
150,000

2007-2012
2007-2022

32,000

2007-2012

60,000
1,212,000

2007-2012

200,000

2007-2008

1,390,000

2007-2009

285,000

2007-2009

1,710,000

2007-2022

16,000

2007-2008

312,000

2007-2012

3,913,000
8,075,000
1,297,500
2,490,000
11,862,500
6,389,000
25,701,500

2010-2012
2007-2009
2008-2010
2007-2022
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NOTE: The amounts indicated in this budget are only estimates, being presented for initial
guidance. The allocation of these amounts by the company is pending the implementation of the
Roúia Montană mining project proposed by S.C. Roúia Montană Gold Corporation S.A.

3.5
3.5.1

Factors with potential negative impact
The reality of a mono-industrial mining area

For centuries mining has been the main activity for the citizens of Roúia Montană and has
involved significant changes to the landscape through the opening of mine galleries and local
ore processing activities. Underground, the continuous exploitation over generations only a
small proportion are ancient galleries that remain and have not disappear as a result of
subsequent mining work. The opening of Cetate open pit in the 1970’s resulted in the
destruction of one of the most representative parts of the ancient site and was continued by the
opening of Cârnic quarry in ’90s, the exploitation which has ended. The processing activities
required the construction of installations to process the ore (stamp mills) and also the alteration
of the surroundings for the functioning of these installations (canals, supply water channel etc).
A direct result of these mining activities (both on the surface and underground) was the
depositing of mining by-products and the continuous and significant damaging of the landscape
and the integrity of archaeological sites.
Another element that has always marked the preservation status of the ancient archaeological
sites has been the overlapping of the ancient works by the medieval settlements that according
to documentary information, likely occurred since the end of the 13th century and continued in
the second half of the 18th century. This ”historical” process of overlapping ancient sites has
continued to the present with the practicing of subsistence agriculture further disrupting ancient
sites.
In addition to these two factors, the existing historical pollution, the general weathering of built
heritage – especially the historical monument buildings, and also a series of considerations
related to social matters of the area and the condition of the infrastructure and the utilities
networks, the image of an attractive area from a archaeological and cultural perspective has
been significantly diminished.
3.5.2

Potential impact of the open pit mining exploitation

The historical landscape of the site is under threat by the ongoing open pit exploitation in the
Cetate and Cârnic massifs. Due to this exploitation, initiated by the Regia Autonomă a Cuprului
in Deva (presently Compania NaĠională a Cuprului, Aurului úi Fierului MINVEST, Deva) in the
1970’, respectively in the 1990’s, significant parts of the two massifs have been destroyed,
along with important traces of past mining.
This exploitation is causing the destruction of the cultural heritage of the Roúia Montană site, as
well as damaging the natural environment.
Even though the on-going program for restructuring the mining industry includes the closing of
the present-day mining operation, the elimination of its effects on the natural environment will
necessitate synchronized, large-scale efforts.
The exploitation project proposed by RMGC, which is to be undertaken on a larger scale than
the present-day exploitation, constitutes a potential impact. Continuing mining activities will
necessitate a detailed evaluation of their impact on the environment, as well as on the cultural
components. The exploitation plan, which will be completed only after the completion of the
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evaluation of the impact on the environment, will be adapted to the results of the abovementioned evaluation in order not to affect in a negative and irreversible way the historical
monuments and the protected zone’s cultural heritage.
3.5.3

Environmental management

The problems of the environment – natural and cultural – at Roúia Montană have not
constituted, and still do not constitute a priority for the administration of the Romanian State’s
existing mining operation. As a result, the present state of the natural environment is extremely
deteriorated. Successful sustainable development initiatives for the area require the
development of extensive environmental rehabilitation programs.
3.5.4

Area depopulation

The depopulation of rural areas is common throughout the country as a result of the economic
differences between the urban and rural milieus and under the influence of numerous other
factors. At Roúia Montană, this phenomenon has existed throughout the last centuries with
constant fluctuations in population. At Roúia Montană, this phenomenon became a major
concern, starting with the real-estate acquisition campaign by RMGC , due to the ageing of the
population and the natural migration of youth towards urban areas. Today, three years after the
acquisition of the first properties, the company owns 34% of the territory inside the Historic
Centre of the locality, which can be characterized in demographic terms, as an extremely
depopulated zone, as evidenced by un-inhabited real estate properties. Following the change of
ownership of the properties purchased by RMGC, the company has been using these buildings
as offices and work related dwellings. The impact of this population trends in the area is
insignificant.
The effects of this situation can be felt at the social level, and is also evident by the physical
state of the building heritage, which has deteriorated further in recent years.
The degradation of the archaeological heritage elements






Overlapping the archaeological sites by the modern occupation
Construction work
Agricultural work
Other work categories

The attached table shows a short description of the weathering of the elements of the
archaeological heritage from the various sites.
No.

The name of the site

1

Găuri - Hop - Hăbad - Tăul ğapului

2

Nanului Valley

Brief description of the degradation of the
archaeological sites
The site was severely damaged by constant mining
activities. Towards East and South the opening of the
Cetate quarry and the development of the ancillary
infrastructure damaged the site. Towards Southwest,
in Tău Găuri and Tăul ğapului areas, there are hydro
technical works from the Habsburg age. The
agricultural works on private properties also affected
the archaeological remains.
Characterized by a poor preservation status, the site is
highly damaged due to constant mining exploitation
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3

Carpeni

4

Cârnic massif

5

Cetate massif

6

The Historical Centre Roúia Montană

and the locating of some primary ore processing
installations in the modern age. The agricultural works
that took place on private properties also damaged the
archaeological remains.
Considered as a whole, the site has a moderate
preservation status.
On the surface, the site was partially damaged in the
northern part by the construction of the stadium and a
block of flats. Another cause for the ESE damaging
was the quarry roads in Cetate quarry. Nowadays, the
site is almost completely covered forested.
Underground, the mining sector of Păru Carpeni is
relatively well preserved, but the integrity of the ancient
site has been damaged by the modern and
contemporary re-exploitations.
Poor preservation condition, the site is highly damaged
by the constant mining exploitations and the locating of
some primary ore processing installations in the
modern age. The opening of the open pit by the
Romanian state in the 90’s affected the surface of the
site on the North, West and South mountainside.
Underground there is a labyrinth of modern galleries
(cf. the Pošepny map 1868), rebuilt and extended
during the 20th century – in particular, the networks of
galleries opened in a rectangular pattern, dug between
1960-1980, situated from the basis level Sf. Cruce
(level +714) to the peak of the Cârnic massif (the set
+1046). The archaeological mining studies revealed a
concentration of ancient mining works towards the
southern mountainside, towering over Corna village,
towards the West ReĠeaua Mare and East Piatra
Corbului sectors. The majority of the ancient works
from the Cârnic massif were significantly re-exploited
by modern mining, which damaged, fragmented or
even destroyed them.
In the ensemble formed of the seven ancient networks
called ReĠeaua Mare, the mining remains are in a
relatively good state of preservation from the point of
view of mining archaeology. However, these networks
are distributed in a staged manner and the majority of
the old works were revisited and partially re-exploited
by the miners over the centuries. Because of this, a
part of the works has been partially damaged by
modern activities that used explosives starting in the
17th century. This marked the start of the use of
explosives in European mining works. As a result, the
main plan of the ancient mining works can be rebuilt
only by taking into consideration the remnants of the
ancient walls that are still kept in the ceiling or the
foundation of the works.
In the Piatra Corbului sector there are remains of
exploitations opened with water and fire, having great
impressive dimensions, but partially destroyed by great
modern activities.
The site is significantly damaged by the Cetate E.M.
Roúia Montană open pit, initiated since 1970. The site
represented by the Roman surface exploitations called
« The Roman Courts » have been completely
destroyed
The surface ancient and medieval remains have been
overlapped by the Historical Centre of the settlement,
which was built since the end of the 18th century. A
historic gallery network was found underground inside
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7

Jig – Văidoaia massif

8

ğarina

9

Orlea massif

10

Pârâul Porcului - Tăul Secuilor

11

Cornei Valley

the majority of the infamous waxed tables were found
between 1785-1855. Nowadays, this historical gallery
network is in a good state of preservation, but it’s
hardly reachable because of collapses within the
gallery and flooding of the galleries.
Characterized by a poor state of preservation, the site
is significantly damaged by constant mining activities
and the presence of some primary ore processing
installations in the modern age. The agricultural works
on private properties also affected the archaeological
remains. The remnants of the surface exploitations
from the Roman and medieval age are relatively wellpreserved, situated in the eastern part of the site, in
Văidoaia massif.
Characterized by a poor state of preservation, the site
has been significantly damaged by constant mining
activities and the presence of a settlement area and
some primary ore processing installations in the
modern age. The agricultural works on private
properties also affected the archaeological remains.
In the underground there is a labyrinth of galleries with
parts dated to the Roman age, but the majority are a
result of modern exploitation activities (cf. the map
Pošepny 1868), resumed and extended during the
20th century. The ğarina sector seems to be the most
exploited sector based on old plans and maps dated
the 19th and 20th centuries
Characterized by a poor state of preservation, the site
being significantly damaged by the constant mining
activities and the construction of a settlement area and
some primary ore processing installations in the
modern age. The agricultural works on private
properties also affected the archaeological remains.
The agricultural works on private properties also
affected the archaeological remains. The majority of
the perimeter of the site is covered by waste dumps
and partially collapsed and deeply ravined.
In the underground there is a labyrinth of galleries with
parts dated to the Roman age, but the majority
attribute to modern exploitation activities (cf. the
Pošepny map 1868), resumed and extended during
the 20th century.
Some of the ensembles of ancient mining works do not
represent but remnants of damaged old ones (by the
resuming of the modern activities and landslides)
nowadays.
The ensemble of works at this site is characterized by
a medium state of preservation. The integrity of the
archaeological site was partially affected by the
construction works and the vertical expansion of Tăului
Secuilor. The entire initial structure of the area suffered
anthropic interventions generated by: the creation of
the artificial lake Tăul Secuilor and of the systems of
water supply channels connected to the lake in the
modern period. The building of the road that connects
the ğarina area with households from Tăul Secuilor
area (the road passes through the cremation
necropolis and it disturbs a series of funerary
complexes), the construction of households with
annexes and stables; and the construction of a water
pipeline in 90’s. The agricultural works on private
properties also affected the archaeological remains.
As a general point, the site is in a medium-preserved
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12

Tăul Cornei - Corna Sat

13

Balmoúeúti

3.6
3.6.1

state.
Generally the site is in a medium state of preservation.
Construction works and maintenance works for the
artificial lake traced as far back as the 18th century
has affected the Roman cremation necropolis area.
During the 20th century damage was caused by the
construction of household annexes and by expansion
of household gardens.
Characterized by a poor state of preservation.

Operational aims and managerial options
Managerial policies

1. The driven and co-ordinated action of the stakeholders
As a result of their complexity, the spatial distribution and their areas, by the varied structures of
properties, and by their aspects and significance, the archaeological sites generate a multitude
of interests that appeal to a broad spectrum of stakeholders. The multi-layered responsibility for
the achievement of the management aims derived from here result in a series of advantages,
but simultaneously raises a important issue: the defining of a coherent structure of management
which includes all the benefits and, at the same time, to provide the process and the coordination of the required actions.
Project 1.
The proposal of a representative organizational structure, varied and emphasized
that can provide the functioning of the Heritage Management of Roúia Montană.
2. The acknowledgement and understanding of the meaning of the archaeological sites
and all the objectives of the management plan by all the actors
For the functioning of the Management Plan, it is necessary for all the stakeholders to know and
to understand the importance and the significance of the cultural resources, as well as the
administration principles, to manage the cultural values from the archaeological sites from Roúia
Montană area.
Project 2.
All the actors’ need to be made aware of the significance of the sites and will be
responsible for communicating all the features that result in this significance.
Project 3.
Stakeholders will have to be informed of the administration principles of the sites
and of the management goals.
Project 4.
Access to the Management Plan will have to be assured for all specialists,
inhabitants, owners, property managers or stakeholders.
Project 5.
Dissemination of information regarding the existence of the sites, their
significance and features will be promoted. This first draft of the Management Plan will have to
be distributed by a variety of means in order to either directly or indirectly disseminate its
contents to all stakeholders.
Project 6.
To the extent possible, each actor should be encouraged to be involved in
finalizing and the implementation of the Management Plan.
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3. The promotion of the management plan as the main document aimed to revitalize and
preserve the value of the archaeological heritage
The Management Plan belongs to a series of plans and documents that form a strategic frame
for the management of the archaeological heritage of the Roúia Montană area.
The development and the revision of all the documents of the regulatory framework have to be
taken into consideration for the vision and the aims of the Management Plan. This plan has to
be promoted and sustained by all the stakeholders.
The administration of the site needs the co-ordinated action of several active participants from a
wide range of fields. Any kind of decisions in this system needs to be based on correct, up-todate, and accessible information
There are several information sources regarding the archaeological heritage, with different
degrees of accessibility, owned and administrated by various institutions or individuals.
There is not a co-ordinated system for the storage, analysis or the use of this information.
This information has to be directly accessible for all the stakeholders responsible for the
administration of the site.
Project 7.
Setting up a heritage archive for Roúia Montană in a way that controls, coordinates and correlates all the relevant documents for the sites.
Project 8.

The administration of the archaeological heritage archive for Roúia Montană.

4. The promotion of a standard action for the management of the archaeological heritage
that need to ensure compliance not only with the approach and objectives of the
management plan, but also international principles for heritage preservation and the
national environmental regulations
It is necessary that all the agents and the stakeholders responsible for carrying out of the plans,
documents and relevant strategies for the archaeological heritage, defined as a site that takes
into account town-planning at all levels, action plans and the various projects, abide by the
international principles and national standards regarding the preservation and the valuation of
the archaeological heritage. Out of these considerations, the most important considerations are
the norms from the Romanian legislation and the methodological guides and the adopted
international agreement under the care of UNESCO, ICOMOS or The European Council. The
list is presented in the sections 4.2.and 4.3.
Project 9.
The organization of an informative seminar for the archaeological heritage from
Roúia Montană, for the Management Plan and of the legal framework concerning the protection
and the preservation of the archaeological heritage nationally, at the European level, and
internationally, and also in line with the mission of the Heritage Management system at Roúia
Montană
5. The promotion of creativity in managing the values of the archaeological heritage and
in finding solutions for the fulfillment of the management aims
The administration of the archaeological heritage is organized according to international practice
principles, having as a goal the valuation of the cumulative experience gained in this field. The
structuring of the measure according to these principles and models will allow the comparison of
results with ones already obtained under similar conditions from other sites. This process will
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allow adapting and optimizing the management decisions during the stages of assessment and
revision.
The call for international experience does not exclude implementation of a creative approach for
the site.
Project 10. The organization of ideas competition and projection competition through which
there can be brought into discussion the important themes raised by The Management Plan: the
preservation and the valuation of the mining, architectural, archaeological heritage ; the
relationship between the heritage elements and new architecture.
6. The implementation, the monitoring and the revising of the management plan through
an active and effective partnership between the responsible parties, to make decisions
related to values of the archaeological heritage and their current administration
The Management Plan will be developed under the guardianship of the Directing Committee of
the Heritage Management at Roúia Montană and also through the Workforce actions as coordinated by the Executive Committee. The effective assessment of the Plan will be possible
only after completion of one development-implementation-monitoring-revision cycle. The
recurring monitoring of the implementation of the Management Plan will provide immediate
reaction to any kind of dysfunctions that may occur after its implementation.
Project 11. The organization of a forum for the debate of all issues raised by the
development and the implementation of the Management Plan.
Project 12. The clear outlining of the management issues through the organization of some
thematic workshops, which will take place within work groups
Project 13. The establishment of a monitoring plan and the directions that should be followed
at each stage of the implementation of the Management Plan.
7.The involvement of the proper institutions and other scientific stakeholders in the
management of the archaeological sites, regarding the research, preservation and
tourism promotion
The functional status and the competences elaboration of the Heritage Management at Roúia
Montană, by defining the scientific institutions roles authorized in this field.
8. Involvement of central and local authorities and the local community in managing
archaeological sites and regarding their tourist development
Defining the role for the involved regional and central authorities as well as representatives of
the local community in the structure of the Heritage Management Roúia Montană.
Project 14.
project 1)

The foundation of the Heritage Management Roúia Montană (associated to

9. Availability of the resources for the management plan implementation
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The Management Plan sets up a necessary framework of policies and individual actions for the
monitoring and guidance of the development of archaeological heritage in a fashion that is
consistent with the plan’s vision. The implementation of these policies and actions will need the
significant investment. To the branched out structure of the administration of the archaeological
heritage corresponds a range of financial resources and other support structures.
The foundation of the Heritage Management Roúia Montană needs financial resources, for
providing of office space, of the necessary equipment and permanent personnel, and also for
the access to the design services and specialized consultation.
For the preservation and development actions of the different elements of the archaeological
heritage, the responsibility for providing funds and human resources belongs to the owner of the
property or the administration rights. Many of these operations are dependent on external
financial sources, as grants offered by the NGO organizations, by ministries, or other
international institutions, in addition to which there are added a series of other direct roles by
RMGC, and private donations realized by the future Foundation proposed by RMGC.
The planning and development policies belong to the public local administration, which can be
financially sustained by its own budget or from external funds. The entity for Heritage
Management will collaborate with the public local administration and with other stakeholders in
order to provide the necessary resources for the actions.
The necessity of specific resources many be required to promote Archaeological heritage or for
the specific projects developed, for various initiatives or strategic projects. The necessary
resources for these strategic actions are provided both by local budgets and grants offered by
governmental agencies or NGO organizations, and also from sponsorships, including RMGC
contribution.
For all the structural levels it is necessary to provide the required specialized human resources.
Project 15. The Attraction of financial resources from all kinds of sources for the starting up
the administration programme for the archaeological heritage and of the sites preserved in situ.
Project 16. The training of all the participants involved in the process of administration of
archaeological heritage regarding the access to all kinds of sources of financing
Project 17. The inventorying and the classification of the cultural resources components of
the archaeological heritage. The identification of the potential for the valuation –tourist,
scientific, educational, etc- of the components of the heritage from the archaeological sites.
Project 18. Attracting the specialized human resources who are to initiate the mechanisms
for the development of the Management Plan.
Project 19. The partial distribution of the specialized employees for starting up of the
administration process of the site with the goal of maximizing local involvement.
10. Risks management
Risk represents a situation or an action that prevents the achievement of the management aims.
Risk can be present or they can develop within the site and in the surrounding area or they can
appear as a result of the implementation of the Management Plan. The management of risk
starts with their identification and the assessment of the consequences and is followed by
deciding the most efficient method to address and mitigate them.
The management of risks has to be integrated in the broad regional and national strategies and
the management of the crisis situations.
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Project 20. The setting of a risk analysis for the archaeological heritage. The main stages of
the analysis will be: the identification of the present and potential risks; their classification
according to the likelihood of impacting management goals; the establishment of measures and
action- priorities in order to mitigate the risks and their potential impact.
Project 21. The carrying out of an action plan for risk situations that is correlated to the
similar documents developed at a national or regional level.
3.6.2

Research, preservation and restoration management options

Research and protection of the archaeological heritage
11. Archaeological preventive research and the main results
The preventive archaeological research of the archaeological heritage from Roúia Montană is
an essential tool for studying and understanding its components and the significance and
cultural values associated. From this perspective, the continuation of this programme in the
areas not yet thoroughly investigated, as well as the continuation of the fundamental study are
essential.
Project 22. The process of the preventive archaeological research in Orlea area (surface and
underground) (associated with project 89)
Project 23. The process of the archaeological research in ğarina area (underground)
(associated to project 89)
Project 24. The process of the archaeological research in the historical Centre Roúia
Montană (surface and underground), especially the mining archaeological studies in Cătălina
Monuleúti gallery (associated with project 89).
Project 25. The process of the archaeological research in the area of the mining sector Păru
Capeni (underground) (associated with project 89)
Project 26.
project 89)

The process of the archaeological research in Balmoúeúti area (associated with

12. The outlining of the protected areas that contain elements of the archaeological
heritage and archaeological reserves
The effectiveness of any kind of protection policies for certain areas of archaeological heritage
is directly dependent on the proper delimitation of protected areas for the elements of the
cultural heritage and for areas containing or potentially containing archaeological reserves.
Some archaeological sites are not described in great detail in the Historical Monuments List,
and in some cases the delimitation is missing. The descriptions contained in the National
Territory Plan – Section III - Protected Zone, is even more vague with regards to the location,
and again, there is no complete delimitation.
The classified archaeological site limits need to be re-defined in order to address the current
disagreement between different references to the site, which make legal protection and
development measures impossible. The redefined perimeter has to be introduced in the urban
documentation and in the norms referring to the site in order to allow the correlation of the
policies and the actions addressed.
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Project 27. The delimitation and the foundation of the protected area of the archaeological
reserve from Dealul Carpeni and from the mining underground sector Păru Carpeni
Project 28. The delimitation and the establishment of the protected area The Roman
Funerary –place from Tău Găuri
Project 29. The delimitation and the establishment of the protected area of the
archaeological reserve from Tăul Secuilor
Protect 30. The delimitation and the establishment of the protected area around the
cemetery from ğarina
Project 31.

The delimitation and the establishment of the protected area Piatra Corbului

Project 32.

The delimitation and the establishment of the protected area Văidoaia Est

13. Archaeological monitoring / surveillance
Taking into account that a preventive archaeological research programme was undertaken from
2001-2005 and archaeological discharges were granted, it is possible that mining operations
could inadvertently destroy yet un-discovered movable archaeological heritage during the
construction and operations phases of the project. As a result, it is essential to establish an
archaeological supervision programme that will be implemented by specialised professionals in
accordance with the legislation. RMGC will continue its ongoing collaboration with MNIR and
UTAH for the implementation of a monitoring programme and any additional required
archaeological assistance.
Project 33. The archaeological supervision during the construction phase of the project
Roúia Montană
Project 34.
Montană

The archaeological supervision during the phase of operation of the project Roúia

14. Other specific actions concerning the archaeological heritage protection
3.6.3

Preserving and assigning value

15. The establishment and adoption of preservation measures for the protected areas
containing the archaeological heritage
The continuous lack of an organised approach to the archaeological heritage of Roúia Montană,
together with the economical downturn in the area has led to the continuous deterioration of the
majority of elements of the region’s cultural heritage. As one of the major resources of the site, it
is necessary to undertake immediate actions with a clear purpose: to stop the process of
degradation within the representative areas and to try to improve their state of preservation.
Project 35. The comprehensive assessment of the preservation status of the archaeological
heritage elements at Carpeni, Orlea, the mining sector at Păru Carpeni, the Cătălina Monuleúti
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gallery and the establishment of priorities for action and the elaboration of an emergency action
strategy plan .
Project 36. The organisation of a preservation programme, which can provide consultation
and technical support and the access to resources for benefit of interested stakeholders.
16. The monitoring of the protected areas of the archaeological heritage and the
archaeological reserves
The monitoring activity will apply to all the protected areas containing elements of the
archaeological heritage and the archaeological reserve areas, irrespective of their legal status
(classified or not, owned by the state or by a natural person etc).
Project 37. The setting up of a monitoring programme for the preservation and the evolution
in time of the protected areas containing the archaeological heritage and the archaeological
reserves areas. The establishment of several measures and rules for the maintenance of the
archaeological heritage, as well as the provision of up-to-date information in order to adapt the
preservation programme.
17.Specific actions for preserving the area containing the archaeological reserves
18. The adopting of a research plan for the archaeological reserve
Project 38. Setting up an archaeological research programme in the archaeological reserves
areas, which has to comply with the need to preserve these resources for research by future
generations.
19. The development and the modernization of the archaeological storage facility
Project 39. The modernization programme and the extension of the archaeological deposit
belonging to the archaeological base in order to transform it into a deposit for the heritage
objects in the future Mining Museum.

3.7
3.7.1

Options for the use of the archaeological sites
The evaluation of the cultural –tourism potential associated with the
archaeological sites.

18. The creation of the Mining Museum
Project 40.

Project competition regarding the foundation of the new Mining Museum

Project 41.

The elaboration of the theme of the new Mining Museum
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Project 42.

The building of the new Mining Museum

Project 43.

The foundation of the new Mining Museum

Project 44.

The organization of the new Mining Museum

Project 45.

The administration of the new Mining Museum

19. Establishing the outdoor Mining Museum– industrial and ethnographic heritage
exhibition
Project 46. Project competition regarding the organization of the open space exhibition of the
future mining museum
Project 47.

The organization of the open space exhibition of the future mining museum

Project 48. The maintenance and development of the open space exhibition of the new
Mining Museum
20. The establishment of the underground circuit of the Mining Museum for public
access: Cătălina Monuleúti gallery - the mining galleries replica
Project 49. Competition of projects regarding the organization of the underground visiting
circuit of the future Mining museum.
Project 50. The construction of replicas of the ancient mining structures in the underground
circuit of the new mining museum
Project 51.

The organization of the visiting circuit of Cătălina Monuleúti gallery

Project 52.

The in-situ restoration and preservation of the Roman hydraulic system.

Project 53.
.

The organization of the underground exhibition circuit of the new mining museum

Project 54. The maintenance and administration of the underground exhibition circuit in the
new mining museum.
21. Arrangement of the exhibition circuit for the protected areas containing the
archaeological patrimony: the protected area, the Historic Center, the Carpeni area, the
Roman funerary monument from Tău Găuri, and the Piatra Corbului area
Project 55. Competition of projects regarding the realization of the tourism lines of the
protected areas containing the archaeological heritage.
Project 56. The implementation, organization and administration of tourist visits to the
protected areas containing the archaeological heritage.
22. Administration, public presentation, and explanation of the archaeological heritage
from the protected areas and from the archaeological reserve areas
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Project 57. Competition of projects regarding the public presentation and explanation of the
archaeological heritage from the protected areas and the from archaeological reserves areas.
Project 58. The administration, public presentation and explanation of archaeological
heritage values from protected areas and archaeological reserves areas.
23. Administration, public presentation, and explanation of archaeological heritage at the
protected and archaeological preservation areas
Project 59.

The administration of museum funds

Project 60. The strategy for the dissemination of scientific information associated with the
archaeological sites.
Project 61. Cultural policies and marketing strategies for promoting the mining museum and
the associated cultural infrastructure.
24. Experimental archaeology in a mining area
Project 62.

The development of an experimental archaeology programme.

Project 63.
programme.

The implementation and administration of the experimental archaeology

Project 64. Cultural policies and marketing strategies for promoting the experimental
archaeology programme.
3.7.2

Public utilities development

25. Providing access to the protected areas containing elements of the archaeological
heritage and to the archaeological reserves
The main issue of the Management Plan is to provide physical access to the protected
archaeological heritage areas and areas of archaeological preservation. The management
approach to this issue must extend beyond the site limits and should consider the following:
The administration of access to protected areas of archaeological heritage and archaeological
preservation, for discovery and investigation of archaeological elements by visitors, as well as to
increase the economic viability of the archaeological heritage as a tourist attraction.
The physical capacity of the Historical Roúia Montană to take traffic without negative
consequences to the historical structure. The historical urban structure is not well suited to
modern vehicle traffic.
The atmospheric pollution and vibrations caused by heavy traffic represent a threat to historical
structures, as well as to the living standards in the settlement. The crossing of the Historical
Centre by heavy vehicles should be avoided through the delineation of an avoidance route.
The settlement must become accessible to transportation. An extended and diversified
infrastructure, including roads, car parks for cars and coaches, bus stops, and auxiliary
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equipment are needed to realize this condition. An infrastructure should be introduced for the
existing historical structures without sacrificing cultural or natural heritage values.
The accessibility of archaeological heritage and preservation areas is made possible through
the development of the mining project, which requires an integrated system of public
transportation.
The accessibility of archaeological heritage and preservation areas is enhanced by the currently
existing system of public transportation (railroad).
Road and pedestrian traffic should be combined; this would ensure access to all representative
components of the archaeological heritage.
The physical access onto the site requires an assessment of all access opportunities to each of
the components of the archaeological heritage and the establishment of a work standard. The
work standard should include the feasibility of access points. Access points must take
advantage of existing transportation opportunities, as well as those presented by the topography
of the site.
Project 65. Within reasonable limits, the site should be accessible to the physically
challenged people.
Project 66. Redistribution of the access roadways (directing traffic along adjacent roads,
limited, roadway access towards the centre, and limiting access to pedestrians and supply
vehicles).
Project 67. Setting up an integrated system of public transport, without discontinuities, which
assures the access to the site from regional centres(Deva, Alba Iulia, Cluj-Napoca), with a
multifunctional ticket (train, bus/train- funicular railway- mine train), and with co-ordinated
schedules for disparate modes of transportation.
Project 68. The provision of car parks for the local community (proximity parking) and for
visitors (main tourist car park in the Town Square area and others in secondary areas).
Project 69. The provision of access from the Historical Centre to all components of the site
(archaeological areas, constructed areas, monuments, natural elements).
26. Providing access to archaeological heritage and preservation areas
The integration of archaeological heritage and preservation areas into a large tourist circuit,
including neighborhood areas already having a known and recognized tourist potential.
Integration can enhance the administration and promotion of tourism at Roúia Montană.
Project 70. The formation of a promotional partnership between Roúia Montană and the
upper valley of Arieú to increase the tourism potential.
27. The arrangement of public space and public utilities at the archaeological heritage
sites and preservation areas
The sustainable development of the settlement assumes that municipal services will be
available both for the existing functions and those suggested, especially if tourist development
occurs.
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The settlement is already equipped with a water supply system, which is in fact, far from serving
all the needs of the area, or the afferent tourist function.
The used water is transported by a sewer system, but it is locally discharged in septic pits,
which can generate new contamination issues. The increasing number of people, including the
number of tourists, is a factor that should be taken into consideration.
Electricity supply is provided by a surface system, with poles and wires that interfere with the
historical image of the Historical Centre. As well, from the perspective of integration of
archaeological heritage and preservation areas in a tourism circuit, the extension and
modernization of the electricity supply system and the street illumination system is a priority.
Project 71. The expansion of the water supply system and provision of the necessary water
volume through the identification and development of other supplementary sources.
Project 72.

The development of a sewer system and a wastewater treatment plant.

Project 73. The reconstruction and the extension of the electricity distribution system using
underground wires, and the development of a street illumination system.
Project 74. The development of ecologically sound toilets systems in a series of points along
the tourist route in the protected archaeological heritage and preservation areas.
Project 75. The development of information panels system in a series of points along the
tourist route in archaeological heritage and preservation areas.
Project 76. The realization of a marking system of the visiting route of the protected areas
containing archaeological values and the archaeological reservation.
3.7.3

Social objectives

28. Promoting the involvement of the community in the development of the potential
tourism associated with the archaeological heritage sites
The local community, the primary beneficiary of the entire revitalization and archaeological
heritage programmes, is currently highly damaged by depopulation caused by the decline of the
mining industry and the lack of viable economic and employment alternatives.
The Management Plan aims cannot be implemented without the support and the involvement of
the local community, without its’ members’ contribution to the values of the site, and assumption
of the roles of keepers and transmitters of information about site.
Project 77. Promoting community involvement in the realization of the management aims,
and in the implementation of the development and values of the archaeological heritage
programme.
Project 78.

The restructuring and sustaining of the social cohesion.

Project 79. Supporting the community cultural identity as representative of a significant past
mining tradition.
29. Professional development programmes aimed at the members of the local community
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Project 80.

Professional training programme for cultural guides.

Project 81.

Professional training programmes in tourist service field.

Project 82.

Professional training programmes for other related fields.

30. Emphasizing the cultural identity derived from a millenary mining tradition
Project 83. The educational programme, aimed at community members from Roúia Montană
for affirmation of cultural identity based on past mining traditions.
31. Traditional mining crafts and the experimental archaeology
Project 84. The identification of community members who possess practical knowledge
about traditional mining.
Project 85. A past for the future - resuming the traditional mining practices in Roúia Montană,
along with other associated traditional customs.
Project 86. Transmitting the oral memory of the traditional mining and of other customs
associated – pilot project for the development of a summertime school
Project 87. “Treasure hunters” – the mining practices during historical ages at Roúia
Montană – practical demonstrations
Project 88. The people’s participation with practical knowledge about traditional mining in the
experimental archaeology programme.

3.8

3.8.1

Studying and researching options

Research and education

32. Preventive archaeological research plan in the areas with archaeological potential
Project 89.

The continuation of the Alburnus Maior National Research Programme

33. Research plan of the protected areas containing values of the archaeological heritage
and of the archaeological reserve areas
Correlated to Objective 18, respectively Project 38, see supra.
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34. The thematic diversification of the fundamental archaeological research
35. Applied research
Known and sometimes investigated even from the 19th century (see the historical chapter of the
research from Baseline for the Cultural Heritage 8), the site received the attention of
researchers only recently, with the initialization of the National Research Programme, “Alburnus
Maior”, administrated, on behalf of Ministry of Culture, by the Historical National Museum and
financed by RMGC company, as apart of its obligation in the process of authorizing the planned
mining activities. Although the Programme is a multidisciplinary one, archaeology represents the
primary research field. The results are significant and have been published in a monographic
series dedicated to the site, but they seldom overlap with the chronological part of the 3rd
century. In addition to the archaeological research, ethnological studies and verbal history are
still at the beginning stages. The interpretation of future research on the archaeological heritage,
is vital for obtaining fundamental scientific information for any kind of preservation and
protection actions at the site, and requires multidisciplinary research and co-ordination of efforts
in this direction.
Project 90.

The thematic diversity of the fundamental research.

Project 91. The initiation of applied research programmes, with a view to implementing the
diverse preservation and protection methods of cultural and natural studies.
Project 92. The establishment of research through educational programmes at different
levels and through dissemination programmes for the public.
36. Vocational training and professional formation
37. Education - endowment and programmes
Any preservation programme for the archaeological heritage depends on the awareness and the
understanding of the features of the site, both in a limited area of the local community and also
at a national and international level. For achieving this aim it is essential the development of
some educational programmes dedicated to the site Roúia Montană for different educational
levels form basic to specialized ones. (permanent training).
But the relationship of the site with the educational system bi-directional: on one hand the site
depends on the educational system, but at the same time it is a valuable source for the same
system. However, this resource is not used.
At the same time, the site provides the development possibility of some programmes of varied
vocational training which can contribute both to the extended filling of the local workforce, but
also for the human being’s preparation for the implementation of the Management Plan.
Project 93. Including the history of mining activities in the educational curriculum for preuniversity units from Apuseni Mountains area.
Project 94. The development of supplementary educational programmes, aimed at raising
awareness and knowledge of the values of the site, which would take place in schools and high
schools at a local and regional level.
Project 95. The development of vocational training programmes within related fields for the
protection and preservation of the site.
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Project 96. Specialized studies, at a superior level, which can enhance knowledge about the
site; the development of a specialized subject for archaeological mining within the public
university system.
Project 97.

The introduction of equipment needed for the educational programmes.

Project 98. The development of an digital inventory and archive of finds from Romania,
Hungary and Austria regarding the mining history at Roúia Montană.
38. Assuring intellectual access to the research archive
The remarkable results of research over the last 5 years, the scientific data collected from a
diversity of subjects, and the studies written until now, will be a valuable cultural and education
resources once structured in a research archive. The access to this resource has to comply with
the requirements of specialists who performed the studies and with ongoing research in a
variety of subjects. However, the principle of unlimited access information should be applied
where possible.
Project 99.

The expansion of access and utilization of contained data in the site archive.

39. Implementation of a research centre aimed at archaeological heritage, architectural,
ethnographic and industrial of the mining areas from Romania
The setting and the implementation of a research centre special should include the results of 5
years of research within the site, the archaeological, architectural, ethnographic, and industrial
heritage from the mining areas in Romania, and stakeholder considerations
Project 100. The assessment of cultural, industrial, and heritage resources from mining areas
in Romania.
Project 101. The development of an initial group for the implementation of a centre for the
archaeological, ethnographic, architectonic and industrial heritage for the mining area from
Romania.
40. The implementation and the management of the publishing plan of the monographic
series Alburnus Maior
Initiated in 2002, the monographic series Alburnus Maior represents a special action in the
context of the preservation and publication of archaeological research results from Romania.
RMGC, a beneficiary of constant financial support, shaped the enthusiasm, the powerful work
and the team’s responsibility for the archaeological heritage. Given the significant quantity of the
scientific data and archaeological finds, the monographic series frames as a substantial project.
Project 102. The continuation of the monographic series Alburnus Maior, according to future
research and publishing plans.
Project 103. The continuation of publishing and printing the volumes of the monographic
series Alburnus Maior according to research and publishing plans.
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3.9

3.9.1

Education and public use utilization options of the archaeological sites

Archaeological tourism. Development of the cultural tourism

41. The development and promoting of the archaeological tourism
The utilization of the archaeological heritage, supported by the Historical Centre Roúia Montană
as an accelerator of the development of the tourism industry can provide a sustainable
development alternative for the local community, both from the present perspective and in the
future, linked to the ending stage of the mining project promoted by RMGC. Tourism can
become the main means of assuring the access to the site for a variety of stakeholders.
Project 104. The promotion of the cultural value of the site at a national and international
level, by means of informative and advertising campaigns.
Project 105. The realization of some visiting circuits and of some programmes and activities
for the experimenting, the knowledge and understanding of the site features.
42. Tourist endowment inside the historical constructions
This possible development direction is connected to the viability and the restoration of the
Historical Centre, respectively its transformation in a significant cultural resource from the
sustainable development perspective of the Roúia Montană community. For further details on
the subject we recommend consulting the Management Plan for protected areas in Roúia
Montană, as well as an integrated part of the Environmental Impact Study for the Roúia
Montană Project.
43. The archaeological tourism concerning the tourism potential of the area
The archaeological heritage of the area is a valuable resource for tourism at the site, correlated
to its natural and natural resources. Tourism based on natural resources is already practiced in
Apuseni Mountains, in more areas, a fact which represents an opportunity for the existent
circuits of the site. The development of tourism marketing strategies diversified is another
condition of the extensive tourism plan for the site, and is key to attracting of a variety of visitors.
The exploitation of the tourism development opportunities which the site provides will need to be
correlated to the protection and preservation of the archaeological heritage, particularly the
architectural component. The target groups and the community members will greatly benefit
from promotion of tourism.
Project 106. The promotion of the archaeological value of the site through information and
advertising campaigns.
Project 107. The visitors encouraging to explore the heritage values through the setting up of
the thematic routes, the signaling and the exploitation of the interest points and the realization of
the equipment corresponding to each tourist service category.
Project 108. The initiation of tourist-focused marketing programmes, in order to identify and
attract tourists from diverse targeted groups.
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Project 109. The promotion of the constitutive elements of the archaeological site connected
to other valuable mining sites (networking) and promoting permanent strategies by the results of
the similar sites (benchmarking).
Project 110. Raising the attractiveness of tourism offers by grouping activities and services
offered (packaging).
Project 111. The development of an informative welcoming centre, situated in the new place
from Piatra Albă, as well as development of secondary tourist information points and attractive
exhibitions.
Project 112. The development of needed services – accommodation, shopping, and
restaurants.
Project 113. The objective assessment of the most efficient administration method of the site
in its ensemble (including the Historical Centre and the archaeological heritage areas, natural
and cultural landscape elements ).
Project 114. The externalization of some groups of services for more efficient administration.
44. Ecology and environment protection
Taking into account the current pollution from Roúia Montană and surroundings, no tourism
development can be undertaken without an extensive program for environment rehabilitation of
the area.
Program 115. Environmental rehabilitation of Roúia Montană area.
Program 116. Constant monitoring of the environment factors in the area.
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4 The management of the archaeological sites
The successful implementation of the Management plan for archaeological heritage requires:







4.1

the identification and responsible assuming of the role towards any stakeholders, an
action which can be accomplished only through public consultation
a well-defined implementation strategy for the Plan
Implementation of this Plan is a consideration of the Management Plan for the Protected
Area of the Historical Centre
a distinct functioning way of the Plan
The possibility of a periodical assessment of the results obtained through the
implementation of the Management Plan and, if necessary, its subsequent amendment
and revision.

Implementation

1. An Initiative Group, organized on a foundation or association with legal status shape or will
set up the Heritage Management entity for Roúia Montană. The initiative group has to be initially
formed of participants who can provide through their own activities, the promotion of the site at a
local, regional, national, and international level.
2. Through the foundation’s the structure and the role of the Director Commitee consideration
will given to the following goals and objectives:









The administration of the startegical aims
Flexible organizational capacities and assuming of different roles for:
The monitoring and the assessment of implementation
Looking for achievement of the strategical goals
Establishing performance indicators for achievement of the goal
Establishing an annual work programme and approving the budget
Approving the annual updating of the Management Plan
3. The second component of the Heritage Management of Roúia Montană is the executive
committee.
4. The executive committee will be formed of representatives from thematic work Groups. Each
group will have two categories of responsibilities:










Marketing, explaining and interpreting effects The Partnership for the establishment of
the priorities.
Technical problems
The forming of the thematic groups on main activities
Research and education
Protection, preservation and restoration
Tourism
Public relations and promotion
Resources
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5. A possible scenario regarding the functioning of the Heritage Management at Roúia Montană.
Thus have to be considered a series of roles, functions and responsibilities, as well as a series
of strategical actions for the success of the Management Plan
The Executive Committee











4.2

Establishing and the implementing counseling reports
The interests being given to the groups or individuals
Leads the management project of strategical initiatives
Administrating the Heritage Management at Roúia Montanăand other relevant meetings
The preparation of the annual plan and the budget to be amended by the Heritage
Management of Roúia Montană.
Assessing the plans and the previous budgets
Revising and finalizing the Management Plan
The resource identification
The establishment of a budget and obtaining funds for the initiating the Management
Plan

Monitoring and assessing

4.2.1

Undertaking some primary objectives for assessing the evolution of the project

Impact assessment of management plan implementation – the analysis of the quantitative data
in a general context:








4.2.2

the number of site users: for instance comparisons tourists/ the resident population, the
number of visitors to the website etc.
the precise number of tourist equipment, commercial etc.
public funds provided for private investments, work place generation etc.
the number of projects or the documentations created that related to preservation
the number of the heritage elements and others damaged elements
competencies -for instance the qualified number of people.
assessment of the awareness of the site in targeted groups.
Revizing the plan

The Management Plan will be revised annually, bearing in mind the previous assessment items
by the co-ordination of the mechanisms of the Executive Committee. The plan will initially be
valid for 5 years, after which it will be revised as a result of the assessment of goals
achievement and by a series of public consultations.
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4.3
4.3.1

Projects
Project titles, identification elements and priority status

As a result of the approval of the Management Plan, the proposed projects will have to be
drafted in detail. This section provides a list of the proposed projects and details their title,
identification code and priority status in the following table.

Project’s title
Project 1.
The proposal of a representative
organizational structure that can ensure the functioning of
the Heritage Management of Roúia Montană.
Project 2.
All the actors need to be made aware of
the significance of the sites and the individual features that
contribute to this significance.
Project 3.
All the stakeholders are to be informed of
the administration principles for the sites and of goals
sought after through their management.
Project 4.
The access to the Management Plan will
have to be assured to specialists, inhabitants, owners,
managers and stakeholders.
Project 5.
The dissemination of information
regarding the existence of the sites, their significance and
their features will have to be greatly promoted. This first
draft off the Management Plan will have to be widely
distributed in order to disseminate its contents to all the
stakeholders, directly or indirectly.
Project 6.
To the extent possible, each actor should
be encouraged to be involved in finalizing and
implementing the Management Plan.
Project 7.
Establishment of the heritage archive for
Roúia Montană in a way that controls, coordinates and
correlates all the relevant documents for the sites.
Project 8.
The administration of the archaeological
heritage archive from Roúia Montană.
Project 9.
The organization of an informative
seminar to present the archaeological heritage from Roúia
Montană, the Management Plan and of the legal
framework concerning the protection and the preservation
of the archaeological heritage at a national level, European
level, and International one, and also the mission and the
commission of the Heritage Management from Roúia
Montană
Project 10.
The organization of ideas competitions
and a competition of projects through which the important
themes raised by The Management Plan can be further
discussed. These include the preservation and the
valuation of the mining, architectural, archaeological
heritage, the relationship between the heritage elements
and modern architecture.
Project 11.
The organization of a forum to debate
the issues raised by the development and the
implementation of the Management Plan.
Project 12.
The clear outlining of management
issues through the organization of thematic workshops,
which will take place with work groups
Project 13.
The establishment of a monitoring plan
and the directions that should be followed at each stage of
the implementation of the Management Plan.
Project 14.
The foundation of the Heritage

Identification

Priority

RM-ARH1-MNG1

mandatory

RM-ARH1-MNG2

important

RM-ARH1-MNG3

important

RM-ARH1-MNG4

mandatory

RM-ARH1-MNG5

important

RM-ARH1-MNG6

important

RM-ARH1-MNG7

mandatory

RM-ARH1-MNG8

mandatory

RM-ARH1-MNG9

recommended

RM-ARH1-MNG10

recommended

RM-ARH1-MNG11

recommended / optional

RM-ARH1-MNG12

recommended

RM-ARH1-MNG13

important

RM-ARH1-MNG14

mandatory
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Management of Roúia Montană (associated to project 1)
Project 15.
The Attraction of financial resources from
all kind of sources, for the starting up of the administration
programme of the archaeological heritage and of the sites
preserved in situ.
Project 16.
The training of all the parts involved in
the process of administration of the archaeological heritage
regarding the access to all kind of financial sources
Project 17.
The inventorying and the classification of
the cultural resources component of the archaeological
heritage. The identification of the potential for tourism and
scientific and educational, learning from each of the
individual archaeological sites.
Project 18.
Attracting the specialized staff resources
for the implementation of the Management Plan .
Project 19.
The re-orientation of specialized staff for
starting the administration process of the site with an
emphasis on hiring from the local community.
Project 20.
Undertaking a risk analysis for the
archaeological heritage. The main stages of the analysis
will be: the identification of the present and potential risks;
their classification according to the danger they pose to
management goals; the establishment of the measures
and action- priorities in order to mitigate the risks and their
potential impact.
Project 21.
Implementation of an action plan for risk
situations that reflects similar documents developed at a
national or regional level.
Project 22.
Undertaking the preventive
archaeological research in the Orlea area (surface and
underground) (associated with project 89)
Project 23.
Undertaking archaeological research in
the ğarina area (underground) (associated with project 89)
Project 24.
Undertaking archaeological research in
the historical Centre Roúia Montană (surface and
underground), in particular the mining archaeological
studies in Cătălina Monuleúti gallery (associated with
project 89).
Project 25.
Undertaking archaeological research in
the area of the mining sector Păru Capeni (underground)
(associated with project 89)
Project 26.
Undertaking archaeological research in
the Balmoúeúti area (associated with project 89)
Project 27.
The delimitation and the establishment of
the protected area for the archaeological reservation at
Dealul Carpeni and the mining underground sector Păru
Carpeni
Project 28.
The delimitation and the establishment of
the protected area for the Roman Funerary area at Tău
Găuri
Project 29.
The delimitation and the establishment of
the protected area for the archaeological reservation at
Tăul Secuilor
project 30
The delimitation and the establishment of
the protection area around the cemetery at ğarina
Project 31
The delimitation and the establishment of
the protected area at Piatra Corbului
Project 32
The delimitation and the establishment of
the protected area at Văidoaia East
Project 33
The archaeological supervision during
the construction phase of the project Roúia Montană
Project 34
The archaeological supervision during

RM-ARH1-MNG15

important

RM-ARH1-MNG16

important

RM-ARH1-MNG17

important

RM-ARH1-MNG18

mandatory

RM-ARH1-MNG19

recommended

RM-ARH1-MNG20

mandatory

RM-ARH1-MNG21

mandatory

RM-ARH2-CERC1

mandatory

RM-ARH2-CERC2

mandatory

RM-ARH2-CERC3

obligatory

RM-ARH2-CERC4

mandatory

RM-ARH2-CERC5

optional

RM-ARH2-ZP1

recommended

RM-ARH2-ZP2

recommended

RM-ARH2-ZP3

recommended

RM-ARH2-ZP4

recommended

RM-ARH2-ZP5

recommended

RM-ARH2-ZP6

recommended

RM-ARH2-ZP6

recommended

RM-ARH2-MNT2

mandatory
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the operation phase of the project Roúia Montană
Project 35.
The comprehensive assessment of the
preservation status of the archaeological heritage elements
form Carpeni, Orlea, the mining sector Păru Carpeni,
Cătălina Monuleúti gallery and the establishment of
priorities for action and the elaboration of an emergency
action strategy plan .
Project 36.
The organization of a preservation
programme, which can provide consultation and technical
support as well as access to resources for stakeholders.
Project 37.
Implementing a monitoring programme
for the preservation state and the behaviour in time of the
protected areas containing archaeological heritage values
and the archaeological reserves areas. The establishment
of several measures and rules for the maintenance
archaeological heritage values. Providing up-to-date
information in order to constantly adapt the preservation
programme.
Project 38.
Implementing an archaeological research
programme in the archaeological reserves areas, that
complies the desideratum that these constitute resources
for research by future generations.
Project 39.
The modernization programme and the
extending of the existing archaeological storage facility in
order to transform it in a deposit for the heritage goods of
the future Mining Museum.
Project 40.
Competition of projects regarding the
establishment of the new Mining Museum
Project 41.
The implementation of the thematic of
the new Mining Museum
Project 42.
The building of the new Mining Museum
Project 43.
The creation of the new Mining Museum
Project 44.
The organization and the arranging of
the new Mining Museum
Project 45.
The administration of the new Mining
Museum
Project 46.
Competition of projects regarding the
organization of the open space exhibition of the future
mining museum
Project 47.
The organization of the open space
exhibition for the future mining museum
Project 48.
The maintenance and the development
of the open space exhibition of the new Mining Museum
Project 49.
Competition of projects regarding the
organization of an underground tour for the future Mining
museum .
Project 50.
The construction of replicas of the
ancient mining structures belonging to the underground
circuit of the new mining museum
Project 51.
Arrangement of the tour of Cătălina
Monuleúti gallery
Project 52.
The restoration and the in situ
preservation of the Roman hydraulic system.
Project 53.
The organization of the underground tour
of the new mining museum.
Project 54.
The maintenance and the administration
of the underground tour of the new mining museum.
Project 55.
Competition of projects regarding the
touristic tour of the protected areas containing the
archaeological heritage values.
Project 56.
The implementation, organization and
the management of the tourist tour for visiting the

RM-ARH3-CONS1

mandatory

RM-ARH3-CONS2

important

RM-ARH3-CONS3

mandatory

RM-ARH3-CONS4

recommended

RM-ARH3-CONS5

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL1

important

RM-ARH4-VAL2

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL3
RM-ARH4-VAL4

mandatory
mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL5

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL6

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL7

important

RM-ARH4-VAL8

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL9

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL10

important

RM-ARH4-VAL11

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL12

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL13

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL14

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL15

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL16

recommended

RM-ARH4-VAL17

important
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protected areas containing archaeological heritage values.
Project 57.
Competition of projects regarding public
display of archaeological heritage values from the
protected areas and the from archaeological reserves
areas.
Project 58.
The administration, public display and of
the archaeological heritage values from the protected
areas and the archaeological reserves areas.
Project 59.
The administration of the museum funds
Project 60.
The dissemination strategy of the
scientific information associated with the archaeological
sites.
Project 61.
Cultural policies and marketing strategies
for promoting of the mining museum and the cultural
infrastructure associated to it.
Project 62.
The undertaking of an experimental
archaeology programme.
Project 63.
The implementation and the
administration of the experimental archaeology
programme.
Project 64.
Cultural policies and marketing strategies
for the promoting of the experimental archaeology
programme.
Project 65.
The assuring, within reasonable limits,
access for disabled persons.
Project 66.
Redistribution of traffic on access
roadways (the directing of the traffic along adjacent
thoroughfare; the roadway access towards the historic
centre, within the possible structural features of the road
network allowed only to riparian and supplying vehicles).
Project 67.
The setting up of an integrated system of
continuous public transport, that ensures access to the site
from more regional centers( Deva, Alba Iulia, Cluj-Napoca).
This could be achieved with a multifunctional ticket ( train,
bus/train- funicular railway- mine train) and with coordinated schedules for the variety of means of transport.
Project 68.
Providing car parks, both for the local
community and for visitors (tourist main car park in
PieĠei/Square area and others in the secondary areas).
Project 69.
Providing access from the Historical
Centre to all the components of the site (archaeological
areas, constructed areas, monuments, natural elements).
Project 70.
Securing a tourism partnership between
Roúia Montană and the upper valley of Arieú.
Project 71.
The revision and extension of the water
supply system and providing the necessary capacity
through the identification and capturing of other
supplementary sources.
Project 72.
The realization of a sewer system and of
a purifying system for domestic wastewater.
Project 73.
The reconstruction and the extension of
the electrical distribution system and the street light
system, if possible with buried wires.
Project 74.
Providing ecological toilets at various
points along the tourism route within the protected areas
containing archaeological values and the archaeological
reserve.
Project 75.
Providing informing panels at various
points along the tourism route within the protected areas
containing archaeological values and the archaeological
reserve.
Project 76.
Clearly demarcating the tourism route

RM-ARH4-VAL18

recommended

RM-ARH4-VAL19

important

RM-ARH4-VAL20

mandatory

RM-ARH4-VAL21

important

RM-ARH4-VAL22

recommended

RM-ARH4-VAL23

optional

RM-ARH4-VAL24

optional

RM-ARH4-VAL25

optional

RM-ARH5-EDIL1

mandatory

RM-ARH5-EDIL2

mandatory

RM-ARH5-EDIL3

optional

RM-ARH5-EDIL4

mandatory

RM-ARH5-EDIL5

mandatory

RM-ARH5-EDIL6

optional

RM-ARH5-EDIL7

mandatory

RM-ARH5-EDIL8

mandatory

RM-ARH5-EDIL9

mandatory

RM-ARH5-EDIL10

mandatory

RM-ARH5-EDIL11

important

RM-ARH5-EDIL12

important
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within protected areas containing archaeological values
and the archaeological reservation.
Project 77.
Promoting community involvement in the
realization of management aims and in the implementation
of archaeological heritage programmes.
Project 78.
The restructuring and the sustaining of
the social cohesion.
Project 79.
Supporting of the cultural identity of the
area taking into account its significant mining tradition.
Project 80.
Professional training programme for the
cultural tourism guides.
Project 81.
Professional training programmes in
tourism service field.
Project 82.
Professional training programmes for
other tourism-related fields.
Project 83.
Educational programme aimed at the
community members from Roúia Montană affirming their
cultural identity based on a past mining tradition.
Project 84.
The identification within the community of
members with practical knowledge about traditional mining.
Project 85.
A past for the future - resuming
traditional mining practices in Roúia Montană and other
traditional customs associated.
Project 86.
The tradition and the oral memory of past
mining and of other customs associated with it – pilot
project / summer school programme
Project 87.
“Treasury searchers” – the practice of
mining during the historical ages at Roúia Montană –
practical demonstrations–
Project 88.
Involving persons with practical
knowledge about the traditional mining in the experimental
archaeology programme.
Project 89.
Continuing the National Research
Programme Alburnus Maior
Project 90.
The diversity of themes in the
fundamental research.
Project 91.
The initiation of applied research
programmes with a view to implementing diverse
preservation and valuation methods for cultural and
natural resources.
Project 92.
The valorisation of the research through
educational programmes at different levels and through
populating programmes.
Project 93.
Including a variety of subjects related to
the mining history of Roúia Montană in the educational
curriculum of pre-university classes in the Apuseni
Mountains area.
Project 94.
Providing supplementary educational
programmes, aimed at raising awareness and knowledge
of the values of the site. These programmes would take
place in local and regional schools.
Project 95.
The development of some vocational
training programmes within other related fields for the
protection and valuation of the site.
Project 96.
Specialized advanced-level studies that
improve the knowledge about the site through the setting
up of a specialized subject of archaeological mining within
the public university system.
Project 97.
The introduction of the equipment
needed for educational programmes.
Project 98.
Providing an inventory of the archives
from Romania, Hungary and Austria regarding the mining

RM-ARH6-SOC1

mandatory

RM-ARH6-SOC2

important

RM-ARH6-SOC3

important

RM-ARH6-SOC4

recommended

RM-ARH6-SOC5

recommended / optional

RM-ARH6-SOC6

recommended / optional

RM-ARH6-SOC7

recommended

RM-ARH6-SOC8

recommended

RM-ARH6-SOC9

important

RM-ARH6-SOC10

recommended

RM-ARH6-SOC11

important

RM-ARH6-SOC12

optional

RM-ARH7-EDU1

mandatory

RM-ARH7-EDU2

recommended

RM-ARH7-EDU3

recommended

RM-ARH7-EDU4

recommended

RM-ARH7-EDU5

recommended / optional

RM-ARH7-EDU6

recommended / optional

RM-ARH7-EDU7

recommended

RM-ARH7-EDU8

mandatory

RM-ARH7-EDU9

recommended

RM-ARH7-EDU10

important
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history at Roúia Montană and the setting up of a digital
inventory of these archives
Project 99.
Undertaking of the access protocol and
the use of the data contained in the site archive.
Project 100.
Assessment of cultural resources and of
the industrial and historical heritage elements from the
mining area within Romania.
Project 101.
Setting up an initiative group for the
implementation of a centre for archaeological,
ethnographic, architectonic and industrial heritage for the
mining area within Romania.
Project 102.
Continuation of the Alburnus Maior
monographic series to reflect ongoing research and the
existing plan for publication.
Project 103.
Publishing and printing additional
volumes of the monographic series Alburnus Maior.
Project 104.
Promotion of cultural values of the list at
a national and international level by means of information
and advertising campaigns.
Project 105.
Providing tourist,programmes and
activities for the knowledge and understanding of the site
features.
Project 106.
Promotion of archaeological values of
the site, related to regional, national and international
values, through information and advertising campaigns.
Project 107.
Encouraging visitors to explore the
heritage values by setting up thematic routes, proper
demarcation of interest points and providing any necessary
equipment required to view each area.
Project 108.
Undertaking tourism marketing
programmes, in order to identify and attract tourists from
targeted groups.
Project 109.
Promoting the constitutive elements of
the archaeological site connected to other valuable mining
sites (networking) and promoting permanent strategies that
take into consideration results of programmes at the similar
sites (benchmarking).
Project 110.
Increasing the tourism potential by
grouping activities and services offered (packaging).
Project 111.
Providing a welcoming / information
centre in Piatra Albă and at of some secondary touristic informative points.
Project 112.
Facilitating provision of tourism
infrastructure – accommodation, commercial and
restaurants.
Project 113.
Assessment of the most efficient
administration method for the site as a whole (including the
Historical Centre and the archaeological heritage areas,
natural and cultural landscape elements).
Project 114.
To provide some groups of services
from external sources to allow for efficient administration.
Project 115.
Environmental rehabilitation of Roúia
Montană area.
Project 116.
Constant monitoring of the environment
factors in the area.

RM-ARH7-EDU11

mandatory

RM-ARH7-EDU12

recommended

RM-ARH7-EDU13

optional

RM-ARH8-TUR14

mandatory

RM-ARH7-EDU15

mandatory

RM-ARH8-TUR1

important

RM-ARH8-TUR2

recommended

RM-ARH8-TUR3

recommended

RM-ARH8-TUR4

recommended

RM-ARH8-TUR5

recommended

RM-ARH8-TUR6

recommended / optional

RM-ARH8-TUR8

recommended / optional

RM-ARH8-TUR9

mandatory

RM-ARH8-TUR10

mandatory

RM-ARH8-TUR11

important

RM-ARH8-TUR12

recommended

RM-ARH9-ECO1

mandatory

RM-ARH9-ECO2

mandatory

4.3.2
4.3.3

Description of the projects
The above listed projects have been briefly described in the previous section.
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4.3.4

The projects register

Taking into consideration the Management Plan, a record of projects undertaken will be created
in order to ensure that they are correctly identified, implemented and assessed. The creation
and administration of this digital register will include the responsibilities of the Heritage
Management of Roúia Montană.

4.4

Planning

During public consultation regarding this Management Plan, a series of mandatory documents
essential for the implementation of this plan have to also completed, including:
The annual work plan (action plan) for the archaeological heritage for





areas with archaeological potential
protected areas with archaeological heritage values
zones of archaeological reserves

The mid and long terms work plans for





areas with archaeological potential
protected areas with archaeological heritage values
zones of archaeological reserves

The completion of these two documents also has to address the relationship between them.
In table 4.1., RMGC’s strategy and timeline for these two plans is presented.
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Annual work plan and RMGC’s middle and long-term plans for archaeological heritage of
Roúia Montană area
Table 4-1
No.

1

2

3

4

5

Archaeological sites of Roúia Montană Area

Site’s name

Găuri - Hop - Hăbad Tăul ğapului

Valea Nanului

Carpeni

Cârnic massif

Cetate massif

6

Historical Centre
Roúia Montană

7

Jig – Văidoaia massif

8

ğarina

Activity/
Categories of workings/ interventions
Publication of the researches’ results (except the ones already
published in volumes Alburnus Maior I and II)
Restoration of the funerary monument from Tău Găuri
Including the funerary monument from Tău Găuri in a public visit tour
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the
researches
Archaeological monitoring during construction phase
Implementation of the “chance find”protocol
Publication of the researches’ results (except the ones already
published in volumes Alburnus Maior I)
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the
researches
Archaeological monitoring during construction phase
Implementation of the “chance find”protocol
Publication of the researches’ results (except the ones already
published in volumes Alburnus Maior I)
Conservation and restoration of the Roman hydraulic system from
Păru Carpeni mining sector
Including Carpeni archaeological reservation in a public visit tour
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the
researches
Publication of the researches’ results (except the ones already
published in volumes Alburnus Maior I)
Conservation of the galleries from Piatra Corbului area
Including the galleries from Piatra Corbului in a public visit tour
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the
researches
Realisation of the 3D model of the ancient galleries from Cârnic
massif
Archaeological monitoring during construction and operation phase
Implementation of the “chance find”protocol

Publication of the researches’ results (except the ones already
published in volumes Alburnus Maior I)
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the
researches
Archaeological monitoring during construction and operation phase
Implementation of the “chance find”protocol

Publication of the researches’ results
Finalizing reopening works in Cătălina Monuleúti gallery
Including Cătălina Monuleúti gallery in a public visit tour The museum
valuation of the movable heritage items and the researches
Setting up the new mining museum
Publication of the researches’ results
Including Văidoaia East area in a public visit tour
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the
researches
Archaeological monitoring during construction and operation phase
Implementation of the “chance find”protocol
Publication of the researches’ results
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the

Planning
2007 – 2012
2007 – 2009
2009
2010
2007 – 2009
2007
2007 – 2012
2010
2007 – 2009
2007
2007 – 2012
2007 – 2012
2012
2010
2007 – 2012
2007 – 2009
2012
2010
2006 – 2007
2007 – 2022
2007
2007 – 2012

2010
2007 – 2022
2007
2007 – 2012
2007 – 2009
2010
2010
2010
2007 – 2012
2010
2010
2007 – 2022
2007
2007 – 2012
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No.

Site’s name

9

Orlea massif

10

Pârâul Porcului - Tăul
Secuilor

11

12

Valea Cornei

Tăul Cornei - Corna
Sat

13

Balmoúeúti

4.5

Work and cost

Activity/
Categories of workings/ interventions
researches
Archaeological monitoring during construction and operation phase
Implementation of the “chance find”protocol
Performing preventive archaeological researches (surface and
underground)
Publication of the researches’ results
Legal application for discharge procedures
Relocation of the open air exhibition of the Orlea museum
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the
researches
Archaeological monitoring during construction and operation phase
Implementation of the “chance find”protocol
Continuation of the preventive archaeological researches
Legal application for discharge procedures
Publication of the researches’ results
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the
researches
Archaeological monitoring during construction and operation phase
Implementation of the “chance find”protocol
Publication of the researches’ results
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the
researches
Archaeological monitoring during construction phase
Implementation of the “chance find”protocol
Publication of the researches’ results
The museum valuation of the movable heritage items and the
researches
Archaeological monitoring during construction and operation phase
Implementation of the “chance find”protocol

Planning
2010
2007 – 2022
2007
2007 – 2012
2012 – 2022
2012
2010
2010 – 2014
2012 – 2022
2007
2006
2006
2008 – 2022
2010
2007 – 2009
2007
2007 – 2012
2010
2007 – 2009
2007
2006
2010
2007 – 2009
2007

To be decided during public consultation process

Different categories of works and interventions onsite and their associated costs
Taking into account that this document is the first draft of the Management Plan for
archaeological heritage, it is too early to provide detailed budgets. This will only be possible
after the foundation of the Heritage Management of Roúia Montană and the establishment of its
relationship to the implementation of Management Plan for the Protected area of the Historical
Centre. The foundation suggested by RMGC, representing the interests of stakeholders and the
Executive Committee will be able to elaborate a financial strategy adapted to this Management
Plan. For the probable budget planned by RMGC, from the legal obligations perspective and the
role that the company understands it needs to have in the sustainable development of Roúia
Montana through the promoting of the archaeological heritage and its transforming into an
economical resource for the community, see section Factors that influence the management,
Financial sources – paragraph.
In the summer 2004 the general reporter for the cultural archaeological issues, Mr. Edward
O’Hara (MP), visited Roúia Montană of on behalf of the European Parliament Council. Following
this visit, Mr. O’Hara created a report with following conclusions:
“ [...]RMGC project can provide the economical background for a sustainable development of
the entire area determining a positive impact at the social level and upon the environment, as
well as regarding the cultural development. From the point of view of the cultural heritage it can
be perceived as a model project for the responsible development. [ ...]”
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“ […] An equilibrium of the benefits seems to be accomplished not only from the point of view of
the needs related to the cultural heritage from Roúia Montană, but also RMGC activities. If this
equilibrium is ruined […] in this case, there will be a great step backwards concerning the
development of the cultural tourism in this area, of an exceptional historical interest. […]”
The report was published at the end of December 2004 on the website
http://assembly.coe.int/Documents/WorkingDocs/Doc04/EDOC10384.htm
RMGC has prepared an estimated budget in order to comply with the legal obligations in
respect to archaeological heritage. Please see this draft budget in section Factors that influence
the management, Subsidizing funds paragraph, as well as a detail upon the different categories
of works and interventions and the related costs, as shown in table 4.2.
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Table 4-2

Activity

Proposed works and costs*

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

4.000

External special services (supply services contracts) for preventive archaeological researches and archaeological monitoring
Surface preventive
85.000
60000
researches
Surface
archaeological
42.500
30.000
90.000
90.000
90.000
90.000
monitoring during
construction
Preservation of the
movable heritage
items found during
preventive
50.000
50.000
50.000
50.000
50.000
50.000
archaeological
researches or by
chance finds
Underground
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
preventive
120.000 120.000
0
0
0
0
researches
Underground
archaeological
monitoring during
30.000
30.000
30.000
30.000
30.000
30.000
construction and
operation
GPR survey –
40.000
40.000
40.000
Cârnic & Orlea
Subtotal 1
367500 330000 330000 290000 290000
290000
Specific actions (programs) regarding the cultural heritage – restoration and conservation works
Restoration of the
100.00
70.000
funerary monument
0
from Tăul Găuri
Maintenance of the
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
funerary monument
from Tăul Găuri

2.000

2.000
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Restoration /
conservation /
consolidation works
at Historic
Monuments in PZ
Maintenance works
at Historic
Monuments in PZ
Restoration /
conservation /
consolidation works
at Historic
Monuments outside
PZ
Maintenance works
outside Historic
Monuments in PZ
Maintenance works
in the PZ
Rehabilitation works
on Carpeni
Maintenance and
primary
conservation of the
water wheel in Păru
Carpeni
Research and
conservation works
of the water wheel
in Păru Carpeni
Reopening and
public access
Cătălina Monuleúti
Maintenance of
Cătălina Monuleúti
Facsimilies – mining
structures
Maintenance of the
facsimilies
New Mining
Museum

250.00
0

125.00
0

250.00
0

250.00
0

250.00
0

250.000

10.000

10.00
0

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

125.00
0

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

300.00
0

300.00
0

300.00
0

300.00
0

300.000

15.000

15.00
0

15.000

15.000

15.000

15.000

15.000

15.000

30.000

30.000

30.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

7.500

50.000
200.00
0

500.00
0

250.00
0

500.00
0

500.00
0

500.00
0

100.00
0

100.000

50.000

7.500

7.500

7.500

200000
0

200000
0

200000
0

500.00
0

100000
0

100000
0

500.00
0
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Maintenance of the
New Mining
Museum
Subtotal 2
PR & dissemination
Publishing Alburnus
Maior series
Book launchings
Reprinting Alburnus
Maior series
Sponsorship
Site visit Roúia
Montană
Other PR activities
related to heritage
Translations
Web site – cultural
heritage of Roúia
Montană
Subtotal 3 :

20.000

20.00
0

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

268300
0

210800
0

66.50
0

66.500

66.500

66.500

66.500

66.500

66.500

66.500

66.500

66.500

120.000

120.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

172700
0

224700
0

310550
0

316300
0

120.00
0
6.000

120.00
0
6.000

120.00
0
6.000

120.00
0
6.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

4.500

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

175.00
0

175.00
0

175.00
0

175.00
0

175.000

175.000

45.00
0

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

580.000

580.000

90.000

90.000

90.000

90.000

90.000

90.000

90.000

90.000

90.000

38.400

38.400

15.360

15.360

15.360

15.360

15.360

15.360

15.360

15.360

15.360

12.000

12.000

9.000

9.000

9.000

9.000

9.000

9.000

9.000

9.000

9.000

9.000

4.000

4.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

50.000

50.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

20.000

90.000

90.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

45.000

Subtotal 1 – 3 :
Budget allocated by
RMGC for heritage
actions and
programs
Operational budget for the Patrimony Department of RMGC
635.00
580.00
580.00
580.00
Labour costs
0
0
0
0
Internal
38.400
38.400
38.400
38.400
transportation
Other administrative
18.000
12.000
12.000
12.000
costs
Training for the
implementation of
8.000
8.000
4.000
4.000
the chance find
protocol
Conferences,
50.000
50.000
50.000
50.000
congresses
Supplies

20.000

90.000

90.000

90.000

90.000

25.00
0
6.000

90.00
0
15.36
0

20.00
0
45.00
0
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Subtotal 2:
Operational budget
allocated by RMGC
for the Patrimony
Department
TOTAL: Estimated
budget allocated for
heritage activities
TOTAL GENERAL
ESTIMATED
BUDGET

839.40
0

778.40
0

774.40
0

774.40
0

774.000

774.400

18136
0

181.36
0

181.36
0

181.36
0

181.36
0

181.36
0

181.36
0

181.36
0

181.36
0

181.36
0

310890
0

3530.0
0

438450
0

440200
0

392200
0

334700
0

29286
0

292.86
0

292.86
0

292.86
0

292.86
0

292.86
0

292.86
0

292.86
0

292.86
0

292.86
0

25.701.500 USD

* NOTE: The amounts indicated in this budget are only estimates, being presented as a potential guide . The allocation of these amounts by the
company is pending of the implementation of the Roúia Montană mining project proposed by S.C. Roúia Montană Gold Corporation S.A.
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in Monitorul Oficial al României, part I, no. 695, 1 November 2001).
5.1.2

Strategic and operational documents

P.A.T.N./III

Planul de amenajare a teritoriului naĠional – SecĠiunea a III-a – Zone Protejate;

P.N.D. Planul naĠional de dezvoltare 2007 – 2013;
P.R.D. Planul regional de dezvoltare;
P.O.R. Programul operaĠional regional;
P.U.G. Planul urbanistic general al comunei Roúia Montană, Proiect Alba, 2002.
5.1.3

International documents

Charter of Venice Carta internaĠională pentru conservarea úi restaurarea monumentelor úi
siturilor (The International Charter for the conservation and Restoration of the Monuments and
Sites), 1964;
Historical towns Carta pentru conservarea oraúelor istorice úi a zonelor urbane (The Charter for
the Conservation of the Historical Towns and of Urban Areas, Washington, 1987;
Authenticity Documentul despre autenticitate de la Nara (The Paper on Authenticity from
Nara), Nara, 1994;
Cultural tourismCarta pentru turism cultural (The Charter for Cultural Tourism), Ciudad de
Mexico, 1999;
Historical structures Carta ICOMOS privind principiile pentru analiza, conservarea úi
restaurarea structurilor patrimoniului architectural (The ICOMOS Charter fot the Analysis,
Conservation and Restoration of the Architectural Heritage), Zimbabwe, 2003
Dry masonry Declaration of Torroella de Montgrí (In defence of the dry stone cultural
heritage), Baix Empordà, Catalonia, 2004
Guidelines
Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention,
ICOMOS, 2005
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5.1.4

Legislative acts - heritage

UNESCO 1972
ConvenĠia pentru protejarea patrimoniului mondial, cultural úi natural /
Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage
UNESCO 1994
Authenticity

Documentul despre autenticitate de la Nara / Nara Document on

UNESCO 2005
Directive operaĠionale pentru implementarea ConvenĠiei patrimoniului
mondial / Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention
Australia ICOMOS 1999
Carta de la Burra: Carta pentru conservarea locurilor cu
semnificaĠie culturală / The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS charter for the conservation
of places of cultural significance
ICOMOS 1964
Carta de la VeneĠia: Carta internaĠională pentru conservarea úi
restaurarea monumentelor úi siturilor / The Venice Charter: International Charter for the
Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites
ICOMOS 1972
Resolutions of the Symposium on the Introduction of Contemporary
Architecture into Ancient Groups of Buildings
ICOMOS 1987
Carta pentru conservarea oraúelor istorice úi a zonelor urbane
(Washington) / Charter on the Conservation of Historic Towns and Urban Areas
ICOMOS 1990
Heritage

Charter for the Protection and Management of The Archaeological

ICOMOS 1999

Charter on the Built Vernacular Heritage

ICOMOS 1999
Carta pentru turism cultural internaĠional (Mexico) / International Cultural
Tourism Charter. Managing tourism at places of cultural significance
ICOMOS 2003
ICOMOS Charter: Principles for the Analysis, Conservation and Structural
Restoration of Architectural Heritage / Carta ICOMOS privind principiile pentru analiza,
conservarea úi restaurarea structurilor patrimoniului arhitectural (Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe,
2003)
CoE 1954

ConvenĠia culturală europeană / European Cultural Convention

CoE 1985
ConvenĠia de la Granada: ConvenĠia pentru protecĠia patrimoniului arhitectural al
Europei (ratificată prin L. 157/1997) / Granada Convention: Convention for the Protection of the
Architectural Heritage of Europe
CoE 1992
ConvenĠia de la Valetta: ConvenĠia europeană pentru protecĠia patrimoniului
arheologic (revizuită) (ratificată prin L. 150/1997) / The Valetta Convention: European
Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage
CoE 2000
ConvenĠia de la FlorenĠa: ConvenĠia europeană a peisajului / The European
Landscape Convention (ratificată prin L. 451/2002)
România
Legea Monumentelor Istorice : Legea privind protejarea monumentelor istorice
(L. 422/2001) / Law regarding the protection of historic monuments
OrdonanĠa guvernului pentru protejarea patrimoniului arheologic (OG. 43/2000, aprobată cu
modificări prin L. 378/2001, L. 462/2003) / Governmental Ordinance 43/2000 regarding the
protection of the archaeological heritage (completed by Law 378/2001, Law 462/2003)
PATN / III: Planul de amenajare a teritoriului naĠional – SecĠiunea a III-a – zone protejate
(aprobată prin L. 5/2000) / Law no. 5/2000 of 6 March 2000 regarding the approval of the
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National Townplanning Documentation PATN – Section III – Protected Zones published in the
Official Gazette no. 152 of 12 April 2000
5.1.5

Management plans for historical sites

Mining Landscape
Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site
Management Plan 2005 – 2010,
Hadrian’s Wall Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site Management Plan 2002 – 2007, English
Heritage, 2001;
Stonehenge
5.1.6

Stonehenge World Heritage Site Management Plan, English Heritage, 2000;

Articles, studies and specialized works

Alburnus Maior I

Alburnus Maior I, Bucharest, 2003

Alburnus Maior II
Alburnus Maior II. Monumentul funerar circular/The Circular Funeral
Monument , Bucharest, 2005
CCA

Cronica cercetărilor arheologice, campaniile 2000 – 2004, Bucureúti, 2001 – 2005

Economic history study. Cristina RiúcuĠa, Exploatarea de la Roúia Montană. InvestiĠii economice
úi realităĠi social-culturale (1919-1948), manuscript, 2006 – unpublished study
Ethnologic study. Roúia Montană. Studiu etnologic, ed. Paula Popoiu, Georgeta Stoica,
Bucureúti, 2004
Historical study. Lucia Marinescu, Studiu istoric Roúia Montană. Partea I. Roúia Montană
(Alburnus Maior) în Antichitate; Partea a II-a. Epoca feudală úi modernă,
www.alburnusmaior.ro/ro/situri/Istoric_Marinescu/
Managing WHS
Chris Blandford, Managing World Heritage Sites. Management Plans for
UK World Heritage Sites, în Conservation Bulletin, 50, 2005.
Silber und Salz
Silber und Salz in Siebenbürgen. Katalog zur Ausstellung im Deutschen
Bergbau-Museum, Band 1, Bochum, 1999; Band 4, Bochum, 2002
Wollmann 1996
V. Wollmann, Mineritul metalifer, extragerea sării úi carierele de piatră din
Dacia Romană, Cluj, 1996
Wollmann 1999
V. Wollmann, Der siebenbürgishe Bergbau im 18. Jahrhundert, pag. 5965, în Silber und Salz in Siebenbürgen, Katalog zur Ausstellung im Deutschen BergbauMuseum, Band 1, Bochum, 1999
Wollmann 2002
V. Wollmann, Zur Geschichte des Goldbergbaus in Roúia Montană in der
Frühen Neuzeit, pag. 125-162, în Silber und Salz in Siebenbürgen. Katalog zur Ausstellung im
Deutschen Bergbau-Museum, Band 4, Bochum, 2002
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5.2

List of the categories of unpublished information, stored in the site’s archive

The main categories of unpublished information regarding the Roúia Montană site are presented
in the table belwo. The sources are scheduled to be published in the Alburnus Maior
monographic series.

No.
1.
2.
3.

Title
Alburnus Maior 3 - The necropolis
from Tăul Cornei
Alburnus Maior 4 - Mining
archaeology researches at Roúia
Montană. The Cârnic massif
Alburnus Maior 5 - The necropolis
from Jig-Piciorag

Estimated printing
deadline
2nd/3rd trim. 2006

volume in two parts, bilingual version
Romanian/English

4th trim. 2006 / 1st
trim. 2007

volume to be published in three
languages: Romanian, English, French

3rd trim. 2007

bilingual version Romanian/English

4.

Alburnus Maior 6 - The necropolis
from ğarina

4th trim. 2008

5.

Alburnus Maior 7 - The necropolis
from Hop

3rd trim. 2009

6.

Alburnus Maior 8 - The necropolis
from Pârâul Porcului - Tăul
Secuilor

3rd trim. 2009

7.

Alburnus Maior 9 - Cercetări de
arheologie minieră la Roúia
Montană. Zona Păru-Carpeni

2014

8.

Alburnus Maior 10 - Cercetări
arheologice la Roúia Montană.
Miscellanea

4th trim. 2009

9.

Alburnus Maior 11 - IDR III/3a.
Supplementum Inscriptionum
Daciae Romane. Alburnus Maior

3rd trim. 2009

10.

Alburnus Maior 12 - Cercetări
arheologice la Roúia Montană.
Corpus Iconographicum Regionis
Alburno Maiori

2nd trim. 2010

11.

Alburnus Maior 13 - Cercetări
arheologice la Roúia Montană.
Inventaria Arheologica. Alburnus
Maior

2nd trim. 2010

12.

Alburnus Maior 14 - Auraria
Regionis Alburno Maiori

Observations

2014

field research to be finished in 2005,
500 graves investigated up to now;
volume in two parts, bilingual version
Romanian/English
republishing of the 300 graves
excavated in the area in 2000-2002;
volume in two parts, bilingual version
Romanian/English
field research to be finished in 2005 for
the Pârâul Porcului sector, 275 graves
investigated up to now; volume in two
parts, bilingual version
Romanian/English
Ongoing researches for 2007-2012
volume to be published in three
languages: Romanian, English, French
publishing the researches from Carpeni
area, the tumulus from Seliúte Valley,
the tumulus from Pietrele Albe, the
gallery Cătălina-Monuleúti, modern age
mining structures (Hăbad and Valea
Cornei); bilingual version
Romanian/English
publishing of all the inscriptions found at
Roúia Montană since 2000 in a new
epigraphic corpus; bilingual version
Romanian/English
volume comprising the publishing of all
the elements of Roman provincial art
and architecture typical for the Alburnus
Maior area; bilingual version
Romanian/English
publishing relevant categories of
archaeological materials (ceramics,
glass, metal items, lithic materials) in
dedicated fascicle; bilingual version
Romanian/English
synthesic volume regarding the history
of the ancient mining site from Roúia
Montană; bilingual version
Romanian/English
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6 Special annexes

Legal protection status of the archaeological sites of Roúia
Montană area

No.
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.

08.

LMI 2004
Code
AB-I-s-A00065
AB-I-m-A00065.01
AB-I-m-A00065.02
AB-I-m-A00065.03
AB-I-m-A00065.04
AB-I-m-A00065.05
AB-I-s-A20329
AB-II-s-B00270

Site’s name
Alburnus Maior archaeological site
The Roman settlement from
Alburnus Maior, Orlea area
The Roman mining exploitation
from Alburnus Maior, Orlea Massif
The Roman vestiges from Alburnus
Maior, Carpeni area
The Roman funerary enclosure
from Zona “Hop-Găuri”
„Cătălina Monuleúti” gallery
The Roman galleries from Cârnic
Massif, point ”Piatra Corbului”
The Historical centre of the Roúia
Montană locality – „Târgul satului”,
the Market, Berg district, Brazi
street and the area upstream of the
Market towards the man made
lakes (tăuri)

Observations
according to the List of Historical Monuments
2004
according to the List of Historical Monuments
2004
according to the List of Historical Monuments
2004
according to the List of Historical Monuments
2004
according to the List of Historical Monuments
2004
according to the List of Historical Monuments
2004
according to the List of Historical Monuments
2004
according to the List of Historical Monuments
2004
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Record cards of the archaeological sites of Roúia Montană area
1. Găuri - Hop - Hăbad - Tăul ğapului
2. Valea Nanului (Nanului valley)
3. Carpeni
4. Cârnic massif
5. Cetate massif
6. The Historical Zone of Roúia Montană (Lety and Coú massifs)
7. Jig – Văidoaia massif
8. ğarina
9. Orlea massif
10. Pârâul Porcului - Tăul Secuilor
11. Valea Cornei (Corna valley)
12. Tăul Cornei - Corna Sat
13. Balmoúeúti
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 1. Găuri Hop Hăbad Tăul ğapului




Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană - Găuri-Hop-Hăbad-Tăul ğapului.






County Alba





Address

Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.01, 6770.05, 6770.08, 6770.09, 6770.10, 6770.11,
6832.03.
Locality (city / village et.) Roúia Montană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point: Hop, Hop-Găuri, Hop-Botar, Tăul Găuri, Hăbad Brădoaia, Hăbad Biserică, Hăbad
Opriúa, Vasinca, Tăul ğapului.
Landmark southwest of Cetate massif
Land owner -
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HAIZER ELEONORA, MANEA
SALVINA

AITAY SABINA
AVRAM CORNEL

TOMUS MARIOARA

BOIA NICOLAE

TOMUS NICOLAE

CIOARA IOAN

VASINCA ELENA

CIOARA MARIA

IVASCAN

COTET REGHINA

FELEA AUREL

COTET REGHINA, COTET
CONSTANTIN

RAT ZENO

COZMA BAZIL

STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA

CRISAN AURELIAN, DRAGAN OVIDIU,
BOTAR VASILE, CENUSA MINODORA,
OLTEAN CRISTINA, DANDEA VIRGIL,
DRAGAN IOAN
CRISAN CORNELIA
DANDEA VIRGIL
DEVIAN VALER
DRAGAN MARIA
FELEA AUREL
FELEA NICOLAE
JURCA ANA, CRETU RODICA, BABUT
VIORICA, VASII ROZALIA
LETERNA MINERVA, SOIT
GEORGETA, BISTRAE MARIA,
LETERNA GH, CIOARA AUGUSTA
LETERNA VIORICA
OCOL SILVIC CAMPENI
OLTEAN CRISTINA
OPRISA IOSIF, POPA IRINA, STOICA
OPRISA MARIAN, MIHETIU EMIL
NICOLAE, OPRISA PUIU STEFAN ,
MIHETIU IOAN GH.
BISERICA ORTODOXA
RESIGA IOAN
SUK ALEXANDRU
SUK ALEXANDRU/ TOMUS
MARIOARA
SUK FLORICA
SUK MIRCEA,SUK ALEXANDRU,SUK
IOAN,BOTAR OLGA, ZLAGNEAN
M,MORAR C.,MALEA E.,TUHUT E,
SICOE E,HATEGAN G
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Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
534459.238
534376.746
533989.034
533880.757
533897.522
533895.263
534280.454
534533.480



Longitude (coordonate STEREO 70 )
354939.963
355166.815
355109.071
355084.212
354587.965
354432.132
353928.378
353879.943









Altitude

820 m – 940 m
South West from Cetate massif

Geographical landmarks

Hydrographical landmarks Pârâul Găurilor, Tăul Găuri, Tăul ğapului
Site’s first research date 1982
Progress period campania 2000, 2001 campaign, 2002 campaign, 2003 campaign
Campaign no. 4 campaigns
Epoch code 32, 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4
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132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

Site type code 11 (114, 116); 21 (211, 212), areas for ore’s primary processing.
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

Site area (in sq.m.) 619,219.377 sq.m.
Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor
Heavily impacted

X



Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5
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Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
Last and first name of the research team members MNIR: Mihaela Simion, Adela Bâltâc,
Christina ùtirbulescu, Gabriel Bălan, Emil Dumitraúcu, Cătălina Mihaela Neagu, Decebal
Vleja, Rodica Marghitu-OanĠă, Sorin Marghitu-OanĠă, Mihai Vasile, Cătălin Bem, Silviu OĠa;
FIB: Ioan Carol Opris; cIMeC: Corina Ború; MIA Bacău: Lăcrămioara Istina, Marius Istina;
MNUAI:Vasile Moga, Aurel Dragotă, Constantin Inel, Adrian Gligor, Radu Ciobanu, Matei
Drâmbarean; MCDR: Adriana Pescaru, Virginia Rădeanu, Angelica Bălos, Romică Pavel,
Daniel ğuĠuianu, Nicolae Cătălin RiúcuĠa; IAIAC: Sorin Ilie Cociú, Adrian UrsuĠiu, Călin
Cosma.
Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: National
Union Museum – Alba Iulia; Bucharest University - Faculty of History, Institute of Archaeology
and History of Art – Cluj Napoca, “Iulian Antonescu” Museum – Bacău; CIMEC – Institute of
Cultural Memory Bucharest, Museum of Dacian and Roman Civilisation– Deva
The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological
structures of the site

 Brief description of the archaeological situation
The area is situated in the immediate vicinity of the Cetate massif (the southern slope), having been
seriously damaged by mining operations carried here throughout time (the presence of dumps and
other primary waste products of processed golden ore). Also, the opening of the surface mining
quarry, in 1970, has permanently modified the initial configuration of the terrain and has irrevocably
destroyed most of the archaeological patrimony of the Cetate massif and the area around it.
By instituting in the year 2001 the National Program of Research Alburnus Maior, a global approach
of the archaeological problem proper to the Alburnus Maior site has been carried out.
The archaeological surface research within this program has taken place in the areas partially
preserved following the opening of the Cetate quarry in the 70’s, in the same time with the
underground archaeological research.
Even as early as the 19th century, the perimeter has become known in the social-archaeological
literature as the origin of a series of epigraphic documents, part of them engraved in the entrance wall
to the “Ferdinand de Sus” (Upper Ferdinand) Gallery. Also, relying on personal observations made in
mid 19th century Roúia Abrudului and surrounding areas, the geologist Fr. Pošepny signalled near the
Găuri area a series of ancient traces, more precisely the traces of a Roman necropolis.
Concerning the vicinity of the Cetate massif, the discovery in 1983 of an important lot of epigraphic
material in an archaeological context (named by the author of the research „open air temple – lucus”)
opened discussions on the possibility of locating in this area one of the habitation nuclei or an
administrative structure attested at Alburnus Maior, according to the “Dalmatian system”, respectively
Kastellum Ansium.
The results of the archaeological campaigns between the years 2000–2003 have distinguished and
delimitated the archaeological potential of the area around the Cetate area and naturally, of the one
grouped around and near traces of ancient mining exploitation researched at Găuri. An image of a
unitary archaeological ensemble began to emerge, showing elements which indicated specific forms
of habitat, a cremation necropolis, sacred areas, possible communication networks between various
points of interest, all related to extraction sites and, most likely, to primary ore processing sites off the
south-western slopes of the Cetate massif.
Archaeological surface research
A) The Roman cremation necropolis at the Hop-Găuri site (researched by MNUAI, MNIR)
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The toponym Hop refers to two hills in the Găuri and Tăul Găuri artificial lake area. The necropolis is
situated on the right side of the road coming from Roúia towards the “Cetate” surface quarry.
Documentary and cartographic sources from the 19th century give clues to pinpointing the place of a
Roman necropolis near the Deak Ferencz Gallery. Also, one must indubitably relate this necropolis to
the circular funeral monument of the Basil Cozma site, researched in the 2002 campaign. While the
diagnosis was being made in the campaign of 2000, 4 cremation graves have been identified and
researched. In the year 2001, the systematic research of this objective was started by a team from the
National Museum of Union in Alba Iulia. Along with the ones of 2000, 169 funerary archaeological
complexes (cremation graves) were fully researched (published preliminarily in the first volume of the
Alburnus Maior monographic series). In the year 2002 the archaeological excavations in the Hop area
were resumed – by a group belonging to the Romanian National History Museum – on the lower
western slope of the hill, and another 86 funerary complexes were researched (81 cremation graves,
5 complexes of uncertain function). The graves investigated between 2000 and 2002 are divided into
two distinct categories – cremation graves with on-the-spot cremation and ad ustrina cremation
graves (where the cremation of the corpse took place in a different location than the grave itself).
Certain criteria differentiating the graves are to be considered, such as the size of the pit, remains
from the funeral bed, structures and outer layouts of the pits of the graves, presence of funeral urns or
stone cistae. From this point of view, a possible preliminary typology based on these aspects
indicates:
a) Graves with cremation remains laid directly in the pit, without separating the calcined bones from
the residues of the pire. Most of the researched graves belong to this category, irrespective of the
type of cremation, on-the-spot or on a pyre located elsewhere. The pits of the graves are exclusively
rectangular and the sizes and depths at which they were identified vary. The cremated remains have
been discovered scattered on the bottom of the sepulchral pits. The inventory was deposited on the
cremated remains, after which the funeral complexes were sealed.
b) Graves with cremation remains contained in various types of recipients. Four graves of this type
have been discovered up to the present moment. They are graves where the remains of the
cremation were laid in stone cistae or ceramic urns after removing the residues from the pyre (coal
and ash, elements of primary funeral furniture).
c) Complexes with uncertain function are represented by small, shallow holes located near some of
the graves. They are dug in the ground and are usually of a circular shape. Ceramic objects and
fragments of glass were discovered in two of them.
The presence of structures and outer layouts of the pits of the graves is also attested in this
necropolis, from the simple shape of the stone ring to the complex shape of the funeral precinct.
Thus, in the Hop necropolis three funeral precincts have been discovered.
The inventory of the graves is quite poor and consists of ceramic objects of different shapes, sizes
and functionalities (cups, pitchers and lamps), glass recipients (unguentaria) and metal objects
(clothing accessories).
Following the preliminary analysis of the archaeological material found in the investigated complexes
(coins, ceramics and other types of artefacts with dating potential) it was established that the
necropolis at Hop-Găuri has functioned as a funeral space in the 2nd century A.D. and a specific
dynamics of the burials can be noticed during the reign of Emperors Hadrian (117-138) and Antoninus
Pius (138-161).
An important archaeological objective was identified and investigated in the immediate vicinity of the
necropolis, at about 450 meters to the south-west. It is a circular funeral monument, with two on-thespot cremation graves. The remains of the cremation were sealed in brick rooms. The main funeral
monument and the graves inside it have suffered throughout different historical eras at least two
destructive interventions. Outside the monument, about 2.75 meters to the south, two other Roman
cremation graves with the cremated remains laid directly in the pit have been discovered and
investigated. Also, the western extremity of the monument, as well as the two exterior graves has
been partially destroyed by a modern seasonal fitting up.
This funeral complex is dated to the a period ranging from 140/144 A.D to approximately 180 A.D.,
during the reign of Emperors Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius respectively, and it represents,
without any doubt, the funeral manifestation of the local elite characteristic of the group of colonists
located at south of the Cetate massif (Kastellum Ansium). The objective’s preservation and restoration
is under way.
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Investigating this objective was part of the research made on a much larger area, between Găuri
Valley and Corna Sat, which did not indicate the presence of other archaeological vestiges, except for
the location of a stamp mill from the interwar period.
B) Structures of habitat, axes of communication. In the immediate vicinity of the mining exploitation
area (infra, the underground archaeological investigation) a series of structures of habitat as well as
traces of the ancient road network have been identified and investigated (MNIR, MNUAI). They
represent two buildings with stone walls bound with earth, in a precarious state of preservation (the
sites at Găuri and Hop Botar). Archaeological research has also underlined the presence of an early
phase of settlement in the same area in the Roman period, materialized by wooden dwellings of a
rudimentary form (planimetrics of these structures were reconstituted based on traces of former
trajectories of the wooden walls). The archaeological inventory is relatively poor and specific to
habitation areas of habitat - ceramics, grinders, lamps, nails and spikes respectively.
South-east of these complexes segments of a vicinal road network (with a variable width of 2.60-2.80
m and 3.40 – 3.55 m) were identified.
The traces of civil dwelling on the Hăbad Brădoaia plateau (the Opriúa property - MCDR research) are
part of the same structure. Although in the perimeter several elements belonging to a building
complex have been identified, for one of them the researchers attribute the function of a civil dwelling
(L2 – building with a foundation made of stone walls bound with earth, divided in five distinct rooms,
two separate functioning phases; dimensions : 25.00 m x 9.50 m). The archaeological inventory
provided by this objective is rather poor and made up of ceramic vessels, two fibulae and iron objects.
Also, the habitat complex can be related to a part of Roman road (width 2.00 m), identified in the
same investigated area. The relationship between this fragment of road and the one identified in the
Hop–Găuri area is worth mentioning.
Also, the research of this ensemble has been completed by the information provided by the
investigation of another complex of buildings of civil function, from the Tăul ğapului site (MNIR, MJBC
research). The research of this objective was part of the investigation of a much larger area, between
Seliútea Valley and Nan Valley, using the Tăul ğapului artificial lake as orientation. The limitrophe
area of the lake has been investigated (by trial trenches) on a series of private properties. Out of the
entire area, only a limited area was of archaeological interest. The traces have been identified and
studied, consisting only of foundations, those of a dwelling complex, dating from the Roman period,
made up of a rectangular central building (16.20 x 13.40 m) and another, probably annexed to the
former (22.00 x 13.00 m). The archaeological material is quite scarce, and very little of the constituent
elements of this archaeological ensemble has been preserved.
C) Sacred areas
The Hăbad area (MNIR, MCDR, IAIAC)
Excavations undertaken on the Hăbad-Brădoaia plateau have confirmed the existence of the sacred
areas investigated through archaeological trial trenches in 1983-1984 by V. Wollmann. The research
was undertaken by teams from MCDR and IAIAC, in the 2001 and 2001 campaigns, on the property
of the Greco-Catholic Church and on the property of the Opriúa family, and has discovered seven
Roman buildings, precariously preserved (in certain cases the original trajectories of the walls was
identified only on the basis of the imprint left by the wall), very likely made of wood, with stone
foundation bound with earth, as well as part of the road which crossed the area in Roman times.
One of the buildings, pertaining of a category of apse-shaped structures, is of a type encountered in
Roman Dacia as well as in other parts of the Empire. In Dacia, this type of buildings is to be found at
Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa, Porolissum and Germisara. These structures have been interpreted as
temples, or more recently as buildings pertaining to the collegia-headquarters type. In the case of the
building at Hăbad, any of the two functions is possible, given the inscriptions discovered.
Another building was shaped by three walls that formed a plan which can be interpreted as similar to
that of a classic temple. The edifice was in the shape of a rectangle, the long side oriented northsouth. The perimeter wall probably enclosed a yard. The epigraphic altars (found in the site) of the
temple garden are oriented westward, according to the established rules (Vitruvius IV, 5, 2). Such
plans of temples are also to be found in other centres of Roman Dacia. Concerning three other
hypothetical buildings (only the walls at the northern and western extremities of the plateau remain),
one can not make pertinent considerations due to the precarious state of preservation. It is still not out
of the question that one of the buildings may have belonged to the consular beneficiaries attested in
the inscriptions found on the Hăbad plateau.
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According to the authors of the research, the complexes in question may not only represent sacred
areas, but also of a habitat structure, positioned on either side of the road. Four epigraphic votive
altars have been discovered, together with fragments of altars, ceramics (amphorae, pitchers, lamps,
pots, cups, bowls), metal pieces (spikes, fragments of a dagger, pieces of a pickaxe, a hatchet with
covering for handling), fragmentary fibulas (made of bronze and iron).
Also, on the Vasinca property, about 100 m west of the Hăbad plateau, a possible sacred
area has been identified and investigated (5 votive altars, out of which three epigraphic).
The modern/contemporary age
D) Other discoveries (MNIR)
In the immediate vicinity of the Cetate area, concentrations of mining residue were found (dumps,
washing debris, old stamp mill sites). The traces of a construction with stone foundations (dwellind)
have also been investigated, and were dated to the end of the 18th century – the beginning of the 19th
century (Hop–Botar) (MNIR research).
On the property of the Greco-Catholic Church of Roúia Montană (MNIR research) the traces of a very
rudimentary stone fitting up have been identified (foundations of unfashioned stone coming from a
building, out of which two rooms have been identified). The study of this structure has shown the fact
that it is a primary golden ore-processing installation site (stamp mill), as well as its annexes (cram),
which was later turned into seasonal shelters for animals (the last phase of functioning of the layout is
dated by a 1965 coin – dates also confirmed by information obtained from local people).
Archaeological trial trenches undertaken in the entire area has provided no other data concerning the
existence of archaeological vestige.
Underground researches
E) Hăbad sector. The Hăbad sector extends to the southwest of Cetate and Găuri, over a hill of fields
and woods. The ancient detailed plan does not show mining works. In 1983, an archeological dig
discovered an entrance to an ancient gallery. We prospected this little sector in 2001 and in 2003
where the superficial formations can have totally masked the older remains. Among the located
remains, we can see the entrance of the La Studentu gallery. This gallery which is supposedly
ancient, was reopened during the 2001 mission and mapped, then the survey was completed in 2003
for a total length of 127 m (there was a collapse beyond that point). This is a long ancient gallery
worked with tools; a crosscut from north to south, very reworked and disturbed by Moderns. The
whole of this long gallery which should lead to a major exploitation area more to the south was
partially defaced by the installation of iron rails on the floor and timbering over a major part of its
length in the modern period (127 m length accessible, average width 1.10 m, average height 1.60 m
above the iron rails).
2.50 m from the entrance, a little stope opened to the ceiling allowed us to follow an intersection of six
low grade quartz veins in a mostly SW-NE direction. The gallery was dug in low hardness rock, a soft
dacite which is intensely altered. In spite of the presence of iron rails along the whole length of the
gallery and timbering on big sections, several sectors with traces of tools (chisels) in a good state of
preservation confirm the opening prior to the 17th century (start of operations using explosives). This
rapid exploration has demonstrated the presence of many traces of workings with tools which is
testament to ancient origins of the works with no possibility to get more precise dates between
Antiquity and the modern age. In fact, the profile of the gallery shows a rounded ceiling, cut with tools,
which distinguishes them clearly from the Roman workings seen other places in Roúia Montana. They
may be medieval works.
Several ancient gallery entrances which have collapsed or are covered up appear beside the track in
this sector. Access to them can be cleared by hand or a mechanical shovel during future explorations.
The entrance to the Deak Ferenz gallery which must join the ancient works under Găuri has been
found. This reputedly ancient sector of Hăbad with for the time being only two ancient workings
located (the La Studentu gallery and the gallery described in 1983) would be worth additional
investigation, if it will be the case. The future open cast operation will not affect this sector.



A)

Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
References
CCA 2001 (2002), pp. 210–211, no. 173,3.

CCA 2002 (2003), pp. 254–256, no. 182.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 2. Valea Nanului (Nanului valley)



Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană - “Valea Nanului” (sacred zones, cremation
necropolis, constructive structures)










Archaeological site’s RAN code 1160.03
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roúia Montană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point “Szekely”, “Drumuú”, “Dalea”, “Tomuú”.
Address
Landmark Cetate massif
Land owner -
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BEJENARU AURELIA
BOIA NICOLAE
COPROS IOSIF
COROI EUFEMIA
COTET REGHINA
DALEA AURELIA
DRUMUS ROZALIA,PAUN NICOLETA,
DRUMUS CAMELIA,DRUMUS VICTOR
BISERICA GRECO CATOLICA
MERA NICOLAE
MIC AUGUSTA
NARITA ILIE,(CORCHES NICOLAE,
C. MARITA)
OAIDA REMUS
RAT ZENO, AGAVRILOAIE MARIA,
BARA ELENA
RAT ZENO, COROIU LAURA, OAIDA VIORICA
SZEKELY LUDOVIC
HAIZER ELEONORA, MANEA SALVINA
TATAR EUGEN, TATAR MARIA,
LUPEA MARIANA, PUTICIU ADRIAN,
CLEJAN LUCIA
TODAN IOAN
TOMUS IOACHIM
ZLAGNEAN ELENA, KELL STEFAN,
JURCA ELISABETA MARIANA
DALEA VIRGIL, DALEA AURELIA,
DRAGOESCU MARINELA, MIHON MARGARETA
ZLAGNEAN ELENA, KELL STEFAN,
JURCA ELISABETA MARIANA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN
HARAGUS GOLGOTIU
ROMSILVA
TOMUS IOACHIM
BARA REMUS
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Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
534970.182
534533.930
534596.086
535025.262
535086.574



Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
354629.925
354741.327
354273.674
354028.008
354522.263









Altitude about 750 - 830 m
Geographical landmarks Valea Nanului
Hydrographical landmarks towards North and East from Găuri stream.
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2000 campaign, 2001 campaign.
Campaign no. 2 campaigns
Epoch code 32
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Site type code 131, 21
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Site area (in sq.m.): 253,008.026 sq.m.
Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted
An area full of waste dumps, past mining galleries, agricultural works.



Risk factors
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Demolition
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Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
Last and first name of the research team members INMI (former CPPCN): Cristina
Crăciun, Aniúoara Sion, Sergiu Iosipescu, Raluca Iosipescu, Constantin MehedinĠeanu,
Gabriel MehedinĠeanu; IAB: Vlad V. Zirra, Liana OĠa, Adriana Panaite, Cristina Alexandrescu,
Anca Ganciu, Adina BoroneanĠ, Alexandru Dragoman.
Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: “Vasile
Pârvan” Institute of Archaeology – Bucharest; National Institute for Historical Monuments –
Bucharest.
The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological
structures inside the site’s perimeter



Brief description of the archaeological situation
The area is limited to the north and east by the river bed of the Găuri brook to the west by the peaks
of the hills from the right bank of the Nan Valley. The southernmost point of the area is marked by the
village road between Roúia-Tăul ğapului-Săliúte-Abrud. Out of this perimeter, stretched on a rather
large surface, the geographic micro area from the east of the Nan Valley detaches itself; known in the
Pošepny map under the name of Curisiul Monului. Geologically speaking, the hills, with a maximum
altitude of 815 m, have the same volcanic origin as the Cetate mining perimeter. Except for the two
mentioned rivers, in the area there are two or three locations with permanent springs.
The area is unpopulated, currently approximately 45% of the surface being covered with deciduous
forests. The terrains are being used for grazing and as hay fields; on small areas of the grazing
spaces, terraces for agricultural farming have been set up. On such a terrace, on the Szekely
property, five other votive altars have been discovered in 1936 (IDR III/3, nos. 388, 399, 400, 403, 409).
The entire area is crossed by underground mining galleries: thus, on the north-eastern limit of the
investigated perimeter there are entrances to two important exploitation galleries from the end of the
19th century: the Miskolcs and Ferdinandul de Jos(the Lower Ferdinand) Galleries. Moreover, old
sterile dump heaps, sometimes of impressive dimensions, covered with vegetation, are visible in the
whole area.
Surface archaeological investigation (IAB, CPPCN/INMI)
Archaeological investigation has lead to the discovery of four cult buildings (temples), on the Dalea
(IAB research), Szekely, Tomuú and Drumuú (CPPCN/INMI research) properties. It consists of
buildings with a spatial organization typical to the temples of the Greco-Roman world, built of stone
walls bound with earth and precariously preserved. These apparently modest structures, with a
character specific to the sacred architecture in Dacia, integrate the site in the large provincial
background, from the point of view of religious manifestation. The archaeological investigation within
these objectives has lead to the enrichment of the epigraphic corpus of Roúia Montană with 35
entirely-preserved and fragmentary votive altars dedicated to the main divinities of the Greco-Roman
pantheon, as well as to specific local divinities. Relatively large amounts of carbonised wood,
especially near walls, certify the wooden superstructure of the buildings.
Near these sacred area was identified another, on the Drumuú and Szekely properties. Here, four
Roman cremation graves have been investigated, all partially dertroyed by subsequent interventions.
Except for these points of archaeological interest, following investigations have not distinguished the
existence of any more archaeological vestiges.



Type of research: Preventive archaeological research.
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References:
IDR III/3
CCA 2001 (2002), p. 257, nr. 183; p. 266-272, nr. 190.

Alburnus Maior I, 2003, p. 255-286; 287-338; 339-384; 490-500.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 3. Carpeni



Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană, “Dealul Carpeni”(habitation, cremation
necropolis, mining exploitation).









Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.05



Land owner

County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roúia Montană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point“BisericuĠa”, “Tomuú”, “Balea”, “Păru Carpeni”
Address
Landmark in the centre of today Roúia Montană locality, the area situated siuth from the
stadium, Carpeni hill
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BADAU PETRU
BADAU PETRU
BAR FELICIA,SZEKELY BENONE
BIRAU MARCEL OLIMPIU,
BIRAU FRUSINA FLORIN MARIUS,
MARZA CORNELIA
BOCSAN LUDOVICA ECATERINA
CENUSA E.
COROI NICOLAE
COROI NICOLAE
FORTUNA ALEXANDRU
FORTUNA ALEXANDRU,
FORTUNA GRIGORE,STEFANIA,
ELVIRA,DORINA,
WAGNER IRINA
FORTUNA AUREL
FOTUNA NICOLAE ADRIAN
STATUL ROMAN
JURCA EUFEMIA
STATUL ROMAN
TEREN TENIS/TEREN FOTBAL
STATUL ROMAN
TOMUS MARIOARA
TOMUS MARIOARA,TOMUS DORIN,
DINCA DORINA
TUHUT TATIANA
STATUL ROMAN
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
HARAGUS SORIN,GOLGOTIU TIBERIU,
GOLGOTIU LUCIAN
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Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
535461.266
535465.343
535458.065
535114.792
535114.792
535228.416
535279.627



Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
354447.568
354629.018
354876.459
354893.263
354691.620
354454.769
354409.959











Altitude about 750 – 805 m
Geographical landmarks southwest – Nanului valley, north – Orlea massif
Hydrographical landmarks towards north and norteast from Roúia stream
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2001 campaign, 2002 campaign,2003 campaign
Campaign no. 3 campaigns
Epoch code 32
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Site type code 11, 21.
1

12
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Site area (in sq.m.) 141,882.248 sq.m, with the mention that the site comprises also an
underground sector



Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium

X

Poor
Heavily impacted



Risk factors
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Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
Last and first name of the research team members : MNIT: Dorin Alicu, Valentin Voiúan,
Ovidiu ğentea, Felix Marcu, Viorica Rusu-BolindeĠ, Adriana Isac, Cristian Roman, Emilian
Bota; UTAH: : Beatrice Cauuet - scientific coordinator, Bruno Ancel, Claudiu Arcălean,
Laurent Bailly, Béatrice Bechiri, Matthieu Boussicaul, Antoine Constans, Didier Galop,
LucreĠia Ghergari, Radu Hodiú, Corina Ionescu, Sarah Laurent, Mélanie Mairecolas, JeanPaul Metailie, Fabrice Monna, Gabriel Munteanu, Alexandru Murariu, Christian Orcel, Romică
Pavel, M. Poujol, André Rebiscoul, Christian Rico, Călin-Gabriel Tamaú, Ioan TanĠău




Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania.



The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological
structures inside the perimeter of the site

Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: National
History Museum of Transylvania, Cluj Napoca; Toulouse University, Le Mirail, France.



Brief description of the archaeological situation
A) Surface archaeological investigation (MNIT)
The Carpeni Hill is situated in the central area of the current commune of Roúia Montană.
Archeologically speaking, this is the area where archaeological vestiges are more abundant, and their
quality, judging by the degree of preservation and historical-archaeological value, is special. Here a
Roman fortress was a supposed to have existed. Interesting signallings of archaeological objectives
relate to the central area of the plateau, known as “BisericuĠă”. Although the discoveries made here
(epigraphic monuments, bricks) have been mentioned several times in the literature, information is still
imprecise. Some materials coming from a building with hypocaust installation were briefly mentioned
more than once. Most of the times, the tegular material found hare was related to the presence of the
Legio XIII Gemina at Alburnus Maior, without any stamped bricks ever being discovered. Recent
archaeological research (2000-2003, MNIT) on the Carpeni Hill has distinguished elements of habitat
and a funeral area, more precisely houses and two groups of graves, and in the north-western part of
the hill two buildings with hypocaust installations – the E 2 building situated in the central part of the
plateau and E 1 situated in the south-western extremity. Previous signallings indicate discoveries that
can be situated in the northern area of the mountain massif, on the property of the Bădău family and
in the area of what now is the stadium, along with the southern part of the hill. This context needs
mentioning the fact that the integrity of the site has been affected, in the 1950’s by the construction of
this stadium and in the 1970’s by the building of a block of flats in the northern part of the Carpeni Hill.
It is hard to set chronological or functional relationships between the three archaeologically
investigated sites. The difficulties lie in that, on the one hand, in the actual stage of the investigations,
we do not possess data concerning the road network in the area and on the other hand, the
conformation of the terrain from the eastern part of the hill has been modified by the depositing of
sterile dump heaps resulted from modern mining activities, a fact which enhanced the difficulty for our
field research as well as for the evaluation of the results. Also, the majority of the hill is presently
covered in forests.
We can speak of a relation between edifices E 1 and E 2, given that both were complete with
hypocaust installations, built out of tegular material marked with the stamp of the Legio XIII Gemina,
the wall-building technique being also similar (walls bound with mortar and plastered). One can argue
at least a partial contemporaneity of the buildings, the duration of their use being different. E 1 edifice
had a single construction phase, very important repairs cannot be spotted from an archaeological
point of view.
In the two buildings an impressive quantity of bricks, tegulae and tegulae mammatae was discovered,
more rarely imbrices or tubuli. Out of all the tegular stamped material included in our discussion, only
rather small fragments were preserved, due to which a categorisation could only sporadically be
made, only in the cases where the thickness of the brick could be determined! The materials in
question have been discovered in levels of debris, and thus we cannot gather supplementary
information regarding the dating of this type of stamps.
The archaeological topography of the Carpeni Hill indicates the existence of certain elements of
habitat in the western area and of cult edifices (?) or attestations of colegia (?) in the northern and
southern areas. In the central and eastern areas lie E 1 and E 2, both hypocaust buildings. The
function of these edifices may be connected to administrative or fiscal activities of the mining area or
to other public activities. Further action will determine whether we can localise in this area the
camping of certain legionary units which at this moment we know have participated in construction
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activities, at least in the first half of 2nd century AD. Discoveries of military equipment in this buildings
can only constitute clues pointing to this.
Also, in the western extremity of the Carpeni Hill, another funeral ground has been brought to
attention (eight Roman cremation graves were investigated), as well as modest civil habitation
structures dating from the same era.
Relying on the results of research undertaken between 2000-2003, the Carpeni Hill area was
appointed an archaeological reservation area.
B) Păru-Carpeni mining sector (UTAH)
In 2004, more to the north of the valley of Roúia, topographical surveys were started in the Carpeni
area, a very promising sector, particularly due to the wooden equipment which have been very well
preserved in a very humid environment, leading to the discovery of seven areas with ancient
workings, including two drainage wheel rooms. The work of exploration and topography was done
starting from modern workings connected to the Sf Cruce drift which intersected with a large number
of ancient workings. There is still a lot of exploration to be carried out in this sector to increase our
knowledge, particularly behind the concrete walls covering various sectors with ancient works.
A very significant discovery was made in 2004. Our exploration team which was on an underground
reconnaissance expedition in the Păru Carpeni sector discovered the emplacements of at least two
hydraulic wheels for draining (pumping) in the mine. They are located about 25 m from each other
and date from the Roman era (C14 dating performed on a piece of wood). In fact, a piece of pine
planking was removed for C14 analysis and the dating given was: 1925 +/- 50 BP (40 BC – 220 AD);
which in calibrated C14 dating is between 1 cal BC and 220 cal AD (between the 1st and 2nd
centuries AD). They found large rectangular shaped rooms, connected to a lower gallery (which is
where the water came from) and an upper gallery (towards which the water had risen). In these rooms
they found elevator wheels with wooden buckets which took the water to be drained from the bottom
of the room to raise it to a higher gallery, along a wooden channel, place at the height of the higher
gallery and along the wheel. The two rooms discovered in 2004 were filled with an accumulation of
preserved wooden pieces which had fallen into piles.
In 2005, the draining room located more to the southeast which was in a better state of preservation
than the other one, was completely excavated. From this initial room (measuring 2.30 m wide, 4.50 m
long and 5.80 m high), excavations identified two other draining rooms connected directly by galleries
to the first room; one was lower and the other one was just above it. This group of three draining
rooms connected diagonally and dug out one on top of the other, starting at a depth of 30 m are in the
southeastern part of Păru Carpeni. The central room revealed all the pieces of wood which had lined
the roof as well as the broken parts of an elevator wheel with buckets, dated by C14 dating to the 2nd
century AD. This is a major discovery about drainage in Roman mines using machinery which is the
first one in Europe since the 1930's and the chance discovery in the mines in the southern part of the
Iberian peninsula. Here the discovery is part of a controlled archeological project which will enable us
to understand the whole set up and restore it completely.
From our bibliographical research, we knew that parts of a drainage wheel had been found at Roúia
Montana in the 19th century, but without the exact emplacement of this type of pumping equipment
being specified. In addition, there are two blades and the axle of the wheel which are almost complete
on display at the archeological museum of Unirii in Alba Iulia. The room studied was pierced by a
modern gallery going up to the level of the water collector basin. It therefore appears very probable
that it was during this chance discovery that the modern miners removed the two blades and axle of
the wheel which are now in the museum at Alba Iulia. Thanks to all this items, we have been able to
carry out a preliminary reconstruction of the timbering of the roof of the room and the suspension
equipment and wheel structure. Also, the system for raising water in the mine, using a succession of
three rooms with elevating wheels connected to different drainage galeries, was studied and mapped.
It seems evident that other draining rooms must exist in addition to this equipment going up towards
the surface, which further research will allow us to confirm.
During the 2005 campaign, bearing in mind the discovery under the massif of Peru-Carpeni of an
important collection of preserved Roman wood remains, a dendrochronologist, Christian Orcel from
the Archéolabs laboratory came especially from France to take some wood core samples in situ for
analysis. His work studying the growth rings of trees preserved in the draining room will allow us to
create a dendrochronological timeline for pinewood in Northeastern Romania where for the time being
this type of timeline with dating references, much more precise than dates obtained from radiocarbon
(Carbon 14) does not exist. The study is in progress, but we already know that most of the wood
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species are pine for timbering and beech for the parts of the wheel. The upper and lower timbering of
the room match exactly and go back to the middle of the 2nd century AD., about 155 AD. On the other
hand the pieces of supports found in the lower gallery are probably older by about 50 years, most
likely dating from late 1st century AD, early 2nd century. The study has to be completed for us to be
able to provide more information.
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Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 4. Cârnic Massif











Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană, “Masivul Cârnic” (mining exploitation).
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.01
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) RoúiaMontană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point “Cârnic”
Address
Landmark on the southern side of the Roúia valley, (access via level +958), between the
historical centre of the locality and the Cetate pit
Land owner
CARIERA CETATE
OCOLUL SILVIC CAMPENI
OPRISA MARIA
SZEKELY ADELINA
STATUL ROMAN
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN
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Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
535505.439
535503.000
535488.000
535468.000
535481.000
535481.000
535354.224
535282.790
535236.972
535140.284
535073.180
534948.712
534927.066
534906.863
534889.000
534864.163
534830.000
534784.000
534765.930
534718.817
534667.722
534730.083
534683.904
534670.376
534681.657
534655.114
534620.608
534569.513
534509.128
534468.650
534471.968
534394.000
534394.000
534468.160
534532.378
534604.533
534655.763
534674.523
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534718.538
534711.323
534638.446
534539.099
535096.799
535065.604
535132.708
535199.812
535243.826
535271.245
535282.069
535346.286
535432.151
535466.785
535489.875
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Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
356081.577
356099.000
356123.000
356157.000
356172.000
356266.003
356396.825
356466.094
356485.937
356511.912
356535.002
356557.731
356551.958
356544.021
356522.000
356508.950
356491.000
356424.000
356406.383
356409.701
356413.683
356326.113
356291.479
356235.182
356136.974
356117.066
356091.851
356048.719
356053.364
356024.167
355992.979
355894.778
355739.132
355745.987
355693.314
355668.781
355670.224
355617.551
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355572.094
355556.219
355560.549
355500.000
355500.000
355578.588
355606.006
355643.527
355678.161
355727.227
355746.709
355836.902
355963.895
356010.796
356072.128







Altitude : max. 1081 m




Campaign no.: 6 campaigns



Geographical landmarks: point “Piatra Corbului”.
Hydrographical landmarks :
Site’s first research date: 1999
Progress period: 2000 campaign, campnia 2001, 2002 campaign, 2003 campaign, 2004
campaign, 2005 campaign.
Epoch code 32, 5.
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Site area (in sq.m.) : 766,037.917 sq.m., for the underground: the Big Network covers
around 2750 m of ancient mining works on an area of 13.600 sq.m., with a level difference of
98 m (between levels +921 and +1019 m)



Preservation state
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Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
Last and first name of the research team members UTAH: Beatrice Cauuet Bruno Ancel,
Beatrice Bechiri, Gerald Bonnamour, Thierry Moindrot, Christian Vialaron , P. Abraham, C.
Assoun, dr. A. Beyrie, C. Catrisse, A. Costans, N. Feier, J. Girard, E. Guilini, E.
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Kammenthaler, G. Lehrberger, M. Mairecolas, S. Painsonneau, C. Rico, V. Ruttner, G. Thiéry;
UBB: Călin Tamaú, Claudiu Arcălean, Gabriel Munteanu, Alexandru Murariu, Cosmin
Stremtan, LucreĠia Ghergari, Claudia Ionescu; MCDR: Romică Pavel.





Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: Toulouse
University, Le Mirail, France; Babeú Bolyai Univeristy, Cluj Napoca; Museum of Dacian and
Roman Civilization, Deva.
The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological
structures inside the site’s perimeter.



Brief description of the archaeological situation
Physical-geographic characteristics of the perimeter on the surface of the Cârnic mountain massif are
unsuitable for the setting up of habitat structures at least because of two categories of causes:
A rocky uneven terrain, with steep slopes and boulders where the native rock lies under a very thin
vegetal layer.
Constant and sustained antropical intervention throughout time, materialised by heaps of sterile dump
and massive mining sterile sediments and other direct traces of exploitation.
Surface archaeological research has not shown occupancy of the space, the perimeter being
exclusively dedicated to mining exploitation. Also, during the operations of identifying and clearing of
possible ways of access to the ancient mining works on the surface of the Cârnic mountain massif
(the archaeological research work undertaken by the French team together with a team from the
MNIR) no traces of actual occupancy of the space have been noticed throughout different historical
eras.
Underground researches (UTAH)
The Cârnic Massif
The Cârnic massif is one of the two largest mining sectors in Roúia Montană, and the most important
from the mining archaeological investigations point of view because the neighboring massif of Cetate
has been gobbled up by an open cast operation. This massif has been excavated by a Daedelus of
modern works as shown by the summary plans which show the development of the mining operation:
Pošepny 1868; GhiĠulescu and Socolescu, 1941; Minvest 1992. Today the underground exploration of
the massif is possible thanks to new grid-like galleries dug between 1960 and 1990, which extend
from the base level of Sf Cruce (714 m above sea level) up to just under the peak of the massif (1046
m above sea level).
A special report in 2000 revealed a concentration of ancient works under the southern slope which
overlooks the village of Corna. These ancient works were involved in an excavation plan sketched out
in 2000, and developed on a big scale since 2002, mainly in the works networks called Cârnic 1, 2, 3,
9 and 10. The exhaustive topographical surveying of the underground works started in 2003 on the
western side in a sector called the Big Network, and continued in 2004 towards the higher elevations
(Cârnic 15) and towards the east in the section called Piatra Corbului (Cârnic 6 to 25) which includes
the major sites opened up by fire, but partially disfigured by major modern reworking. The Piatra
Corbului area was surveyed in full, which allowed the identification of 14 areas of ancient works. In
2005, the surveys were completed of the works which are mostly modern, located under the level of
gallery "932", which forms the link between the Big Network and the works at Piatra Corbului. So now
we have a topographical survey which is almost complete of the underground works in this southern
area of the massif, totaling about 16 km of works, 4 km of which are Roman (12 km of modern works
opened by explosives and dating from the 17th to the beginning of the 20th centuries).
Since 2002, exploration and diggings have focused on a vast group of ancient mining networks, called
the Big Network. There are seven groups of underground works in all, Cârnic 1-2-3-4-8-9-10, rising up
the slope and all connected by horizontal galleries or connector sloping galleries. This Big Network
alone consists of 2750 m of ancient topographic works covering an area of 13,600 square meters. It
rises 98 m in height (from 921 m to 1019 m above sea level on the sides) and has explored and
extracted a large ore body, which we call the "Big Vein." It goes in a general NNW-SSE direction and
slopes strongly towards the west/southwest. It is a complex structure of breccia dykes, crossed by
quartz veins and interlacing veins. Secondary veins branch off from this Big Vein, with gentle slopes
downward. The Big Network was dug by a descending progression towards the interior of the massif
from long sloping galleries from the surface.
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Cârnic 1. This ancient network is at the heart of the massif at about 200m from the surface. It extends
for 286 square meters (13 meters by 22 meters) and covers more than 346 meters of developed
straight line works. The Cârnic 1 network concerns close to vertical work sites, cut in tiers over a
height of 50 meters (between 973 and 923 m above sea level). The work sites are spread over eight
very steep stopes (or vertical work sites), in five chambers on fairly large pillars and in six sloping
shafts or sloping galleries with tiers or steps. We distinguished three levels (Upper, Middle and Lower)
of works which can each be subdivided into three or four stepped levels.
Around these major work sites which are side by side or juxtaposed which have worked intersections
of sub-horizontal or sub-vertical ore bodies, there are several small exploration galleries with the
characteristic trapezoidal shape. The dimensions of the trapezoidal gallery sections vary between an
average size of 1.20 to 1.40 m to give a height between 1.50 and 2m, offering an opening of between
1.53 and 2.80 square meters. The longest of these galleries is barely longer than 11m at Cârnic 1.
The big work sites in chambers or in stopes have mostly been taken over by Moderns.
The most impressive chamber is located in the upper part of the network where it leads to mining
faces and beginnings of galleries over at least three levels. In the flooded lower level of this chamber,
wooden tools from the Roman era have been preserved, such as shovels and ore scrapers and
fragments of a notched ladder made of a single piece of wood (C14 dating). In other places, the walls
of the ancient work sites which have been reworked were often broken down by Moderns and the only
things left of the initial ancient profile are the vestiges of crowns in the ceiling and sometimes the
floors. However many beginning or relics of ancient mining faces enable us to get a good overall idea
of the ancient workings.
Lamp niches are found on some levels, high up on the walls of the preserved ancient galleries. In the
fill at the work sites, the last 10 to 20 centimeters of backfill on the floor have often revealed fragments
of Roman channel lamps, typical of the second century A.D., as well as an almost complete lamp
marked with an inscription (Iustus). This generally clay-like compact fill is where the miners in
Antiquity traveled around the mine and the broken lamps it contains are a direct witness to the mining
activity in the network.
In the upper part of the network, a horizontal gallery seems to be an extension of a long sloping
gallery coming from the surface. But it cannot be cleared to get to the outside because it has
collapsed and is therefore dangerous to dig into. The horizontal gallery has an overdeeping in a
channel along one of the walls. This is the only drainage arrangement for water found in the Cârnic
massif. The deepest works are two shafts (one of which is helicoidal in shape) which end at a flat
bottom with no other arrangement found for releasing the seeping water. It appears that the Cârnic
massif did not pose any serious drainage problems, as the water no doubt ended up going down
through the lowest fissures in the massif. This undoubtedly explains the absence of any drainage
arrangements at Cârnic.
Cârnic 2. This network is located more to the south of the slope and closer to the surface than Cârnic
1. The two networks are joined by their lower levels. At Cârnic 2, there is one sloping gallery obviously
dug in the direction of the bottom of Cârnic 1 to make a connection, undoubtedly a good idea for
ventilation, and moving loads and people. The Cârnic 2 network occupies an area of 897 square
meters (23m x 39m) and includes 395 meters of developed linear works. It rises over 35 meters in
height (between 932 and 946 m above sea level) and over three main levels (Upper, Middle and
Lower), the intermediate level is subdivided into two further levels. The top of Cârnic 2 corresponds to
galleries and sloping exploration drifts which cross at right angles in different directions. They were
obviously dug out from the top going down into the massif starting from the bottom level of the Cârnic
3 network, located above and offset towards the south. It is on this upper level of Cârnic 2 that we find
a very long and beautiful sloping exploration gallery (70 meters long dropping 30 meters), with a cut
floor with 125 steps and containing over twenty lamp niches high up on the walls. It ends on an incline
at a smooth, vertical face. This beautifully worked excavation would have meant working very hard for
several years without managing to reach another part of the mine, or finding any ore body to exploit.
Two of the exploration galleries (sloping galleries with steps) bring you out to the middle level of
Cârnic 2 which corresponds to the extraction area. They continue in three sectors from south to north.
The southern part includes two chambers on pillars which extracted sub-horizontal ore bodies (veins).
They go up by tiers one behind the other. Some short trapezoidal section galleries complete the
group. In these galleries, ancient fills have revealed some parts of Roman lamps from the 2nd century
A.D.
The northern part is heavily inclined and corresponds to a huge very steep stope, the result of large
modern reworking which greatly disfigured the ancient works in this sector. However many ancient
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mining faces can be seen here and there which give a general overview of the ancient works. From
the upper part of the work there are two long ancient extraction galleries, which are sub-horizontal
and followed the veins for several tens of meters. They end in small ancient stopes where the floor is
cut in steps or tiers. In the upper part, on the northern side, Cârnic 2 is connected to the bottom of
Cârnic 4. On the southern side, the top of Cârnic 2 is connected by a large stope to Cârnic 3. The
lower level of Cârnic 2 is accessed by a deep, wide shaft, a sort of stope which goes down into the
depths, where it seems to have been deepened by Moderns. The lower part of the network continues
with the long sloping gallery connecting with the bottom of Cârnic 1.
Cârnic 3. This is a relatively well preserved ancient network which communicates directly with the
surface by a long sloping gallery inclining towards the center of the massif and over 50 meters long.
The exit to the surface cannot be cleared because some of it has collapsed. It has been cleared for
about 20 meters, but from the inside of the massif. This access sloping gallery gave directly onto a
small mining operation developed horizontally in all directions and over two levels.
In this network, which spreads over 609 square meters (21 m x 29 m) corresponding to 320 meters of
linear developed works, there are six chambers on pillars, two of which were operated over two levels
with suspended rocky floors. The edges of these chambers are marked by the beginnings of some
exploration of the ore in trapezoidal shaped galleries, with a maximum length of 3 to 4 meters. On the
eastern and western sides, there are two long galleries, one of them sloping, the other sub-horizontal,
which were pushed in for more than 30 meters, looking for new high grades ore bodies. The eastern
gallery gives into a small lower network comprising two small parallel galleries and one wide
rectangular shaped shaft. The more eastern part of this upper exploratory gallery has been defaced in
part by modern mining. The exploration sloping gallery on the western side ends in a mining face after
giving onto a small lateral work site.
The Cârnic 3 network looks like a group of similar workings all of a kind, which could be ancient
mining concession which is very individualized and goes directly to the surface. The lower level of
Cârnic 3 goes through a large vertical stope into the network of exploration galleries at the top of
Cârnic 2. The distribution of the work sites between these two networks and the directions in which
the ancient miners worked, identifiable by the traces of tools on the walls and the general profile of the
workings, clearly shows that the Cârnic 2 network was opened up after the Cârnic 3 network. This
could be an extension of the initial operation towards the interior of the massif, or a second
concession opened from the one which is closer to the surface.
Cârnic 4 and Cârnic 8. Cârnic 4 and 8 are located above Cârnic 1 and 2, and connect to these two
networks by very sloping or vertical workings. They have been explored and their topography and
geology studied in full (only Cârnic 4). However, they are at higher level than the Cârnic 1-2-3
networks and therefore in the very steep and unstable parts of the massive, close to the surface. For
safety reasons, these two networks have not been excavated. The excavation work to be done can
only start from the surface and using heavy machinery to remove the huge blocks of fallen rock which
cover the accesses. This type of research can be planned as part of an open pit operation at the
Cârnic massif, which would allow us to add to our knowledge of the ancient workings in the massif.
Cârnic 9. This network located slightly more to the east of the Cârnic 1-2-3 mining networks, was
discovered from an ancient access sloping gallery, found by testing with a mechanical shovel. It
consists of a huge group of workings spread over four levels, however three quarters of it consists of
modern workings dug out with explosives. In face, most of the ancient workings in this sector were
gutted and disfigured by modern excavations. We only found three sectors representing any
continuity of ancient work which are worth excavating. The part going towards the surface is a
remarkable little group structured around a long sloping gallery, which after a sharp right turn to the
east goes down into the depths of the massif and in little lateral stopes, one of which contained an
ancient ladder made of one trunk of wood.
Beyond this upstream section, the works have been greatly defaced. Deeper down, there is a second
small interesting sector which contains small, narrow work sites, dug out with tools. These mining
workings have been excavated, but not dated, because the base of the workings was excavated by
Moderns who took away the ancient fill. However in this part of the Cârnic massif, the form and cut of
the worksites, the traces of tools (fine and with a certain freshness) it is easy to distinguish the
classical and relatively systematic proportions of the workings from the Roman era. It may be that, just
like the gallery at La Studentu near Găuri and Cetate, these are also "medieval" or "post-medieval"
works opened up between the end of the Roman era and the 17th Century, the time when mining
explosives first appeared.
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Finally, the most significant mining workings studied at Cârnic 9 is an ancient network, which is very
deep, found and excavated on the lower level of this part of the massif. The works go in horizontally
over about 300 square meters and along 85 m of workings in straight line. They are organized around
two chambers on pilars, worked at a single level which extends from north to south, then from east to
west. In this part of the mine, it is easy to see how the operations were organized from the opening of
a series of short trapezoidal galleries, placed one by the other. After going forward for a while, the
walls between the galleries were broken down and parts of the walls were retained to act as security
pillars for the chambers so created. At the ancient traffic level already excavated, several fragments of
channel lamps from the second century have been found.
Cârnic 10. This last remarkable ancient network connects with Cârnic 9 to the south and with Cârnic
4 and Cârnic 8 on the eastern flank. The mining network covers an area of about 2,700 square meters
(45 x 60 m) and includes over 400 m of workings in straight lines developed over a height of about 21
m. In the eastern part of the netwwork, the ancient workings have been very disturbed by major
collapses and by modern excavations. The interesting sectors are those located in the central part
and in the three developments on the western side. Cârnic 10 is a group of sub-vertical work sites,
worked in stopes following parallel tiers. In fact, these are a series of trapezoidal galleries, opened
one beside the other, then some below the others by following the slope of the mineralized structures,
i.e. the intersections of the veins (horizontal and vertical), and the breccia body (breccia dykes).
This gives the group a particular morphology with many mining faces, stepped, which festoon the
exterior limits of the three main areas of operation. Locally, we find a lower level where small work
sites were dug. Fragments of Roman lamps from the second century A.D. have also been found in fill
at the work sites. The floors of the highest parts have been found almost bare, with little ancient or
modern rubble. On the other hand, the lower parts of the eastern flank have been greatly defaced and
covered by modern works.
The underground network at Cârnic is quite extensive. It is currently accessible thanks to the
framework of rectangular grid galleries, made by recent mining works which are easy to enter and in
good condition which are one above the other at 853 m and 1046 m above sea level. Direct access to
the ancient workings prior to the 20th century from the surface is currently not possible, because all
the drifts or access shafts are currently covered up, collapsed or masked by dumps. The recent
galleries intersect with many modern or ancient works which are often covered up with rubble, caveins and crossed by empty spaces which require setting up caving equipment. After a six-year study,
the topographical project of the major ancient mining networks at Cârnic is now almost finished. In
addition, we have been working since 2003 on a three-dimensional presentation of the massif, which
in time will allow a 3-D virtual exploration of a part of the Ancient mine. This a big, long project which
will present the three main ancient networks, Cârnic 1-2-3, connected in three dimensions.
Modern Workings. The modern workings at the Cârnic massif include galleries with low headroom
and work sites of different kinds: huge chambers with pillars or coranda, vertical work sites, work sites
which slope to a greater or lesser degree, and work sites with a round or "bubble" shape. No dating
techniques have so far enables us to date these workings to an exact period between the 17th
century and early 20th century. Additional excavations and a thorough examination of the records
must be done in the future so we can be more precise in our chronology. Several galleries contain
wooden haulageways (some with wooden points, very rare relics) in various states of preservation.
Some of these works were studied in 2002 and a C14 dating performed on the wooden rails has given
us a chronological timespan between the 17th and 19th centuries. After further study, some
remarkable wooden equipment may be removed, stabilized and conserved to be displayed in a
special museographic facility at the site.
The Ancient Roman Workings. The ancient workings include galleries, sloping gallery, narrow
stopes, chambers on pillars and shafts which display a wide variety of architecture depending on the
metallogeny. On the vertical veins, the work sites are apparently made up of galleries put one on top
of the other. They have vertical walls which have well-preserved traces of tools with breaks
(banquettes, thrusts), which indicate the limits of the shafts which robbed them. In the work sites,
these traces of tools allow us to understand the exploitation dynamics, which means the direction of
the excavation, how they followed the ore bodies, the strategic choices made by the miners as the
work progressed. We can see the characteristic form in a trapezoidal section in some exploration
galleries which is not a Roman mining tradition. This tradition may be of local Dacian origin or have
come with miners brought in from the regions of Dalmatia and Illyria. Further research will provide us
with more information about these technical questions.
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In hard rock (area of Piatra Corbului), excavation by fire setting is omnipresent and gives a
characteristic architecture of vaulted ceilings and rounded, blackened walls. In one of the work sites
opened up by fire setting, charcoal residues, the vestiges of working with fire, have been gathered
high up at a work site (a charcoal deposit preserved on a shelf) and dated. C14 dating places the fire
setting in the Roman era between the 2nd century and the end of the 3rd century. In this type of
architecture, the size of the chambers is quite spectacular. The presence of lamp niches is also an
indication of ancient works from the Roman era. The sloping galleries are comparable to inclined
drifts, equipped with stairs more or less defined depending on the slope. Their role is quite large in the
organization of the operations. The shafts seem to be less frequent and not very deep. They are part
of the vertical organization of the operations as far as digging out the works is concerned, but not
related to transporting the products.
Finally, most of the ancient workings in the Cârnic massif have been subject to major modern
reworking, which have defaced them, cut them up or even destroyed them. A spatial analysis by exact
surveys has enabled us to recreate the original layout of these works. They are often filled by fine
sediments leached from inaccessible surface works, or partially filled by ancient filling, left
underground by the ancient miners. Apparently underwater or filled for several centuries, these works
generally preserve items in wood (supports, abandoned equipment, various pieces of equipment etc.)
which have sometimes been found. In this way, we have collected and dated several pieces of wood
from the 1st century BC, and even some which are older. But in the absence for the time being of
discoveries of pieces characteristic of the Dacian period, we should be cautious and avoid reaching
any conclusions. In fact the ceramic pieces found so far are mainly from Roman lamps typical of the
2nd century AD. (Firmalampen), as well as some rare fragments of pots in flared shapes which are
quite common and attributable to the Roman era.
The Cârnicel Massif. This little massif which adjoins the Cârnic massif to the southwest was also
partially explored in 2000. But not all the massif is accessible for exploration because a good part of
the mining works is under water, filled in or partially collapsed. The works visited are modern or even
recent ones. No ancient work was observed underground, but the access problems mean that for the
time being the explorations cannot go any further. Heavier equipment would be needed for that
(electrical equipment, pump, removing the obstructions, retimbering etc.) However, on the
northwestern slope, we could see there was an access to two small ancient galleries, with a
characteristic trapezoidal shape, revealed when a bulldozer was working on the trail. These are little
searches dug from the surface and quickly coming onto mining faces.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 5. Cetate Massif











Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană, “Masivul Cetate” (mining exploitation)
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.01
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) RoúiaMontană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point“Găuri”, “Zeus”.
Address
Landmark towards south from today’s locality Roúia Montană to Corna valley
Land owner
BOBAR EUGEN
BOCA MARIA
CARIERA CETATE
CENUSA IOAN
CENUSA SILVIA
FEDERAL COOP
FELEA GHEORGHE
HALDA VALEA VERDE
IANC ELENA, GOCENAR ELISABETA
MANEA SAVINA
OCOLUL SILVIC CAMPENI
PASCA ELENA
STATUL ROMAN
SZEKELY BELA IOSIF
TUHUT TATIANA
TOMUS DIANA ELENA
HALDA HOP
DABULEAN ZENO, DAMINGHER
LUCRETIA,
LETERNA ILARIA ZOICA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
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Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
534459.088
534663.317
534821.539
535013.844
535109.996
535283.810
535328.188
535363.320
535381.811
535281.961
535169.167
535076.883
534958.371
534849.425
534719.840
534563.105
534363.951




Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
354941.328
354886.782
354857.836
354867.081
354917.006
354970.630
355046.442
355179.576
355331.200
355408.862
355468.032
355461.809
355466.183
355455.428
355455.089
355427.163
355201.370




Altitude (preserved today) – 920 m at the exterior limit of the open pit
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Geographical landmarks the northeastern and southern slopes of Cetate massif
Hydrographical landmarks
Site’s first research date 1999
Progress period 2000 campaign, 2001 campaign
Campaign no. 2 campaigns
Epoch code 32, 5.
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Site type code underground mining exploitation
1

12
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Site area (in sq.m.) 493712, 521 sq.m.
Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor
Heavily impacted

X




Risk factors
Natural risks
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Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian




Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania



Last and first name of the research team members UTAH: Beatrice Cauuet Bruno
Ancel, Thierry Moindrot, Christian Vialaron, P. Abraham, R. Carre, C. Dardignac, J. Girard,
Estelle Guilini, G. Lehrberger, C. Rico, V. Ruttner; UBB: Călin Tamaú, Călin Baciu, Sorin
Faur, LucreĠia Ghergari, Corina Ionescu
Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project:
ToulouseUniversity, Le Mirail, France; Universitatea Babeú Bolyai, Cluj Napoca;
The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological
structures inside the perimeter of the site



Brief description of the archaeological situation
Due to the site’s damage by the open quarry, this type of research could not be undertaken. Archive
studies were done which corroborated the information about the aspect of the site until the beginning
of the 1970’s.
Underground archaeological researches. The 2001 campaign (May, June and July) allowed us to
get new information about the Cetate area and to confirm that it has few ancient remains suitable for
studying or preservation. The Curtile romane, the ancient open pits for which this part of the site had
previously been famous were unfortunately destroyed by open pit operations over the last thirty years.
Currently the bottom of the open pit is stabilized at 890 m above sea level, while initially the massif
went as high as 1003 m; so 113 m have been destroyed by Minevest's recent operations, and this
occurred with no prior archeological studies of the ancient works on the surface and underground. At
Cetate, only two ancient sectors have been preserved and studied, in the northwestern part, the Zeus
sector opened up by cutting with iron tools (chisels, hammers and picks) and in the southwestern part,
the Găuri sector opened up by fire setting.
Zeus Sector. At Zeus, 83 straight meters of ancient works have been excavated and studied.
Towards the southern side of the sector there is an isolated gallery, the gallery G1 (10 m long) which
traverses a rocky peak and formerly gave onto an open cast worksite which has now collapsed into
the slope. The largest of these ancient works is found more to the north and is collected around three
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operations in narrow stopes (Dep 1, Dep 2 and Dep 3, 1 to 2 m wide) and at least 6.50 m deep,
several short exploration galleries (G2, G3, G4). To these works are added small open cast work
sites, worked into tiers on several levels (G6, G7, G8, G12). All these workings together cover an area
of 500 square meters. Excavations have been carried out up to a depth of 13 m without reaching the
bottom of depilage Dep 2, the deepest working. A crosscut exploration, gallery G16 (5.60 m long)
transected Dep 2 at depth, which had a trapezoidal shape characteristic of ancient workings (1.50 x
1.80 m).
All over this area, no Roman lamps, or lamp niches have been found, even in the deepest parts of the
network, in Dep 2 and G16. All of the workings look as if they are explorations of a major mineralized
structure. The small amount of development of the western work sites indicates that the Ancients did
not cut major structures of the kind exploited on the eastern side at Dep 1-Dep 2 and Dep 3, a major
breccia body. The operations mostly followed the areas where the veins crossed the breccias. In the
underground workings, mostly with square or trapezoidal shape, the mining faces follow the various
branches of the veins by trailing their progress, or towards the bottom, the axis of the work sites to
stick with the ore (as in G10).
The operations take the form of long stopes, narrow and vertical or inclined by following the ore
bodies fairly closely. These worksites can open up to the surface or at a second level of workings at
deeper levels, such as in the northern part of depilage Dep 2. The work sites with very straight vertical
walls were evenly supported by wooden support beams. They were shimmed transversely, jammed
into notches on one side and forced against the wall on the other side. The nearness to the surface
means that the wood has not been preserved, but the presence of the notches is witness to its
presence. We did not note any particular ventilation or draining arrangements in these networks. The
systematic attack in little exploration trapezoidal galleries remains a peculiarity of Roúia Montană and
is hardly found anywhere else in the Roman world.
The only archeological finds were discovered in the surface fill at the entrance to the isolated gallery
G1. They are fragments of common ancient ceramics, Roman tiles and bricks, iron nails, pieces of
ancient glass and especially a food tray in beige sandstone, a very nice piece but hard to date
exactly. These dated items reveal an accumulation of post-operations fill, between the 2nd century
A.D. with extensions up to the end of the 4th century, then during the modern era. It therefore attests
to a network of mining workings opened very early in the Roman period, at the beginning of the 2nd
century and close to the surface.
Găuri sector. The mining sector of Găuri is located on the southwestern slope of the Cetate massif, a
high pierced all the way up with mining workings of various periods. The ancient area studied is a
vertical worksite, opened up using fire setting along a south-north axis. This working is stepped over
at least two levels at the final stage of the excavation in 2001. The Eastern wall of the worksite is
extended by a cliff of about ten meters high showing traces of excavation – traces of piercing and
some niches – but no obvious traces of fire setting.
The excavation in the Găuri sector allowed us to study a large-size work site opening up by fire setting
in a very hard dacite host rock, intensely silicified and preserving the dynamics of advancing by
horizontal oval-shaped corridors, put one below the other, on a vertical axis and on three levels.
Dome shaped mining faces in the ceiling confirmed the fire setting with suspended firebuckets,
braziers held on the end of rods. The group of Levels 1 and 2 of the work site is stepped over a total
cleared space 18.40 m high (14 m total length; 1.30 average width). A rocky suspended floor
separates the two levels of work sites (thickness between 0.40 and 1.30 m). The floor of the lower
work site (Level 2) could not be completely cleared during the excavations.
The technique fire setting leaves very characteristic remains: walls which are round, smooth, made
red or black by the fire, and oval shaped mining faces. The shape of this type of mining face is seen in
the section of the whole of the work site and the residual mining face made cut in three domes at the
base of Level 2. This gives a diameter of 1 to 1.20 m to the workings. The upper part, which was
already exploited, was gradually abandoned as the work site got deeper. Because of this, there was
no need to pass through the upper part of the work site, and so there was no timbering installed. Only
rock shards found at the base attest to the initial opening by fire setting of Level 1. Three domes can
be seen in the roof of Level 2, the remains of opening up using three successive fire buckets, and
there is also the remains of a work station using multiples fire buckets (dimensions 0.80 x 1.80 m).
Except for this suspended working face and in some areas of the walls marked by the fire, there are
few remains of this ancient technique left, because the modern use of explosives has defaced and
remodeled all of this second level across the board.
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The detailed study of the walls of the network has allowed us to distinguish the remains of cutting by
fire setting, probably prior to the 17th century and the later reworking by explosives. But the modern
excavations have unfortunately made the charcoal (i.e. datable finds) disappear, remnants of the
period when this wonderful work was dug out. This means we cannot precisely date this major work
site at Găuri which must have been dug out in Roman times because it is identical to works opened
up by fire in the Piatra Corbului sector of Cârnic which were dated to the Roman era. This study will
show that it is not enough to have mining work sites with a general rounded shape to speak about fire
setting. Some multi-directional attacks using gunpowder can also give this characteristic egg-shaped
profile. But traces of piercing cannot be removed and are a witness by themselves of the modern
excavations. So all the underground sites visited in 1999 and 2000 in the Văidoaia massif are
modern, and at least not prior to the 17th century, because they were opened up using explosives.
The gold and silver vein extracted by the Ancients in the stope of Găuri is hosted by Cetate dacite
which is very hard, because it is strongly silicified, which explains the choice of fire setting. The Găuri
vein is made up of a set of smaller veins ranging from several millimeters to several centimeters wide,
which form a narrow stockwork. Beside this mineralized structure all along the stope, there is also a
large outcropping mass of breccia. But this breccia intersected by the veins which also crosscut the
dacite is not a favorable host for precious metals enrichments, because it is different from the tectonic
breccia in the Zeus sector and at Găuri its presence limited the length of the veins. By analyzing the
ore grades, we can get an exact idea of the grade threshold for the ancient miners' operations, i.e. 1
g/t Au and 10 g/t Ag.




Type of research: Preventive archaeological research.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 6. Zona Istorică Roúia Montană (Roúia Montană
Historical Centre)




















Archaeological site’s name Zona Istorică Roúia Montană (Historical Area Roúia Montană)
Archaeological site’s RAN code
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roúia Montană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point PiaĠă (Market), Berk and Brazi districts
Address
Landmark Roúia Montană
Land owner
Latitudine
Longitude
Altitude
Geographical landmarks Jig Văidoaia massif, Cârnic massif, Lety Coú massif
Hydrographical landmarks Tăul Mare, Tăul Brazi, Tăul Anghel, Roúia stream
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period July
Campaign no. a campaign in 2000 for surface investigations, between 2004-2005
undeground investigations campaigns
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13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42
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Site type code
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

Site area (in sq.m.) about 1.300.000 sq.m.
Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted



Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5
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Last and first name of the scientific coordinator: Paul Damian (since 2001)



Organizer institution of the archaeological researches Design Centre for National Cultural
Heritage (today INMI), National History Museum of Romania (since 2001)



Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project Toulouse
University Le Mirail, UTAH Laboratory



The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological
structures inside the site’s perimeter




Brief description of the archaeological situation

Last and first name of the research team members : surface archaeological investigations
- Sergiu Iosipescu, Raluca Iosipescu (2000 campaign); underground archaeological
investigations – Beatrice Cauuet, Bruno Ancel, Călin Tamaú

Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR, FIB, IAB, CPPCN/INMI, MNIT)
Historical-documentary information identifies three galleries in this area (St. Laurent, St. Joseph and
Cătălina-Monuleúti) where wax trays were discovered at the end of the 18th century and beginning of
the 19th century.
In the first area investigated, the excavations focused on investigating the area around the entrance to
the Cătălina-Monuleúti Gallery. No traces of habitation or artefacts prior to the Austrian imperial period
were found. Starting with the year 2002, proceedings to reopen the gallery for an expert study were
begun, another goal being the future organization of public access.
Archaeological research then oriented itself south-east of the centre of Roúia Montană, limited in the
south-west by Tăul Brazi, in the south-east by ùulei Peak (1060 m) and by the road to Roúia Poieni.
The investigation made (MNIT) by terrain evaluation consisting of surface research, confronting aerial
pictures and the completion of 35 trial trenches has not lead to the finding of traces of settlement,
except for a temporary settlement dated to the modern period.
Also, some of the archaeological trial trenches made in the stage of the evaluation study (the 2000
campaign) had as a result the identification of possible traces of space occupancy in the periods of
the early Middle Ages (the Calvaria site) in the yard of the now days Catholic Church. On the basis of
the little archaeological information, but also with the confirmation of elements of historical tradition, it
is to be supposed that the Middle Age mining settlement was situated in the area of the nucleus of
what is now the PiaĠa of Roúia Montană.
During the year 2003, research (MNIR, FIB, IAB) was completed in the eastern and north-eastern part
of this perimeter, towards the Jig mountain massif, only without providing significant archaeological
information.
The entire area of the Roúia Montană Historical Centre is declared protected.
Underground archaeological researches (UTAH, UBB)
Coú massif. The Coú massif is located to the north east of the valley near the urbanized area of the
village surrounded by ancient mining workings and particularly the famous Roman network with the
wooden waxed tablets discovered in the 19th century. This network, located at 878 m above sea
level, was discovered in 1855 when it was transected by a long exploration gallery, the Cătălina
Monuleúti gallery. The ancient network is made up of galleries, sloping galleries and work sites
opened up with tools and with a trapezoidal shape characteristic of workings of the Roman era. At the
time of the discovery, modern miners found twelve wooden tablets and the remains of an elevation
wheel. This discovery is described in the work by Pošepny (1868), accompanied by a map of these
ancient workings. Bearing in mind the importance of this ancient discovery, the RMGC reopened the
entrance to the modern Cătălina Monuleúti gallery between 2002 and 2004. As it goes through
unconsolidated rocks, it must have been timbered over a major part of its length, up to the ancient
workings located more than 350 m inside.
In the sector with the old workings, three modern galleries lead towards the south where they intersect
with ancient works. Only one part of the network displayed on a map by Pošepny is accessible today,
because development at the south of the network was covered up with fill from the Moderns.
Surprisingly, we were able to visit and do a topographical study of the developments of the ancient
works, partially retimbered by the Moderns, which dig into the massif to the north of the Cătălina
Monuleúti gallery, while they do not appear on Pošepny's map.
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An ancient sloping gallery, invaded by mud, comes down from higher works which have caved in,
which appears not to have been cleared by the miners of the 19th century. Pošepny indicates the
discovery of a tablet exactly in these workings; was the item visible from the surface? In the room
located immediately to the south of the modern access gallery, the floor of the sloping gallery is
intersected by the end of modern workings. A gallery goes off towards the south, which is about 6 m
in length and a little unstable. Below, another ancient gallery goes off towards to the south which is
covered up by modern debris. After about 12 m towards the south, the gallery disappears under the
rubble of a modern work site going upwards, which is fairly full of debris. It comes back after 2 m but it
appears to be collapsed another 2 m further. Another ancient gallery branches off to the east, rapidly
covered up by modern debris, but it remains visible for at least 9 m. These two galleries are visible on
Pošepny's map, and come out on ancient works which also probably connect with one of the modern
galleries crosscutting the ancient workings.
The ancient workings coming down from the northern side are not indicated by Pošepny. In the room,
a large sloping gallery goes off to the north, which rapidly turns into a landing with two beginnings of a
gallery; it is fairly full of unstable debris. The sloping gallery then continues towards the east with a
classical trapezoidal shape, but it gets wider again and is then progressively invaded by muddy
debris. At 12 m below the level of the Cătălina Monuleúti gallery, there is a pool of water, but
nonetheless you can reach the base of another ancient sloping gallery. This one comes out of an area
of collapsed works, located to the north of the modern gallery. It pushes towards the east and the
north-east in a straight line until the part under water. Across the water you can see another ancient
gallery under water going off towards the north. On of the sloping gallery, you can see a wooden
channel. About 9 m down, you can see two galleries leaving towards the south south-east and
towards the north-northwest. Above another ancient gallery comes in.
A second ancient sloping gallery comes out of the same area of collapsed works. It was timbered for
the first few meters by miners in the 19th century. It pushes on towards the north and has a landing
about 9 meters down. Towards the south, the gallery goes off which connects with the sloping gallery.
It shows a small ascending work site halfway along. A spacious gallery goes off towards the east for
over 19 m, with the last 6 m full of filling. Two crosses (X) have been etched opposite each other on
the two walls. On the western side, the gallery was timbered by Moderns for 3 m. Below, there is an
overdeeping of the gallery and under the modern timbering, you can see the ancient timbering,
characterized by mortise and tenon assemblies. There is then an ancient gallery half filled with filling,
which goes off at an angle towards the south on the eastern side. It is under water and appears to
connect with another gallery. On the filling-covered floor, you can see a large ladder made of a single
piece of wood (notched trunk) of ancient manufacture. So we have an ancient network coming out
high up in a caved in area, which pushes towards the north by three sloping gallery and which goes
on under water about 12 meters down compared to the level of the modern Cătălina Monuleúti
gallery. Then to the east, about 25 meters down, comes the modern Vercheú gallery which did not
intersect the ancient works.
In this sector of Coú, we can only see this ancient network for the time being which is half filled in over
an area of more than 600 m of workings from all periods. Of the 265 m of mining workings mapped by
our team, 95 m involve modern works opened up by gunpowder which contain passages with wooden
rails, and so are older, and only 170 m of ancient works. According to the map of 19th century, to two
old works visited on the north side but not mentioned by Pošepny should be added the inaccessible
part on the south side. Because of this, this Roman network has a potential of at least 440 m of
workings developed linearly and stepped down at least 15 m. Study of it can only begin when a new
easy and safe access will be set up to allow the huge mass of modern and ancient backfill which the
digs will generate to be evacuated and stored correctly. However, it should be noted that this Roman
network has a development and a quality of works which is very interesting, with the possibility of
even more remarkable works to be discovered in the depths, probably including drainage equipment
(water wheel ?) doubtless well preserved in a flooded level.




Type of research Preventive archaeological research

References
CCA 2000 (2001)
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Les massifs de Cârnic et de Coú (Roúia Montană,
Roumanie), DFS, Romanian Ministry of Culture and Religion, 2003, pp. 51-52, 153-155, fig. 56-58
(unpublished report).
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 7. Jig – Văidoaia Massif



Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană, “Jig–Văidoaia” (cremation necropolis, primary
processing workshop for auriferous ore, temporary modern habitation)










Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.03
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) RoúiaMontană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point “Jig –Piciorag”
Address
Landmark toward North from the Historical Centre Roúia Montană
Land owner
BARA LUCRETIA
BIRLA MARIA
BIRLA TRAIAN
CIMPEAN ELENA
CIOARA MARIA
GRUBER MARIA
NAPAU AUREL
URS GHEORGHE
STATUL ROMAN
KOVACS SOFIA
BOTAR GHEORGHE
BERINDEI ELISABETA
JURCA ELVIRA
BARA LUCRETIA
BIRLA MARIA
BONDRIC AUREL, BONDRIC ANA ANGELA
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Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
536087.506
536225.569
536297.799
536326.691
536294.910
536173.564
536066.664
536056.332



Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
355955.461
355974.680
356032.464
356130.697
356228.929
356234.707
356191.370
356070.445











Altitude about 885-1005 m.
Geographical landmarks the northern side of the Roúia valley, Jig massif area
Hydrographical landmarks Roúia stream (right bank)
Site’s first research date 2003
Progress period 2003 campaign, 2004 campaign.
Campaign no. 2 campaigns
Epoch code 32, 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

Site type code 21 (211, 212), 11, primary processing workshop; mining exploitation
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1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

Site area (in sq.m.) 59774,785 mp.
Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted

 Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks




Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
Last and first name of the research team members MNIR: Mihaela Simion, Gabriel Bălan,
IonuĠ Bocan, Sorin Cleúiu, Emil Dumitraúcu, Cătălina Neagu, Vleja Decebal; IAB: Vlad V.
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Zirra, Irina Achim, Adriana Panaite, Florian Matei Popescu, Alexandru Dragoman, Mircea
Dabâca; UTAH: Beatrice Cauuet Bruno Ancel, Claudiu Arcălean, Beatrice Bechiri, Gerald
Bonnamour, Thierry Moindrot, Gabriel Munteanu, Alexandru Murariu, Romică Pavel, Cosmin
StremĠan, Călin Tamaú, Christian Vialaron




Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania



The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological
structures inside the site’s perimeter.

Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: “Vasile
Pârvan” Institute of Archaeology Bucharest; Toulouse University, Le Mirail, France.



Brief description of the archaeological situation:
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR, FIB, IAB)
The main orientation points are the Văidoaia and Jig mountain massifs. Archaeologically speaking,
two distinct areas have formed, imposing the use of distinct methods of research: Văidoaia and Jig –
Piciorag. The research was done during 2003-2004.
The Văidoaia area was the first to be investigated (MNIR, FIB, IAB) and it comprises the northern part
of the Roúia Montană village, as well as the area around the Văidoaia mountain massif. It must be
mentioned that the southern extremity of this area overlaps with the actual village. No traces of
settlement or of artefacts discovered in contexts prior to the modern period have been discovered. A
few ceramic fragments that can be attributed to the Roman Age are included in the category of the
worn up archaeological material, in the conditions of a permanent transformation of the area’s
landscape due to mining exploitation (it is one of the areas visibly marked by prior mining exploitation
in the Roúia Montană area).
The Jig – Piciorag area (MNIR, IAB)
The Roman cremation necropolis at Jig Piciorag. In total 34 plain and barrow-shaped funeral
complexes have been identified and investigated. The objective is located south-west of the Jig
mountain massif, on the Gomboú, Artemiza and Bara Marcela properties. Most of the funeral
complexes are on-the-spot cremation burials (bustum type), with a predilection for the north-west –
south-east orientation. Concerning the type of pit, 29 graves have a simple, convex pits and five have
stepped pits. Also, five of the graves have preserved outer layouts (ring). More than half of the funeral
complexes were subsequently disturbed. Because of this, the pieces forming the funeral ware, as well
as the initial inventory of the graves, are found in the category of common pieces (ceramic recipients,
illegible, precariously preserved coins and highly corroded metal fragments, the function of which
cannot be commented upon as of yet). For the investigated graves, the total lack of glass objects is
ascertained.
The necropolis is in a chronological relationship of conteporaneity and succession with another
investigated objective, an ore exploitation and processing perimeter. The composing elements of
the ensemble consist of a very poorly preserved building with perimeter walls and distinctive dividing.
The general orientation of the building is north-east – south-west. What lacks are elements of
elevation from the covering structure. The presence of certain complexes related to ore extraction
activity (canals, traces of extraction through fire), as well as the existence of complexes related to ore
processing activity (grinding mortars, large central hearth) justify the hypothesis according to which
the function of the object is of an industrial type.
It has to be said that, in the south-eastern extremity (the Câmpean property), the necropolis is
seriously affected by the presence of certain seasonal living structures dating from the modern and
contemporary period.
Undeground researches. An exploration and a diagnosis were carried out in 2004 on the Jig massif
in the northeast of the valley, but these investigations only revealed some works, quite recently
opened up using explosives. A test with a mechanical shovel was also undertaken in an area of rocky
outcrops near to Jig-Piciorag, but only revealed a network of natural faults not used by miners.
The little massif of Văidoaia was explored in 1999 by our team and the works visited all appeared to
have been opened up using gunpowder, and so were after the 17th century. In fact, and although
some workings show at first glance that they have rounded forms, a careful study of the walls shows
numerous traces of piercings, which clearly shows that any network currently accessible from the
surface was opened up with gunpowder. So no ancient work site was revealed in this area which was
opened up by fire setting, or any ancient or modern working opened up using tools.
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Type of research Preventive archaeological research.

References
CCA 2003 (2004), 262-264, 264-267
CCA 2004 (2005), 297-298.
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Exploration du district de Roúia Montană (Monts
Apuseni, Roumanie), DFS, French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2000, pp. 9-10 and 79, fig.54 and 55
(unpublished report).
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Les massifs de Cârnic, Jig et Orlea-ğarina (Roúia
Montană, Roumanie), DFS, Romanian Ministry of Culture and Religion, 2004, pp. 53-57, fig. 55-69
(unpublished report).
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 8. ğarina











Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană, “ğarina – Kapolna” area (cremation necropolis)
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.04
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roúia Montană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point “Kapolna”
Address Roúia Montană
Landmark Kapolna (the chapel of the Roman Catholic Church)
Land owner
BARA LUCRETIA
BLAJAN ALEXANDRU
BLAJAN MARCU
CABULEA GRATIAN,
(CAMPEAN ELENA)
CIMITIR COMUNAL
CL/SCOALA/GRADINITA
CRISTOIU ION
DAVID IOAN
GLIGOR VIOREL
JURJ VALERIA ANA,
GRUBER ANDREIU COLOMAN
KOVAKS SOFIA
MANTA RUXANDRA
MORAR OCTAVIAN
OPRISA PUIU STEFAN,
OPRISA CRISTINA, OPRISA STOICA MARIANA
POJGHI IOAN
S.M. ROùIA MONTANA
TRIFAN LUDOVIC
BISERICA CATOLICA
CORNEA MARIA, CORNEA CRISTINA
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Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
535963.116
535954.988
535677.281
535642.060
535609.547
535808.684



Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
355484.292
355835.151
355870.373
355763.354
355449.071
355359.663




Altitude 815 – 855 m.







Hydrographical landmarks northern bank of Roúia stream



Geographical landmarks on the north side of Roúia valley, westwards from Jig-Văidoaia
massif and eastwards of Orlea mssif.
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2003 campaign, 2004 campaign, 2005 campaign.
Campaign no. 3 campaigns
Epoch code 32
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

Site type code 21 (211, 212)
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312
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112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133
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Site area (in sq.m.) 144.969, 412 sq.m.
Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted



Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks




Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
Last and first name of the research team members : IAIAC: Sorin Cociú, Aurel Rustoiu,
Călin Cosma, Adrian UrsuĠiu, Vitalie Bârcă, Eugenia Beu Dachin; MNUAI: Vasile Moga, Matei
Drîmbărean, Constantin Inel, Cristinel Plantos; MNIT: Dorin Alicu, Emilian Bota, Valentin
Voiúian, Carmen Ciongradi; MCDR: Adriana Pescaru, Adriana Ardeu, Costin Daniel ğuĠuianu,
Cătălin RiúcuĠa, Mariana Egri, Gică Băieútean, Ioana Barbu, Anca Timofan, Mihai Căstăian;
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INMI: Cristina Crăciun, Emil Lupu, Raluca Iosipescu, Sergiu Iosipescu, Aniúoara Sion, Cătălin
Bojică.




Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania



The aim of the archaeological research – identification and research of the archaeological
structures from the cremation necropolis.

Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: Institute of
Archaeology and History of Art, Cluj – Napoca, National Union Museum, Alba Iulia, National
History Museum of Transylvania, Cluj – Napoca, Museum of Dacian and Roman Civilization,
Deva, National Institute for Historical Monuments, Bucharest



Brief description of the archaeological situation:
Surface archaeological investigation (IAIAC, MNIT, INMI, MNUAI, MCDR, IAB)
Archaeologically speaking, the area of interest is a perimeter located approximately on the southern
extremity of this sector. It concerns the site bearing the local toponym Kapolna (the actual property of
the Roman-Catholic parish and the property of the Jurj family). The unexpected discovery, throughout
time, of various epigraphic funeral monuments or of disparate elements of funeral architecture,
succinct signallings included in the scientific literature, as well as definite results of archaeological trial
trenches undertaken in the 2000 campaign, have determined the localization in this point of a Roman
cremation necropolis. Particularly because of that, this site, together with the entire limitrophe area,
has benefited of a prioritised approach simultaneously with the systematic investigation of the rest of
the perimeter.
The Roman cremation necropolis of ğarina
Research done here between 2003 - 2005 (on the properties of the Catholic Church , Bara, Gligor,
Manta, Kovacs, Trifan and Jurca) have lead to the identification and investigation of a number of 495
funeral complexes (2003 - 80 graves, 2004 - 370 graves, 2005 - 45 graves). Up to the current stage of
the research, the cremation necropolis at ğarina is the largest at Roúia Montană, in surface as well as
in number of existent funeral grounds. If the southern, western and eastern boundaries are practically
known, the northern one remains to be identified, yet mentioning the fact that to the north-east it
neighbours one of the current cemeteries of Roúia Montană.
The funeral rite is exclusively cremation with the presence of both types of ritual – on-the-spotcremation as well as ad ustrina. Concerning the preponderance of these two types, although the
actual stage of the investigation with views on publication of this archaeological objective is still in a
preliminary stage, a predilection for the ad ustrina type can be observed. The pits of the graves are
generally simple, rectangular, although, in a small proportion, the stepped-pit grave is also present (in
the case of the bustum-type graves). It is worth mentioning the presence of exterior funeral layouts
(three precincts) with constructive elements similar to those investigated in the case of the cremation
necropolis at Hop Găuri (the last stone row under the form of a two-slopes block). Also, elements of
funeral architecture are present, generally discovered in secondary position (two funeral steles,
fragments of funeral steles, a funeral crowning element and different funeral monuments and
medallions). The inventory of the necropolis is typical for such an objective and consists of ceramic
recipients of different shapes and sizes, glass recipients, lamps, a few golden jewels, a gem etc.
Coins are relatively rare and in a precarious state of preservation, but they can offer, together with
other dating objects, elements for a more and more exact dating of the necropolis.
In the vicinity of the cremation necropolis, towards the South and East, a possible primary golden ore
processing has been identified, with elements that allow its probable dating to the Roman period
(mobile inventory made up of a series of artefacts connected to this type of activity– stone grinding
mortars, grinding tables, a canal system etc.). Also, it needs to be mentioned that the southern limit of
the cremation necropolis is overlapped by traces of a modern settlement and contemporary fittings.
Concerning the rest of the area (North ğarina) the original landscape has been seriously disturbed by
anthropic intervention connected to activities of golden ore processing. The archaeological material is
rather scarce, mainly consisting of contemporary artefacts. The presence of sterile dump heaps and
the canal system related to the local artificial ponds network is one of the characteristics of the
investigated surface. The few ceramic fragments and fragments of Roman artefacts were discovered
in secondary position, with the material moved during the various works that have modified the initial
configuration of the terrain.
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For the undeground archaeological mining investigations see the record card for Orlea site below. At
the current stage of the research, the preliminary data do not allow to make a verz clera disctincion of
the ğarina and Orlea sites in respect to the undeground sectors.




Type of research Preventive archaeological research.

References
Alburnus Maior I, Bucharest 2003, p. 31-33
CCA 2003 (2004), 264-280
CCA 2004 (2005), 187
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 9. Orlea Massif











Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană, Orlea massif (underground mining exploitation).
Archaeological site’s RAN code
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) RoúiaMontană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point “Orlea”
Address
Landmark in the centre of the locality, accross the cityhall and the state mining exploitation
administrative buildings
Land owner
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BIDIGA MINERVA
BIRAU IOSIF
BIRAU TOMA
FELEA VETURIA, PLACINTA ZORITA
MIHNEA ILEANA
STATUL ROMAN
STATUL ROMAN
SEDIU MINA
SUBERT FRANCISC/ILEANA
SZABO
SZEKELY LADISLAU
SZEKELY LADISLAU
TOMUS NICOLAE/TOMUS DANIELA
BOBAR EUGEN
BOBAR EUGEN
SABAU FRANCISC
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
SABAU IOAN
BOIA NICOLAE, DAVID EUGEN
BOIA NICOLAE, DAVID EUGEN
NEDEL AUGUSTA
SABAU IOAN, SABAU FRANCISC,
SABAU GHERASIM
SABAU IOAN, SABAU FRANCISC,
SABAU GHERASIM,DAVID EUGEN
SABAU IOAN, SABAU FRANCISC,
SABAU GHERASIM
SABAU IOAN, SABAU FRANCISC,
SABAU GHERASIM
SABAU IOAN, SABAU FRANCISC,
SABAU GHERASIM
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Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
536385.473
536367.404
536202.528
535870.517
535653.694
535649.177
535757.589
536182.201



Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
354738.357
354952.921
355009.386
355016.161
354921.301
354810.631
354684.151
354659.306











Altitude max. 755 – 920 m.
Geographical landmarks the northern side of Roúia valley
Hydrographical landmarks Roúia stream.
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2000 campaign, 2003 campaign.
Campaign no. 2 campaigns
Epoch code 32, 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

Site type code underground mining exploitation
1

12

134

31
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11

121

2
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124
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115

131
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116

132
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3



Site area (in sq.m.) - 218,952.245 sq.m., with a special remark that the site has an important
undeground sector under current investigation



Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted



Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks



Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
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Last and first name of the research team members UTAH: Cristina Crăciun, Aniúoara
Sion, Sergiu Iosipescu, Raluca Iosipescu, Constantin MehedinĠeanu, Gabriel MehedinĠeanu.




Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania



Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: National
Institute for Historical Monuments – Bucharest, Toulouse University, UTAH Laboratory
The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological
structures inside the site’s perimeter.

 Brief description of the archaeological situation
Surface archaeological investigation (CPPCN/INMI, MNIR)
The Orlea toponym refers to a vast area that includes the surface of the actual Orlea mountain massif.
Concerning the signalling of surface archaeological discoveries, the clues are extremely few.
Practically, with the exception of two votive altars (IDR III/3, 392, 394), discovered in the southern
extremity of the perimeter (in rather unreliable conditions in 1886 and 1962) the archaeological
material is almost inexistent. This is due to the distinct characteristics of the area in question. Thus,
inside the Orlea mountain massif an intense mining activity is documented throughout almost two
millennia. This mountain massif has also suffered deterioration similar to that of the Cetate mountain
massif before its systematic exploitation, more precisely its partial collapse. It needs mentioning that
in the southern half of the area in question, the administrative headquarters of the Roúia Montană
mining factory have been established for the last 250 years. Thus, the initial land configuration was
significantly modified, making it very hard to conduct a surface archaeological investigation. A series
of human interventions, related to the processing and exploitation of gold ore have continuously
transformed the configuration of the area, out of which we mention the use of most of the perimeter in
the last two centuries as dumping area, and the works from the Austrian period on the artificial ponds
network with its respective canals, which has also affected the area.
During 2000 a series of archaeological trial trenches have been undertaken (CPPCN) in the perimeter
considered at that time to belong to the Orlea area, on the Marc Aurel property and in the Tăul
Secuilor area. At the current level of information, the results of this investigation relate to the Roman
cremation necropolis of Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor (see below).
In the archaeological research campaign of 2003, a series of archaeological trial trenches were
undertaken (INMI) on several properties on the north-east part of the perimeter, in the vicinity of the
small Orlea cemetery, without showing archaeological potential.
Concerning the underground archaeological potential, this is well documented through the signalling,
throughout time, in the context of various mining operations, of certain traces of ancient exploitation,
preserved on certain portions.
Between the years of 1971 and 1972, following complex works, part of the ancient operations of the
Orlea area were organized for public access. After the organizing program between 1973 and 1975,
the Roman works became accessible to the public through the premises of the museum complex. In
the course of 1981, with the help of passionate people in the area and with the aid of a team from the
Alba Iulia museum, a unique museum of mining was inaugurated, around which an open-air exhibition
was based, that of a lapidarium with a patrimony of over 50 Roman stone monuments (votive altars,
funeral steles, aediculae sarcophagi covers and lids, mining tools made of rock and wood, pieces
inventoried in the national cultural patrimony) , everything placed in the space near the entry to the
Roman galleries under the Orlea mountain massif. Unfortunately, the museum, in its initial shape, was
destroyed in the beginning of the 1990’s.
Mining archaeology preliminary researches (UTAH, UBB)
Orlea and ğarina sector. The Orlea and ğarina sectors are contiguous and are developed under the
lower part of the Roúia Montană agglomeration. Orlea develops towards the northwest upstream from
the Minvest company's buildings. A large part of the slope is covered by a pile of ancient dumps,
some of them overgrown, and some bare and pocked. The ğarina sector extends the Orlea sector
upstream from the valley. On the surface, the vegetation makes it hard to get a feel for the landscape.
Higher up towards the west, you reach a wood with an area of open cast workings: cuts, ditches,
collapsed shafts and sometimes it looks as if it would be possible to get into some of these holes. This
sector would be worth a sustained period of prospecting, but would be first of all preferable to find
documents in the archives to locate the most recent surface workings.
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On the old plans of the 19th and 20th centuries, the ğarina sector always appears to be the most
exploited. About thirty veins from north to south are marked with numbers and an east-west vein,
called the Crucii vein, cuts through all these veins. These ore bodies are recognized and exploited by
two levels of lower works -30 and -60 (a level currently flooded), below the main Sf Cruce level (at 715
m above sea level) and by a higher Racosi level (at 750 m above sea level). The Sf Cruce level is
easily accessible, either from a stairway opening into a building at Minvest, or from the tourist mine
(38 m down) a section with ancient workings.
The main modern galleries where trains went along to evacuate the ore from the exploitation areas
from Cetate and Cârnic are very spacious and completely faced. Because of this, most of the lateral
galleries indicated on the old plans are walled. All the works are surrounded by volcano-sedimentary
rock sequences, quite soft, subject to collapses. Although located below the bottom of the valley,
there is almost no water coming in. In 2004, the surveys looked at the works at Carpeni and Orlea. In
2005 they looked at the ğarina sector. The boundary between the Orlea and ğarina areas is not very
clear: this would definitely be the little valley which opens on to the level of Minvest's buildings.
Underground we have deliberately chosen to fix this limit as the important North South traverse of Sf.
Cruce. Because of this, all the works studied in 2005 are located within ğarina area. Two ancient
sectors are located in fact on the boundary between the two areas, under the bottom of the valley.
In the Orlea area, there is the very nice ancient network of the tourist mine Alburnus Maior. These
works deserved to be examined from the archeometric point of view (detailed topography and study of
the walls). Higher up, a little working was discovered at the Racosi level where a modern gallery
crosses a portion of the ancient gallery invaded by mud and connecting with an ancient sloping
gallery which is also filled by mud. In this work site, a notched ladder from a single trunk of wood, in a
perfect state of conservation, was dated using C14 to the 2nd century A.D. Although it suffered
severe damage in 1999 (over 60 cm of an end was sawn off for an exhibition in Germany), we had it
moved in 2005 to the protected sector of the draining rooms of Paru Carpeni to make sure it is
preserved. The exploration of this sector should be continued in the future.
In the ğarina area, a remarkable timbered sloping gallery has been located. It seems to come directly
from the surface and to cover up ancient mining works very close to the surface. In fact, a timbering
fragment removed in 2000 gave a date between 50 B.C. and 80 A.D. (mid 1st century BC to the
second half of 1st century AD). This area of ğarina is one of the most promising in the district. There,
a very precise plan of the works of all periods has been started, because a systematic survey of the
area was required. This work was completed for a large part of the western part of ğarina, and its
maze-like layout has currently been overcome. Many connecting circuits can be traveled by going
from one level to another, and one vein to another.
Investigations carried out in the Orlea and ğarina areas only cover a portion of the existing potential
which covers more than 10 km of underground works. For the time being, they allowed us to make a
topographical study of sixteen sectors of ancient works, a priori independent. Of the 6.5 km of works
from all periods surveyed over two years, 5 km are modern works opened up using gunpowder and
1.5 km are ancient works opened up using tools and with the characteristic trapezoidal shape. These
old workings are developed along the crease of the valley which opens up onto the Minvest buildings
and reach the deep side at 725 m which is almost the level of Sf Cruce, just like Orlea and Carpeni.
Some groups are only fragments of workings defaced by modern reworkings and/or collapses and
aggradations. On the other hand, all these works seem to have been completely covered by clayeysandy mud, and were immediately cleared when modern excavations began: sometimes the bottom
or the end of a sloping gallery or a vertical work site; sometimes only a part of a working. On the other
hand, in the slice of the first twenty meters under the surface of the slope, they are barely accessible.
They are evenly distributed in the sector studied. It reflects among other things the strong density of
the ore bodies. As the modern workings which allow access do not cover the whole space, we may
assume that there may be twice as many ancient workings under this slope, particularly in the surface
slice, and that an extensive clearance of the surface would not fail to reveal many entrances to
operations or explorations. In the light of current information, it seems possible that some sloping
gallery could be reopened and excavated from the surface. We may also assume that workshops for
handling the ore were installed on the surface, next to these underground access points. Therefore, it
seems to be of major importance, in view of the rarity of remains of ancient handling workshops
known currently in the valley, to plan for extensive surface excavations to both entrances to galleries
and spaces devoted for processing the ore, i.e. for ancient metallurgy.




Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
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IDR I, IDR III
Wollmann 1996
Wollmann 1999
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Exploration du district de Roúia Montana (Monts
Apuseni, Roumanie), DFS, Ministère des Affaires Etrangères françaises, 2000, pp. 9, 38-40, 134-156,
fig.57 à 62 (rapport inédit).
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Les massifs de Cârnic, Jig et Orlea-ğarina (Roúia
Montana, Roumanie), DFS, Ministère de la Culture et des Cultes roumain, 2004, pp. 32-34, 41, fig.4042 (rapport inédit).
CAUUET B., (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Les massifs de Cârnic et de Paru Carpeni (Roúia
Montana, Roumanie), DFS, Ministère de la Culture et des Cultes roumain, 2005, pp.17-27, fig.13-32
(rapport inédit).
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 10. Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor



Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană, “Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor” (cremation
necropolis)









Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.06



County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roúia Montană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point “Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor”
Address - Roúia Montană
Landmark Tăul Secuilor and north from point “Gura Minei (access to the level +714) / La
DâmbuĠ”
Land owner
BARA IOAN SI MARIA
BOTIS RODICA, FODOR DORINA,
DAVID FLORICA, BOTAR ANA, DAVID NICOLAE, BOTNARIUC LUCIA
CENUSA NICOLAE
DRAGOMIR
COTET DRAGOMIR
COTET ELENA
COTET IOAN
COTET VIOREL / COTET ELENA
DAN VOICULESCU
MARC DOREL
MERA LUCRETIA
OAIDA REMUS
SOIT ALEXANDRU
SOIT IOAN
TOMUS IOACHIM
VAJDA IOSEFINA, GHEORGHE
MARC AURELIA
PUIULET
VADAN NICOLAE
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Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
535732.513
535850.645
536122.237
536236.086
536287.860
536276.766
536156.576
535979.064
535825.252



Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
354073.899
353903.878
353867.445
353901.861
353968.428
354046.090
354169.978
354225.450
354177.678




Altitude 760 – 850 m
Geographical landmarks on the northern side of Roúia valley, westwards from the Orlea
massif between Ignăteúti and Balmoúeúti villages.



Hydrographical landmarks to the east from the Porcului stream and southwest from Tăul
Secuilor





Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2004 campaign, 2005 campaign.
Campaign no. 2 campaigns
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Epoch code 32
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Site type code 21 (211, 212)
1
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2
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3

Site area (in sq.m.) 139,686.243 sq.m.
Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium

X

Poor
Heavily impacted
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Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1
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4

5
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5
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4

5

Natural fire
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4

5
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5

Animals
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5

Insects

1

2
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4

5

Tornados

1
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4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks








Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
Last and first name of the research team members : MNIR: Mihaela Simion, Gabriel
Bălan, IonuĠ Bocan, Emil Dumitraúcu, Cătălina Mihaela Neagu, Eugen Paraschiv, Decebal
Vleja, Mihai Vasile; IAB: Achim Irina, Bârzescu Iulian, IoniĠă Adrian, Măgureanu Andrei,
Măgureanu Despina, Panaite Adriana, Popescu Anca, Toderaú Meda, Vlad V. Zirra, Cristian
ùtefan, Alexandru Dragoman; FIB: Cătălin Bojică, Carol CăpiĠă, Florentina GhemuĠ, Antal
Lukacs, Alexandra ğârlea. Au mai paticipat: MNIR: Alexandru RaĠiu, Vlad Nicolae, Alexandra
Ion, Andra Samson, Katia Moldoveanu, Nicoleta Nedelcu, Ani Ologu, IAB: Comúa Alexandra,
Semuc Cătălina, ùtefan Cristian, Morintz Alexandru, FIB: Andrei Gândilă, Cătălin Pavel,
Gabriel Stoian.
Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: FIB, Bucharest;
IAB, Bucharest
The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological
structures of the cremation necropolis

 Brief description of the archaeological situation
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR, IAB, FIB)
The Roman cremation necropolis. The site is located in the north-western part of the current
commune Roúia Montană (Alba County). Geographically, the perimeter where the funeral complexes
have been identified and investigated is positioned on a plateau, at the approximate altitude of 740–
810 m (the approximate surface of the area the necropolis stretches is approximately 10.000 m2). The
entire area is known by the toponym Tăul Secuilor. The name comes from the presence, in the
Eastern extremity of the site, of a former artificial lake, presently almost clogged. The north-western
extremity is marked by the transverse corridor of the water course named with the hydromym Pârâul
Porcului (with a flowing direction of NW-SE).
The area where the archaeological investigation has concentrated presents itself as a succession of
small plateaus, which follows the course of the slope on the north-south – south-west direction. The
integrity of the ensemble was partially affected by operations to construct the artificial pond.
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Thus, the entire initial configuration of the area suffered an human intervention generated by:



The construction, in the modern period, of the Tăul Secuilor artificial lake and of the drainage
system connected to this arrangement;



Construction of a vicinal road assuring the connection between the ğarina area and the
dwellings of the Tăul Secuilor area (the road practically crosses the cremation necropolis and
partially destroyed a series of funeral complexes);




The recent construction of a number of dwellings with annexes or stables;

The construction, in the last years, of the water adduction pipe, this construction determining
the appearance of disfunctionalities in the water level in the soil, more precisely the formation
of swamps, thus affecting research and sampling of the material from archaeological grounds
positioned in the vicinity.
The current function of the space, aside from the works mentioned above, is that of a grazing area
(hay field).
The information regarding the archaeological potential in the area known by the toponym of „Tăul
Secuilor” is underlined by the chance discoveries written in several specialized publications, as well
as through trial trenches undertaken in 1984 and 1986 and then in 2000. Chance archaeological
discoveries are documented starting with the 19th century, such attestations existing throughout the
next century in various locations in this perimeter.
The preventive archaeological research campaign in 2004 meant a systematic approach of the entire
perimeter in order to complete a full investigation on the necropolis area that will be affected by a
future sandstone quarry. Thus, it has been found that the necropolis stretches on a surface bigger
than that known from former historical-archaeological literature. Precisely because of that, although
the perimeter was formerly known as Tăul Secuilor, it was decided that the toponym be extended to
the entire perimeter of the necropolis, meaning Pârâul Porcului - Tăul Secuilor. Also, clearly, in the
current stage of the research, we cannot talk about the presence of corpses within this necropolis,
hypothesis formulated by some authors on the basis of a false interpretation of the function of some
elements of archaeological architecture (chaperones constituting the final row of the wall) as
„sarcophagus lids”.
In the actual state of the research, an estimation concerning the north-western, western and southwestern boundaries was successfully made. 287 cremation graves have been identified (out of which
277 have been investigated), of on-the-spot or ad ustrina cremation tyes.
Generally, the sepulchral pits are burnt, rectangular, and the remains of the cremation (charcoal,
ashes and calcinated bones) are laid on the bottom of the sepulchral pit. More than half of the
investigated graves have outer layouts composed of a ring of stones, placed in a single row. In most
of the cases, the graves with stone rings are barrow-shaped, following the adding of earth and its
settling inside the ring, in order to delimitate the funeral space. Rarely enough, they are covered with
a pelt of small rocks. In more than two thirds of the cases, later intervention (pits) were discovered
over the graves, with a diameter between 0.80 – 1.20 m.
The funeral inventory is made up of pieces characteristic to necropolises of Roman Dacia: ceramics,
metal and glass objects. The coins are generally in a poor state of preservation, and the ones who
could be identified are set in the chronological frame of the 2nd century A.D. This is confirmed by the
preliminary analysis of the ceramics. Also, the marks of the lamp producers (CAI, CASSI, FESTI,
FORTIS, OCTAVI, SEXTUS, LUCIA, VETTIUS) fit perfectly from a chronological point of view in the
2nd century A.D.
Also, a building dating back to the Roman times has been identified and partially investigated; it was
in a poor state of preservation, with elements that indicate a possible sacred function.




Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
References Alburnus Maior I, Bucharest 2003, p. 31-33, CCA 2004 (2005), 187.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 11.Valea Cornei (Corna valley)



Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană - “Valea Cornii” (modern and contemporary
habitation; past locations of stamp mills).









Archaeological site’s RAN code 6832.05



Land owner

County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Corna
Commune Roúia Montană
Point “Islaz 3 ”, “Toda”, “Botar”, “Cioară”, “Jorja”, “Jurcă”.
Address
Landmark on the Corna valley, towards east from the Abrud town, along the county road
Abrud – Roúia Poieni.

TUHUT PETRU
VASINCA GHEORGHE
(BOTAR GEORGETA), CAMPEAN GABRIELA
AMOROZA ALEXANDRU
AVRAMUT NICOLAE
AVRAMUT VIRGINIA
BABAN AUREL
BISERICA BAPTISTA
BISERICA GRECO CATOLICA
BISERICA ORTODOXA
BORZA ALEXANDRINA, MIHET EMIL, MIHET IOAN
BOTAR ANGELA
BOTAR ELENA
BOTAR GHEORGHE/BOTAR LUCRETIA
BOTAR ILIE
BOTAR ILIE,BOTAR ANA
BOTAR LUCRETIA
BOTAR NICOLAE
BOTAR OLIMPIA, BOTAR PAVEL
BOTAR PAVEL, BOTAR OLIMPIA
BOTAR PETRU
BOTOS AVRAM
BOTOS AVRAM, BOTOS GABRIELA
BRADU STEFAN
BRICIU AVRAM
CENUSA MIRCEA
CENUSA REMUS
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CENUSA SORIN
CENUSA VIORICA
CHENDRIS GHEORGHE
CIANI ILEANA, CIANI BENIAMIN, CATINAS SEFORA, DRAGAN CORNELIA
CIANI ILEANA, DRAGAN CORNELIA, CATINAS SEFORA, CIANI BENIAMIN, C. IOSIF, C. PETRU
CIMITIR
COSMA DUMITRU
COSMA IUSTIAN
DUMITRAS GHEORGHE,DUMITRAS DANIEL
COZMA SOFIA
COZMA NICOLAE
CRISAN CORNELIA, DRAGAN BASIL, PETRUTA, MARIA LIVIA
DANDEA FLORICA
DANDEA VALER,DANDEA VIRGIL,COSMA BASIL
DANDEA VIRGIL
DAVID ELENA
DAVID GHEORGHE
DAVID ZICU
DRAGAN GHEORGHE
DRAGAN IOAN
DRAGAN IOAN / VASINCA EUGENIA
DUMA GEORGETA
FURDUI ANA
GHEORGHITA VASILE
HANES MIREL
HEBEDEAN MARIA
IANCU MARIUS / IANCU MARIA
JORJA MINERVA
JORJA MIRCEA
JORJA MIRCEA, JORJA PETRONELA
JORJA MIRCEA, RAPANU CORNELIA
LAMBA AUREL
STATUL ROMAN
LAZAR AVRAM
LAZAR AVRAM SI MARIA
LAZAR TITU ANDREI
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN
MAGAZIN
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MALEA IOAN
MARZA CONSTANTIN
MARZA ELENA
MARZA MARIA
MARZA PAVEL
MARZA PAVEL, (BOTAR ELISABETA, BOTARIU ILIE)
MIGNEA GHEORGHE
MIGNEA PETRU, (DRAGAN ILIE)
OCOLUL SILVIC CAMPENI
OLTEAN CRISTINAOLTEAN NICOLAE,COBORI MARIETA
OLTEAN NICOLAE
PETRICA
PETRINCA ANA
RIPEANU CORNELIA
SCOALA / CAMIN CULTURAL
SIMEDREA ISPAS
SOIT OVIDIU
SOIT PAVEL
DRAGAN GHE., D. ILIE,
D. AURELIA, HARAH MARIA, PITIGUS MINERVA, DARAMUS DITIA, DRAGAN MONICA
SOIT TATIANA
STATUL ROMAN
SULEA NICOLAE
TOMUTA IOAN
TUHUT PETRU
TUHUT PETRU, TUHUT NICOLAE
VASILE GHEORGHE
VASINCA EUGENIA / BOTAR LUCRETIA
VASINCA GHEORGHE
VASINCA TEOFIL
DEOANCA VALENTIN,MELANIA
TUSA RODICA
DEOANCA VALENTIN, D.MELANIA,
TUSA RODICA, T. EUGEN, TODEA ALEX
DANDEA FLORICA, PIRONCU MARIA, DANDEA EUGEN
DRAGAN IOAN
TUHUTIU PETRU, CRISAN NICOLAE
BORZA ALEXANDRINA, MIHET EMIL, MIHET IOAN
OLTEAN NICOLAE
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TUHUT PETRU
COSMA MARIA
TUHUTIU PETRU, TUHUTIU CRISAN NICOLAE
CENUSA ANGHEL
BISERICA GRECO CATOLICA/STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN



Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
533547.292
534180.024
534214.694
534180.024
534041.343
533859.324
533553.070
533142.806
532830.080
532822.684
532900.345
533014.635



Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
355128.148
355552.859
355734.878
355911.118
356064.245
356110.472
355925.564
355506.632
355161.085
354985.422
354872.628
354825.996




Altitude about 700 – 850m





Hydrographical landmarks CorniĠa valley.

Geographical landmarks southwards from Cârnic massif and westwards from the road to
Roúia Poieni.
Site’s first research date 2001
Progress period 2001 campaign, 2002 campaign.
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Campaign no. 2 campaigns
Epoch code 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

Site type code primary processing workshops (stamp mills), modern habitation
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

Site area (in sq.m.) 871,112. 115 sq.m.
Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium

x

Poor
Heavily impacted
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Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1
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3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks







Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
Last and first name of the research team members MNIR: Adela Bâltâc, Christina
ùtirbulescu, Mihai Vasile, IonuĠ Bocan.
Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania.
Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project:
The aim of the archaeological research – identification and research of the archaeological
structures inside the site’s perimeter



Brief description of the archaeological situation:
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR)
The settlements of the Corna Valley are attested in documents much later than those of the Roúia
Montană or Bucium, perhaps also due to the fact that its inhabitants weren’t too much involved in
mining activities, but rather in raising animals or agriculture (on small spaces in the so-called “garden
patches”). The first mentioning of mining activities appear only in the 16th century with the mentioning
of ore grinders (traditional installations of processing gold ore) and gravel washers but with no
reference to the habitat. Also, it needs mentioning the fact that there is no documented owner of mine
shafts or ore grinders with the residence in one of the hamlets that make up the Corna village. The
Corna toponym is more frequent in documents and official papers after 1850 (together with the
administrative separation from the town of Abrud, officiated in 1860), so the moment of birth of the
current place can be set at the end of the 18th century or the beginning of the 19th century. This
documentary information has been confirmed by the archaeological investigation undertaken in 20012002.
Accordingly, the entire Corna Valley was investigated (both sides), as well as the secondary valley
through which access was made to Roúia Montană. Aside from traces of mining activity (former
arrangements of ore grinders or washers bound by the artificial ponds system through the afferent
canal network) or seasonal arrangements (stables), the archaeological investigation didn’t discover
other types of historical vestige.
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Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
References CCA 2002 (2003), p. 106-107.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD : 12 Tăul Cornei – Corna Sat
1. Archaeological site’s name Roúia Montană - “Tăul Cornii – Corna Sat” (cremation necropolis,
modern habitation).










Archaeological site’s RAN code 6832.02
County Alba
Locality (city / village etc) Corna
Commune Roúia Montană
Point “Tăul Cornii – Corna Sat”, Tăul Cartuú.
Address
Landmark Tăul Corna and southwards from Cârnic massif, Piatra Corbului area
Land owner
GURAN ILIE, DAMIAN RODICA,
COSMA LEONTINA
BOTAR DANIEL
BOTAR MARIA
CIANI ILEANA, CIANI VASILE
COSMA VICTORIA
CRISAN ZORITA
DUMITRAS DANIEL, DUMITRAS GHEORGHE
FURDUI CORNELIA, FURDUI PETRU VIOREL,
(VISA MARIA, JURCA GH)
GEORGEA LIVIU
GOLGOT BENIAMIN, JORJA ANETA,
JORJA ILIE
GURAN CLARA
GURAN ILIE
HEBEDEAN FLORIA
IHUT VIORICA
STATUL ROMAN
JORJA ILIE
GEORGEA LIVIU
JORJA NETI
JURCA EUGENIA
JURCA GRATIAN
JURCA IUSTIAN, JURCA EUGENIA,
MOGA AURELIA, IHUT VIORICA,
NEFERU
JURCA LEONTINA
JURCA LETITIA
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JURCA SABIN / JURCA GRATIAN
JURCA VIORICA
JURJA DITEA / COPROPRIETARI
JORJA DITIA, CRISAN IOAN,
NICOARA CORNELIA,
CRISAN AUREL, STEFANI MARIA OLGA
NETERU NICOLAE, NICULESU ROZICA
PETREAN DOINA
PETREAN VASILE
PETREANU DOINA
PLIC SILVIA
STAN LUCIAN
TAULCORNA
TRIFAN MARIA
VASINCA ILIE
VASINCA TIBERIU
PETRUTA VASILE
HEBEDEAN MARIA
VASINCA ILIE
NARITA DOINA
JURCA LEONTINA
COZMA DUMITRU
NARITA DOINA, N.REMUS, N. VIOREL,
N. OTILIA, N. GH. MIRCEA
JORJA GHEORGHE
CRISAN AUREL
STEFANI MARIA
CRISAN IOAN
JORJA DITEA
NICOARA CORNELIA
JURCA LETITIA
BOTAR DANIEL
JORJA GHEORGHE
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Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
534648.477
534739.231
534726.887
534644.736
534603.595
534369.835
534309.993
534289.422
534239.826
534309.344
534422.138
534581.154



Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
356451.824
356641.550
356729.502
356844.540
357072.689
357098.870
357016.586
356657.532
356268.135
356157.739
356126.305
356320.919




Altitude 880 – 1040 m







Hydrographical landmarks Tăul Cornii, Tăul Cartuú.

Geographical landmarks southwards from Cârnic massif and westwards from Roúia Poieni
road
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2002 campaign.
Campaign no. a campaign
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Epoch code 32, 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211
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12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

Site type code 21 (211), 11 (114, 116)
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

Site area (in sq.m.) 327,831.145 sq.m.
Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium

x

Poor
Heavily impacted
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Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1
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4

5

Floods
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Acid rains
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Natural fire
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5
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Animals
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Insects
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5

Water in excess in the soil
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5

Excess of salinity in the soil
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Excess of acidity in the soil
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Anthropic risks









Demolition
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5

Partial impact
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3

4

5

Vandalism

1
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3

4

5

Thefts

1
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4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
Last and first name of the research team members MNIR: Christina ùtirbulescu, IonuĠ
Bocan, Mihai Vasile, Virgil Apostol, Sorin Cleúiu, Marius Dincă; cIMeC: Corina Ború; IAB:
Vlad V. Zirra, Mircea Dabâca, Andrei Măgureanu, Liana OĠa, Daniel Spânu; MNUAI: Vasile
Moga, Cristinel Plantos, Constantin Inel, Radu Ciobanu, Matei Drâmbarean; MCDR: Adriana
Pescaru, Mihai Căstăianu, Angelica Bălos, C-tin Daniel ğuĠuianu; IAIAC: Sorin Ilie Cociú,
Adrian UrsuĠiu, Călin Cosma, Ioan Stanciu, Gelu Oloúutean, Constantin Ilieú, Sorin Nemeti,
Eugenia Beu-Dachin, Vitalie Bârcă; MNIT: Felix Marcu, Ovidiu ğentea, Valentin Voiúan,
Monica Bodea, Tiberiu Tecar.
Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: National
Union Museum – Alba Iulia; Institute of Archaeology and History of Art – Cluj Napoca; Cimec
– Institute of Cultural Memory Bucharest; Museum of Dacian and Roman Civilisation– Deva;
“Vasile Pârvan” Institute of Archaeology – Bucharest; National History Museum of
Transylvania – Cluj Napoca.
The aim of the archaeological research – identification and research of the archaeological
structures of the cremation necropolis and inside the site’s perimeter



Brief description of the archaeological situation
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR, MNIT, IAB, MCDR, IAIAC)
The Roman cremation necropolis at Tăul Corna. The area in the vicinity of Tăul Corna was known in
documentary sources as the originating place of some epigraphic pieces and pieces of funeral
architecture from the beginning of the 19th century. It should be said that the area of the necropolis
was most likely affected by construction work and upkeep of the artificial lake, known from the18th
century and in the course of the 20th century by dwellings annexes and gardens of various owners.
During the preventive archaeological research campaign of 2002, the area west and south of Tăul
Corna was investigated, more precisely the properties of Dumitraú Ioan, Furdui Petru, Jurcă LetiĠia
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and GolgoĠ Beniamin, meaning a total investigated area of approximately 7.000 m2, thus investigating
around 95% of the necropolis.
324 funeral grounds were discovered and investigated. Generally, the sepulchral pits are burnt and
the remains of the cremation (charcoal, ashes and calcined bones) are laid on the bottom of the
sepulchral pit. The pits of the graves are generally simple, rectangular, although in a small proportion
the alternative of the stepped-pit exists (in the case of bustum-type graves). Part of the graves has
outer layouts (ring). Also, very rudimentary funeral precincts were discovered. Funeral architecture
elements (funeral lions) rarely discovered. The inventory that resulted consists of: lamps, glass
recipients, fragments of provincial pottery, iron nails, coins, pieces of funeral architecture – funeral
lions or other fragments of figurative monuments. Following the preliminary analysis of the
archaeological material from the researched complexes (coins, ceramics or other types of artefacts
with dating potential) it is to be distinguished that the Tăul Cornii necropolis functioned as a funeral
space in the 2nd century A.D.
At the same time, the entire area of the current Corna village was investigated. The results of the
research underlined the fact that, aside from the Roman cremation necropolis, eccentrically positioned
and related to the Cârnic mountain massif, the area was occupied at the earliest by structures of
habitat dated to the Habsburgic period.
Note: the results of the archaeological research concerning the Tăul Cornei necropolis was in an
advanced state of processing for monographic publication, in the course of the year 2006.




Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
References Alburnus Maior I, Bucharest 2003, p. 31-33, CCA 2002 (2003), p. 92- 104.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 13. Balmoúeúti











Archaeological site’s name Balmoúeúti – Islaz (presumed Roman/medieval fortification)
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.06
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roúia Montană
Commune Roúia Montană
Point “Islaz”.
Address
Landmark
Land owner
FURDUI CALIN, BUDA MARIANA
SOIT GRIGORE



Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
536473.399
536447.403
536435.024
536435.024
536453.593
536482.065
536515.489
536545.199
536579.861
536598.429
536605.857
536605.857
536600.905
536592.240
536579.861
536558.816
536537.771
536503.109
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Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
353374.307
353327.266
353301.270
353274.035
353254.229
353252.991
353264.132
353291.366
353326.028
353354.500
353386.686
353420.110
353442.393
353459.723
353467.151
353470.865
353456.010
353416.396




Altitude 890 – 910 m.







Hydrographical landmarks

Geographical landmarks – the peak area of the northern side of the Roúia valley, between
Balmoúeúti hamlet and Vârtop village
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2000 campaign.
Campaign no. a campaign
Epoch code 32
1
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Site type code 124
1
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2
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13
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131
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116

132
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117
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3

Site area (in sq.m.) 22,488.662 sq.m.
Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted

 Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake
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Anthropic risks




Demolition
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1
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5

Last and first name of the scientific coordinator
Last and first name of the research team members INMI (former CPPCN): Cristina Crăciun,
Aniúoara Sion, Sergiu Iosipescu, Raluca Iosipescu, Constantin MehedinĠeanu, Gabriel
MehedinĠeanu.



Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National Institute for Historical
Monuments – Bucharest.




Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project:
The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological
structures inside the site’s perimeter .



Brief description of the archaeological situation
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR, CPPCN)
The Balmoúeúti - Gura Minei area is an area located at about 3 km of Gura Roúiei and at 4 km of the
PiaĠă site, at the end of the St. Cross site (level +714). The area is located north of the main road
connecting the two locations. From the point of view of the morphology of the terrain subjected to
investigation, it presents itself as the northern slope of the main valley of the Roúia spring and represents
the extreme point of closure of the valley, forming, along with its symmetric opposite from the south, quite
narrow quays. The water’s course determines, in the inferior part of the area, a smooth strip with a
variable width whose maximum doesn’t go above approximately 20 m. It is used for the layout of the road,
the industrial railway that served the mining activity, as well as a few current households. Also, it must be
noticed that the investigated area is crossed by the layout of the pipes of joining the sewage system and
the fresh water network. The diggings occasioned by these arrangements, sometimes still visible, haven’t
put forth any type of archaeological material, with the exception of sporadic ceramic fragments of a recent
nature, similar to those underlined in personal research.
A first series of archaeological trial trenches were undertaken in the 2000 with the occasion of completing
the diagnosis study (CPPCN), the investigated area being situated in the peak area of the northern slope
of the Roúia Valley, between the Balmoúeúti hamlet and the Vârtop village, in the site called Islaz. On this
occasion a fortress with ditch and vallum was identified and dated to (on the basis of the discovered
archaeological inventory) the Roman period.
During 2003 a series of archaeological trial trenches (MNIR) were undertaken in the immediate vicinity of
point Gura Minei, but which have failed to provide archaeological data.




Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
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History of the researches about Roúia Montană (Alburnus
Maior) before 2000
Roman artefacts were discovered by various chroniclers, antiquarians and foreign travellers that
came to Transylvania on political, military or diplomatic missions as early as the 16th-17th
centuries. One of them was Ioannes Mezerzius (János Megyericsei, 1470–1517), archdeacon of
Cojocna and then later canon at Alba Iulia, who describes in his epigraphic catalogue an
epitaph (CIL III 1262) discovered in that period in a church at Abrud, but the inscription was
probably brought from the Alburnus Maior area (IDR, III/3, p. 409 – 410, no. 418). Also in the
16th century, a French traveler that studied in Padua – Pierre Lescalopier – mentioned in his
work that was preserved as a manuscript62 the copying of a few Roman inscriptions that were
built in the walls of houses in the same gold exploitation area between Zlatna and Abrud.
Martin Opitz – a representative figure of Transylvanian Humanism at the beginning of the 17th
century, was also preoccupied with the study of historical vestiges from Transylvania. During his
professorship at the Alba Iulia gymnasium of Prince Gabriel Bethlen (1613 - 1629) of
Transylvania, he transcribed a series of inscriptions from the Alba Iulia – Zlatna area. His
manuscript, entitled Dacia sive Rerum Dacicarum Commentarius63, is now lost, but some of the
inscriptions he transcribed are found in Janus Gruterius’ work – Thesaurus Inscriptionum, 2nd
ed.
Giuseppe Ariosti’s work has been dated to the same period. An Italian nobleman, captain in the
Austrian army during Emperor Charles VI’s reign (1711–1740), Ariosti took part in the
construction of the Alba Iulia fortress and in his spare time he drew sculptural monuments and
transcribed inscriptions. He intended to send the actual monuments to Vienna by water and,
unfortunately, part of the ships they were on sank and the cargo lost. Once they reached Vienna
some of the monuments were destroyed and some were built in the walls of the National Library
in Vienna. Ariosti’s manuscript, of which only three copies have been preserved in Vienna,
Verona and Venice, is entitled Iscrizioni antiche trovate e raccolte tra le rovine delle quattro
principali colonie Romane della Transilvania (Ulpia Traiana, Apulum, Abrud-Zlatna, Turda) dal
conte Gioseppe Ariosti nobile Bolognese, Ferrarese e Senese, capitano d'infanteria nel
reggimento Gaier, e parte di esse dal medesimo condotte in Vienna d'Austria per comando
della sacra Cesarea Cattol. Real Maesta di Carlo VI Imperatore de'Romani l'anno MDCCXXIII.
The antiquities from this area became object of study for the humanist scholars especially
starting with the second half of the 18th century, when the Imperial Chancellery started to
modernize the mining process, and through the authority of central and local monastic centres
(real mining companies avant la léttre) a vast effort to organize the specific industrial
infrastructure in the area was undertaken (artificial ponds – “tăuri”, a network of canals, stampmills, installations for primary ore processing). These interventions on the initial configuration of
the landscape at Roúia Montană had, among other consequences, the discovery of various
archaeological artefacts. Thus, probably during the works on the construction of the artificial
pond named Tăul Cornii, near the village of Corna, south of Roúia Montană, a funerary altar
(CIL III 1264) and a funerary stela (CIL III 1267) were discovered in 1765. At the end of the 18th
century the altar was transported to the Church of St. Nicholas in Abrud and later came in the

62

Voyage fait par moy, Pierre Lescalopier, l’an 1574 de Venise à Constantinople par mer jusques à Raguse et le reste par
terre et le retour par Thrace, Bulgarie, Walch, Transilvanie ou Dace, Hongrie, Allemagne, Friul et Marche Treuisane jusques à
Venice (Apud Paul Cernovodeanu, in SMIM, 4, 1960, pp. 433–462).
63
Also known as the Rerum Dacicarum libri.
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collection of the Museum of the Gold in Roúia Montană. The funerary stela also reached Abrud
at the end of the 18th century, and was rediscovered in 1957 by I. I. Russu in the old Calvinist
cemetery in Abrud, on the Băieúului Hill (IDR, III/3, pp. 404 – 407, no. 414; pp. 410 – 411, no.
419).
In 1712 Samuel Köleséri published a series of inscriptions from the western Carpathians in the
volume entitled Auraria Romano-Dacica, and the Jesuite monk Ioan Fridwaldssky approached
the same theme in In Romano-Transilvanicae honoribus comiti Andreae ab hadik oblatae ab
Josepho Thoroczay de Thoroczko, published in 1767.
In the first half of the 19th century (1830-1840) Anton Steinbüchel, an erudite director of the
Imperial Numismatic and Antiquities Cabinet in Vienna, intended to publish a Corpus
inscriptionum antiquarum imperii Austriaci. So initiated, by apealling to the administration, a vast
operation aimed at protecting and transcribing epigraphic monuments from all-over the
Habsburg Empire. The publicly recognized objective of this effort was the creation of an “overall
image, as clear as possible, of a province that was once under the rule of the Romans”. As an
answer to a petition of the imperial official Csajka Joszeph – the supreme judge of Abrud –,
testifies in a rather ambiguous language, a number of inscriptions were destroyed by being
thrown in the Găuri Lake (according to the correspondence from the State Archives in
Budapest, Gub. Trans. Praesidialia, F. 37, no. 456; see N. Lascu, ActaMN, 5, 1968, pp. 137 142; IDR, I, p. 47; V. Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, p. 12, n. 16).
The remarkable work of Ignatius Reinbold should also be mentioned. Reinbold was a chamber
physician on the Zlatna domain in 1811–1846, between 1836-1842 he put together an albummanuscript containing black and grey water colour drawings of monuments and inscriptions in
the Alba County called Monumenta Romana quae anno 1836 in Dacie loci delineavit nunc vero
a. 1842 ad usum musei Transilvanici noviter descripsit. Most important to us are the 39 water
colours mentioned as being discovered in the Zlatna area. The manuscript was seen by doctor
Lugosi Fodor András from Deva and by J. F. Neigebaur (1783-1866) – Consul and Counsellor
of Prussia in Bucharest –. The latter, while on a trip to Transylvania, wrote down all the
monuments, inscriptions and archaeological materials he encountered, and later mentioned
them in his work Dacien aus den Ueberresten des klassischen Alterthums, mit besonderer
Rücksicht auf Siebenbürgen. Topographisch zusammengestellt, Kronstadt (Braúov) 1851.
Returning to Lugosi Fodor András’ contribution one must not overlook the very precise
information given in his book Führer durch Siebenbürgen für Freunde vaterländischer
Alterthümer in verschiedenen Teilen und Ortschaften64 that was finished in around 1840 and
was also preserved as a manuscript The 7th volume of his work, that was preserved in the
library of the “Muzeul Ardelean”, contains a series of sculptural and epigraphic monuments,
especially funerary ones, that were discovered in the first half of the 19th century at Roúia
Montană. In 1906, some of these monuments (CIL III 1262) were part of a private collection in
Zlatna, probably that of Lukács Béla, along with similar artifacts from the Ampelum area, as well
as fragments of pottery, lamps and stamped bricks. Another two monuments (CIL III 1268,
1272) were located in the middle of the 19th century in the residence of Romulus Gritta (later
the Henzel Károly residence) in Roúia Montană, where they were seen and studied by Th.
Momsen. All the monuments were photographed in 1906, during a trip organized in the Apuseni
Mountains by the Magyar Mining and Metallurgical Association based in Budapest. After 1950
the two stelae – CIL III 1268, 1272 – were recovered by Aurel Sântimbreanu, one from the
residence of Gh. Coroi (Roúia Montană, no. 111), and taken to the lapidarium of the Museum of
the Gold in Roúia Montană (see V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, pp. 195-201, n. 16 - 20; V.
Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, p. 12, Pl. XX).
64

Also known under the title Führer durch das an Seltenheiten reiche Dazien.
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A special category of discoveries is the wax tablets discovered by chance in the 18th-19th
centuries in the ancient mining galleries at Roúia Montană. By their unique character and their
contents these 29 (initially they were probably over 30) epigraphic documents – whose text has
been preserved – are now in museum collections in Berlin (TabCerD XIV), Blaj (TabCerD III,
VII, VIII, XXI, XXII, XXV), Budapest (TabCerD I, II, V, VI, IX, X, XII, XIII, XV, XVII, XIX, XX,
XXIV), Cluj (TabCerD III, XI, XVIII) and in the collection of the Battyaneum Library in Alba Iulia
(TabCerD IV). Their discovery was caused by the same above-mentioned impetus in the mining
activities that started during the reigns of Marie-Thérèse (1740-1780) and Joseph II (17801790).
Important through their uniqueness and the abundance of information they contain, the 25 wax
tablets that were preserved and interpreted offer precise information on the economic situation,
on the habitat, on the religious life and juridic relations that governed the mining community that
inhabited the area. The tablettes also mention a series of toponyms that the scholars attribute to
secondary residential structures. Thus, in these documents the following settlements are
mentioned: Alburnus Maior – nine mentions (including indications concerning the location of
statio Resculum, vicus Pirustarum; TabCerD I, II, IV, V, IX, X, XIII, XIV, XVIII, XXI), the canabae
legionis XIII Geminae at Apulum – two mentions (TabCerD VII, VIII), and the rest are
settlements that have not yet been located on the terrain (vicus Deusara – two mentions,
respectively in TabCerD II, XIV; Kartum – one mention, respectively in TabCerD VI;
Immenosum Maius – one mention, respectively in TabCerD XI). The general opinion among
specialists is that the tablettes were hidden for safety reasons inside a practically inaccessible
gallery in a moment of danger, probably in relation to the Marcomanic attacks on Dacia in the
period between 160-170 AD.
With the discovery of the wax tablets in the middle of the 19th century, the preoccupation for
registering and publishing the antiquities in the Roúia Montană area enters a new phase. It is
worthwhile noticing in this context the journey to Transylvania, undertaken By Th. Mommsen in
1857, a trip that included Roúia Montană65. Due to this extraordinary scholar, work started in
Berlin in 1863 on editing a monumental work – the catalog containing inscriptions from all areas
of the Roman Empire (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum). The inscriptions from Dacia are
included in volume III.
Another contribution worth mentioning is that of Franz Pošepný (1836–1895). After finishing the
Politechnical Institute in Prague and the Mining Academy in PribĜam, Pošepný became a mining
engineer at Roúia Montană, most probably between 1856–1868. In this capacity he drew an
exceptional document (Appendix B), a map, on a scale of 1: 2880, that contains precise and
detailed information concerning the geological characteristics of the area, as well as
archaeological mentions – Geologisch-montanistische Karte des Goldbergbaureviers
Abrudbanya-Verespatak. Immediately after this period he was named chief geologist for the
entire Hungary (1870).
Equally important for the reconstruction of the main reference points concerning the situation in
the Roúia Montană area at the end of the 19th century is the work of Téglás Gábor, a naturalist,
epigraphist and self-taught archaeologist; he was also one of the organizers of the
Archaeological and Historical Society of the County of Hunedoara, as well as one of the
organizers of the museum in Deva. He published numerous articles concerning the antiquities in
65

The correspondence between Mommsen and the Transylvanian scholar G. D. Teutsch leaves a very clear image of the trip
Mommsen had undertaken to Transylvania. On September 23 1859 he reached Cluj, where for several days he attentively studied
the inscriptions in the J. Kémeny collection. From Cluj he went to the Roman fort near Iliúua (located on the Someúul Mare River).
From here he continued on to Turda, the Luncani – Aiud commune, to Blaj, Zlatna, Abrud, Roúia-Montana, Alba Iulia, Sibiu, Orăútie,
Valea HaĠegului, Deva, Micia (VeĠel), Mintia and Zam.
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the Transylvanian area, mentioning the monuments from the Roúia Montană area that were
known at that moment, correcting and adding to the information on these monuments, which
had been presented before by M. J. Ackner, J. F. Neigebaur and C. Gooss.
We must also mention here the works of M. J. Ackner (Decennal-Aufzeichnungen der
archäeologischen Funde in Siebenbürgen vom Jahre 1845 - 1855) and C. Grooss (Chronik der
archäologischen Funde in Siebenbürgen). One of their contemporaries, Plotény Géza – a
geologist and mining specialist –, contributed to the identification and description of several
epigraphic monuments and ancient objects discovered during works for the expansion and
modernizing of the mining exploitation at Roúia Montană. In the same period the brother of
Téglás G., Téglás István – a self-taught archaeologist as well, who was also a professor and
school inspector at Turda –, explored the Arieú River valley, building up an impressive collection
of ancient artifacts related to gold washing, extraction of salt and other minerals, as well as an
important documents archive (see V. Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, p. 16, n. 16, pp. 16 – 17, n.
27 - 30). We should include the trip undertaken by the Téglás brothers to the Roúia Montană
area in 1888, during which they identified a series of epigraphic monuments – in Simon
Hansel’s residence (CIL III 7820, CIL III 7826, CIL III 7828), in Henzel Károly’s residence (those
probably came from Romulus Gritta’s residence) (CIL III 7820) and in M. Ebergényi’s garden
(CIL III 7829) –, some of which have been published, others have remained unpublished until
the second half of the 20th century. Some of the artefacts remained for a period of time in the
garden of the Normal School in Abrud, and later became part of the collection of the Museum of
the Gold in Roúia Montană (IDR III/3, p. 377, no. 382; p. 389, no. 395, 397; p. 399, no. 408; p.
402, no. 411).
Another important episode in the history of the research of the ancient Alburnus Maior is the
editing, probably immediately after 1918/1919, of the manuscript entitled Anonymus
Montanisticus, currently preserved in the State Archives, the Cluj branch. In V. Wollmann’s
opinion, this manuscript – written in German and in a very technical idiom – “could have been
made up by an engineer that had worked in one of the gold mines in the Brad-Criúcior or Roúia
Montană areas. Most probably it is the same person who had translated G. Téglás’ works into
German. Apart from a series of information compiled from Fr. Pošepný’s and G. Téglás’ works,
this work contains a series of previously unknown field information concerning vestiges of
ancient gold mining in the Roúia Montană area (see V. Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, p. 20, n.
43).
Before World War II Constantin Daicoviciu, the ancient history specialist, the great archaeologist
and epigraphist, published a series of inscriptions from Alburnus Maior in a study entitled “Neue
Mitteilungen aus Dazien (Funde und Einzeluntersuchungen)” in Dacia, 7-8, 1937-1940, p. 299336.
In the 20th century, more precisely starting with 1975, the epigraphic discoveries at Roúia
Montană were the object of systematic publishing in the Epigraphic Corpus of Roman Dacia.
The first volume (IDR I) of this monumental work, put together by the eminent epigraphist Ioan I.
Russu from Cluj, put to good scientific account the information on the wax tablettes, everything
being included in a ample study that accompanied their publication. In 1982, in the same series
(IDR III/3), all the inscriptions known up to that moment from the Roúia Montană area were
published through the effort of the same Ioan I. Russu.
Based on all this information and starting with the analysis of the wax tablets, at the end of the
20th century a picture of the ancient Alburnus Maior was basically drawn, even if in a bookish
way, but which did not lack elements of archaeological topography. Synthesizing all this
information, the Repertoriul arheologic al judeĠului Alba (1995) (The Archaeological Repertoire
of the Alba County) presented the following conclusions: in the period between the 16th-20th
centuries, due to mining, agricultural and construction works, a series of artifacts dated to the
Roman period were discovered, as well as architectural monuments, inscriptions, tools,
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jewellery, coins etc (with the mention that many of these had no known place of discovery, were
unpublished or only mentioned in various sources, while others were lost). To the south, east
and north of the modern mines were identified minining areas that were also dated to the
Roman period, but were not adequately researched. According to this information the Roman
settlement (sic!!) stretched south-westwards, westwards to Corna, maybe north of Roúia, on the
left side of the Roúia Valley, on the Carpeni Hill and in the Nanu River Valley. Another civil
settlement is signaled in an ambiguous manner at the “Pădurea Popii” reference point. Roman
necropolises seem to be located all around the heart of the commune and near the modern
“Cetatea Mică” Mine, near the road to Abrud, at “Vatra Roúii”, in the present day Catholic
cemetery, on the ğarina Hill, in the area between the Nan River valley and the Băii River. The
existence of a necropolis is suggested by the funerary stela discovered in the area, at the “Tăul
Secuilor” reference point – west of the Orlea Massif. On the territory of the Roúia commune the
document signals a Roman tumular necropolis, without further information. The sacred areas
were identified exclusively by mapping the discovery points of the votive altars, that is on
Carpeni and ğarina Hills, on the Nanu River Valley and in the Orlea Massif respectively. Roman
gold exploitations were located – especially based on the discovery points of the wax tablets –
near the civil settlement on Cetatea and Cârnic Hills, in the Ecaterina Monuleúti (CătălinaMonuleúti) Gallery and in the Letea (Lety) and Rotunda Massifs. The document also mentions
that on the “Cetatea Mică” Hill there seems to be a Roman iron exploitation66, without
presenting any archaeological argument to sustain this affirmation. All this archaeological
information is presented without the minimal verification of the sources and, even more, by
using topographic references that do not correspond to the situation found in the field. Thus,
about Roúia Montană it was possible only to state that it was an area with archaeological
potential, in which no archaeological investigations proper had been undertaken, so necessary
for drawing the precise elements of the site.
Of the same point of view is the research undertaken by Volker Wollmann in the second half of
the 20th century, V. Wollmann being considered a specialist in mountain archaeology. In 1996,
he published in Cluj a book on mining in Roman Dacia that contains references to Roúia
Montană (Mineritul metalifer, extragerea sării úi carierele de piatră în Dacia Romană /Der
Erzbergbau, die Salzgewinnung und die Steinbrüche im Römischen Dakien).

66

Repertoriul arheologic al judeĠului Alba, Alba Iulia, 1995, pp. 158-161.
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Archaeological chance finds in Roúia Montană area before
2000
1786 – two wax-coated tablets were discovered at the foot of Mount Rotunda, north-east of
Roúia Montană, in a gallery of the “St. Lawrence” Mine belonging to Gheorghe Iancu (a native
from Roúia Montană). One of them was destroyed when fire was used in order to dry it and the
other one, containing a Greek inscription, was later deciphered (CIL III: p. 933, TabCer IV). With
the tablettes a metal stilus used for writing was also found (see I. I. Russu, StComSibiu, 12,
1965, p. 68; IDR, I, pp. 172, 206 – 209);
1788 – one wax tablet – in fact a tryptychon (CIL III: pp. 924 – 927, TabCer I) – was discovered
in the Letea (Lety) Massif, located east of the historical centre of Roúia Montană, in a lateral
gallery of the “St. Joseph” Mine. In 1835 the artifact became part of the collections of the
National Museum in Budapest (CIL III, pp. 924 - 927, n. 1; IDR, I, pp. 172, 192 - 198; RepAB,
1995, p. 161, no. 13);
1790 – two fragments of tablets were discovered also in the Letea (Lety) Massif, in a mine
gallery (CIL III: p. 928, TabCer II). They were donated to the National Museum in Budapest (CIL
III, p. 928, n. 2; IDR, I, pp. 173, 198 - 201; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 13);
1791 – again in the Letea (Lety) Massif, in a gallery of the “St. Joseph” Mine, a young man
called Rákósi discovred a “human skeleton” along with 6 wax tablets about which we have no
further information. The existing information concerning this discovery is fragmentary and
contradictory (J. F. Neigebaur, Dacien .., 1851, p. 191, 24; CIL III, p. 921, n. 1; IDR, I, p. 173;
RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 13);
1820 (1824) – several lime-tree tablets “written in ink on both sides” were discovered in “vitriolic
water”in the Cârnicul Mare Massif – south of the historical center of Roúia Montană – in the “St.
Ladislau” Mine, during the cleaning of an old gallery. One of them was fragmentary (CIL III, p.
957, TabCer XXI). Around 1850 the tablets were part of the collection belonging to M. J. Ackner,
in GuúteriĠa (see J. F. Neigebaur, Dacien .., 1851, p. 191; IDR, I, pp. 173, 253 - 254; RepAB,
1995, p. 160, no. 11).
1820/1830 – in this period a funerary stela was discovered in the Roúia Montană area (CIL III
1262), that was later built into the walls of the Gritta residence in the commune. Here it was
seen later, during an investigation initiated by Anton Steinbüchel and later by Theodor Momsen
(IDR, III/3, p. 409, no. 417).
1840 – a funerary stela was discovered in the Roúia Montană area (CIL III 1265), that was later
built – the inscription facing the street – into the walls of the house at no. 389 (owned by Ioan
Madan and subsequently by Loieret Károly, Tóth Árpád). (IDR, III/3, pp. 406 – 407, no. 415).
1847 – A. Kurz and J. Neigebaur discovered a funerary stela in the Roman-Catholic church in
Abrud, walled inside the tower (CIL III 1274); it probably came from the Alburnus Maior area. In
the Reformed Church cemetery in Abrud, J. Neigebaur also discovered a funerary stela
fragment (CIL III 1273) in a bad state of preservation. (IDR, III/3, pp. 416 – 418, no. 425; p. 419,
no. 427).
1854 – the most important lot of tablet (11) was discovered by L. Diószegi in the “Ohaba – Sf.
Simion” Gallery, located west of the Tăul Cornei, south of Roúia Montană towards the village of
Bucium. 9 of them became part of the collection of the National Museum in Budapest, and two
are now part of the collection of the National Transylvanian History Museum in Cluj (CIL III: p.
948, TabCer X; p. 954, TabCer XVII). In the same year L. Diószegi discovered in the galleries of
the Cârnicul Mare Massif several more tablets, who were unfortunately totally corroded and
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undecipherable. These also became part of the collection of the National Museum in Budapest.
A series of entirely or fragmentarily preserved tablettes – whose place of discovery is unknown
– are probably part of this lot, too (CIL III: p. 948, TabCer IX; p. 949, TabCer XI - XII; p. 952,
TabCer XIV; p. 954, TabCer XVI) (see C. Gooss, Chronik, p. 126; R. Röhle, ActaMN, 6, 1969,
pp. 515 - 516; IDR, I, pp. 173 – 174, 231 – 238, 242 – 243; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 15);
1855 – mining installations (remains of a wooden construction for strengthening the mine walls,
a wheel for the evacuation of the water from the mine in case of inundation) as well as ceramic
and wooden pottery, along with lamps and ancient mining tools and 10 wax tablets were
discovered in an abandoned gallery of the “St. Catherine” Mine (“Cătălina - Monuleúti”), situated
on the historical centre of Roúia Montană. The tablets were later published by Th. Momsen (CIL
III: pp. 934 – 935, TabCer V; pp. 936 – 939, TabCer VI; pp. 940 – 943, TabCer VII; pp. 944 –
947, TabCer VIII; pp. 950 – 951, TabCer XIII; p. 953, TabCer XV; p. 956, TabCer XX; p. 957,
TabCer XXI; p. 958, TabCer XXIV; p. 959, TabCer XXV) (see G. Téglás, UR, 9, 1889, p. 269;
idem, AÉ, 12, 1892, p. 383; idem, BKL, 38, 1905, pp. 598 – 599; V. Christescu, ViaĠaEc, 1929,
p. 14; D. Tudor, IstSclav, 1957, pp. 265 – 269; I. I. Russu, StComSibiu, 12, 1965, p. 68; IDR, I,
pp. 174, 209 – 231, 239 – 242, 243 – 246, 249 – 254; RepAB, 1995, p. 160, no. 12).
1855 – traces of a drainage installation in a specially equipped site were discovered in the
Cătălina-Monuleúti Gallery, approximately 60m deep and 200m away from the gallery entrance.
(V. Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, pp. 116 – 118 and n. 48; see Fr. Pošepny, in OesterrZBHW 16,
1868, p. 167, Pl. XXXVI/1, LXIX/6 – 9, LXXX/1).
1857 – during a study and documentation trip in Transylvania, undertaken with a view to
publishing the monumental Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum, Th. Mommsen also visited the
Roúia Montană (Alburnus Maior) area, occasion on which he identified a series of epigraphic
monuments previously discovered in the area (CIL III 1260, discovered on Carpen Hill, CIL III
1270) and in local households (the Popasake residence – CIL III 1261, CIL III 1275; the Janko
Francisc residence – CIL III 1263; the Romulus Gritta residence – CIL III 1268, CIL III 1271, CIL
III 1272, CIL III 1276, CIL III 1277; the Ioan Madan residence – CIL III 1269).
(IDR, III/3, pp. 384 – 385, no. 390; p. 389, no. 396; pp. 403 – 404, no. 413; pp. 411 – 416, no.
420 – 424; pp. 419 – 421, no. 429 – 431).
1860 – a votive altar dedicated to Silvanus was discovered in the ğarina area. The monument
was found with difficulty by Téglás Gábor, in the hamlet of Săliúte near Abrud, around 1888 (CIL
III 12564). (IDR, III/3, p. 395, no. 404).
1868 – a votive altar dedicated to Iupiter Optimus Maximus was discovered at ğarina, in the
Orlea Massif (mentioned by Téglás Gábor around 1888). The monument was used up to around
1925 as an altar / communion table in the orthodox church in Roúia Montană. After 1966 it
became part of the collection of the museum in Turda. (IDR, III/3, pp. 386 – 387, no. 392).
1873 – O. Hirschfeld discovered a votive altar dedicated to Diana in St. Nicholas’ Church in
Abrud. The monument probably came from the Alburnus Maior area. (IDR III/3, pp. 381 – 382,
no. 387).
1880/1885 – a series of Roman votive altars (4) were discovered around the Ferdinand Gallery
(or, according to V. Wollmann, probably in the Hăbad area, in a place named Brădoaia); they
were kept for some time in the garden of the “Horea, Cloúca úi Criúan” Highschool in Abrud.
They were preserved after their discovery because they were built in the walls of the entrance to
the “Ferdinand” Gallery. They were seen and described by Téglás G. at the end of the
19thcentury (CIL III 7823 in the museum in Turda; CIL III 7821, CIL III 7824, CIL III 7825 in The
Museum of the Gold in Roúia Montană). (IDR III/3, pp. 383 – 384, no. 389; pp. 387 – 388, no.
393; V. Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, p. 297, Pl. XXVI/3).
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The upper part of a Roman funerary stela from the Tăului Secuilor area, that was walled in the
cellar of the old school workshop in Roúia Montană.
1936 – a votive altar dedicated to Silvanus, along with a coin issued by Emperor Marcus Ulpius
Traianus, were discovered in the Valea Nanului reference point (the Nanu River Valley), SouthWest of Roúia Montană. In 1957 the monument was kept in the house of the person who
discovered it, namely ùtefan Székely (Roúia Montană, no. 169), and later (1966) became part of
the collection of the museum in Turda. (I.I. Russu, Materiale, 6, 1959, p. 884, no. 21; IDR, III/3,
p. 394, no. 403; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 16).
It was probably the same ùtefan Székely that discovered, on Carpeni Hill – located on the left
side of the Nanu River Valley –, 4 votive altars with Greek inscriptions, and one altar inscribed in
Latin and dedicated Genio collegii. One of the four altars inscribed in Greek was kept in the
1950’s at the headquarters of the old Întreprinderea Minieră Baia Mare (The Baia Mare Mining
Enterprise –nowadays the location of the Museum of Maramureú County).
(C. Daicoviciu, Dacia, 7 – 8, 1937 – 1940, pp. 300 – 303; I.I. Russu, StComSibiu, 12, 1965, pp.
68 - 71; IDR III/3, pp. 382 – 383, no. 388; pp. 390 – 391, no. 398 – 400; p. 400, no. 409; V.
Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, p. 193, n. 5 - 10; RepAB, 1995, p. 160, no. 4).
1941/1942 – a votive altar dedicated to Apollo was discovered in the ğarina Massif, North-West
of Roúia Montană. (IDR, III/3, p. 379, no. 384).
1947 – a funerary column with the inscription D M T(rius) [VTyCH] S PATRO[NO] was
discovered in the border area of Carpeni Hill. It was discovered by Nicodim Bădău (Roúia
Montană, no. 161) , who kept it in his house in the 1970’s. Part of this monument, as well as a
pulvini fragment from an unpublished monument, are still owned by the Bădău family.
(V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, p. 197; IDR, III/3, p. 418, no. 426).
1949 – a Roman votive altar was discovered in the summer of that year on Carpeni Hill, SouthSouthwest of Roúia Montană, during the construction of the local soccer stadium. The
monument was lost shortly after the discovery (around 1950). (V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979,
p. 197, n. 15; IDR, III/3, p. 385, no. 391).
1960 – several Roman bricks, among which were hypocaust bricks, were discovered on
Carpeni Hill, during works at the local stadium. (V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, p. 197;
RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 20).
At Tăul ğarinei (the ğarina artificial pond), in the Gîrda hamlet, North-East of Roúia Montană, a
votive altar dedicated to Silvanus by Hermes Myrini was discovered by I. Mera and D. Haizer.
The monument was brought – in unknown conditions – to Iaúi. (N. Gostar, SCIV XIII, 1962, pp.
129 – 130; V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, p. 196; IDR, III/3, p. 396, no. 405; RepAB, 1995, p.
160, no. 9c).
1963 – digging in his own courtyard (Roúia Montană, no. 335), A. Ivăúcanu discovered a
fragment from a votive stone slab, which is preserved at the present moment in the lapidarium
of the museum in Roúia Montană. (IDR III/3, pp. 380 – 381, no. 386).
1967 – 1972 – at A. Sântimbrean’s initiative systematic research was undertaken in the galleries
in the ğarina area (the veins 77 – 81); on this occasion it seems that they found galleries that
could be dated to the Roman period. Later on, we do not know a precise date, V. Wollmann
took a sample for Carbon 14 dating. (V. Wollmann, H. Ciugudean, Apulum 42, 2005, pp. 105106).
1969 – a Roman iron mining hammer was discovered in the waste taken out of the “St.
Ladislau” Mine in the Cârnic Massif. (A. Sântimbreanu, V. Wollmann, Apulum, 14, 1974, p. 257;
RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 23).
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1972 – an altar dedicated to Iovis Optimus Maximus by Amonius was discovered by chance in
the Orlea Massif, very close to the soil surface. (V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, pp. 193 –
194; IDR, III/3, p. 388, no. 394; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 21).
1976 – an arched funerary stela (with crown, medallion and inscription) was discovered in the
Orlea Massif in the Tăul Secuilor (the Szeklers’ artificial pond) area, North-West of Roúia
Montană. The crown is made up of two lions set in a back-to-back position, and the medallion
contains the image of two men and a child. (V. Moga, Ruxandra Manta, SCIVA, 29, 3, 1978, pp.
437 – 439; IDR, III/3, p. 403, no. 412; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 22).
1981 – a votive altar dedicated to Silvanus was discovered during the construction of the road
linking Roúia Montană to Roúia Poieni, in the “Citera” reference point. The monument is now
part of the collection of the Museum of the Gold in Roúia Montană. (V. Wollmann, I. T. Lipovan,
Potaissa, III, 1982 (1983), p. 92; IDR, III/3, p. 397, no. 405a).
1983 – a Roman sacred area (sacellum, lucus), containing approximately 25 votive altars
(entirely or partially preserved) made of limestone as well some of their bases, was discovered
during an archaeological investigation undertaken by V. Wollmann in the north-eastern
extremity of the Hăbad Massif, in the Brădoaia reference point. (V. Wollmann, AIIAC, 27, 1985 –
1986; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 24; V. Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, p. 195, 296, pl. XIV298, pl.
LI).
A funerary stone sphinx (probably from one of the Roman necropolises presumed to have been
located in this area) was discovered south-west of Roúia Montană, in the Tăul Cornii area.
(RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 25; V. Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, p. 296, pl. XV).
1984 – a mostly Roman mining works complex was discovered in the Carpeni Massif, near the
“Păru-Carpeni” Gallery (height: +719). (V. Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, p. 144; V. Wollmann, H.
Ciugudean, Apulum 42, 2005, pp. 105-106).
1994 – a funerary stone sphinx (probably from one of the Roman necropolises presumed to
have been located in this area) was discovered south-west of Roúia Montană, in the Tăul Cornii
area. (RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 25; V. Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, p. 296, pl. XV).
For the first time, during a mountain expedition led by V. Wollmann in October, samples for a
Carbon 14 dating were taken from the wooden reinforcements of the galleries in the Orlea and
Păru Carpeni galleries. (V. Wollmann, Mineritul .., 1996, p. 23, n. 50; V. Wollmann, H.
Ciugudean, Apulum 42, 2005, pp. 105-108).
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Timeline of Roúia Montană history
Year
105-106
131, February
6
167, 14/28
March
271-275

Historic event / Documentary record
The Second Dacian War ended with the Romans’ victory, under Emperor Trajan leadership. Thus the
former Dacian kingdom became a Roman province.
Datation of the wax coatted tablet TabCerD XVIII found in Ohaba - Saint Simion gallery, on the
southern slope of Cârnic massif. This is the first time when the Alburnus Maior toponym is mentioned.
The last datation provided by a wax coatted tablet, respectively TabCerD XIV found in the Cătălina
Monuleúti gallery in Roúia Montană.
The Roman province Dacia is abandoned by Emperor Aurelian.

Between the end of the 3rd c. AD and up to the beginning of the 13th c. there are no historic
information on the Roúia Montană area, as long as it is most likely that the Roúia Montană area
was named in Antiquity Alburnus Maior.
We have to mention that for the 13th -16th c. there is a confusion among the toponyms
identifying Abrud and Zlatna. Most probably the confusion is deriving from the German names of
these localities, respectively Abrud beign known at that time as Abrudbánya (in Hungarian) and
Großschlatten (in German), while Zlatna was named Schlatten (in German), a name coming
from a Slavic word zoloto meaning gold). Thus the mining region Abrud – Roúia Montană –
Zlatna (including the surrounding areas) was part of the oldest county in Transylvania having
the capital at Alba Iulia. For a long time this area was known as pending on Abrud city, a locality
which had a great administrative and political importance during Middle Age. Only at the end of
the 16th c. Roúia Montană area became known as an independent geographic entity, beign
clearly distinguised in the territory of Abrud. Some of the historic data in the following table do
not reffer directly to an event which took place in the area known today as Roúia Montană
commune, but the related information was considered in order to outline the importance of this
place during the Mediumval and modern period.

Year
1238

1271

sf. sec. XIII

1327 - 1328
1347
1425
1438

Historic event / Documentary record
A document from this year is giving imformation on the foreign (Saxon ?) miners from Cricău and
Ighiu (named in the document as „hospites” - guests of the king, colonists) whom are granted with
the exploitation rights of the gold from Zlatna and Cherneck. Most probably this is the first mention of
a toponym identifying the Cârnic massif from Roúia Montană, outlining that even today in the folk
dialects this is named Chernec.
Stephan, king of Hungary, donates to the Roman-Catholic Bishopric (Diocese) of Alba Iulia and to
the Saint Michael Church [The Capitle], with knowledge and permission from the local voievode
(prince), the Abrud territory (terra Obruth) and Zlatna, with all the component villages. This right
awarded to the Capitle will be reconfirmed by the Hungarian king, Ludovic of Anjou, through a
document issued in 1366.
German mining colonists settled on the “free towns” of the Apuseni Mountain auriferous regions are
obliged to pay – according to the law – a tax to the Royal Treasury of the Hungarian Kingdom,
respectively the eighth part from the gold and the tenth part of the silver extracted from the royal
mines. This tax was named urbura, beign colected by a special royal functionary – named comes
th
th
urburarum – via dedicated offices, respectively urbarial chambers. During the 14 – 15 c. the
th
urbarial chamber from Abrud was subordinated to the royal mint from Sibiu, while at mid 16 c. the
office will be transfered under the authorithy of the royal mint from Cluj.
The king of Hungary, Carol Robert of Anjou innitiates a series of mining reforms which have
generated a new rythm of development to the mining explotations.
A new documentary record on the gold mines from Zlatna (probably a confusion or wrong
identification with Abrud) and Cârnic, designating in fact the entire mining area situated between
Cârnic massif and the nowadays Corna village.
A document which is attesting that Abrud (once more with a wrong identification with Zlatna
“Zalathna bánya alias Abrud”) is paying a certain number of taxes to the Capitle from Alba Iulia.
The constitution of a federation of the mining towns oraúelor miniere (Bund der Bergstädte) from the
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1525

1526
1541
mid 16th c.

1573
1585
1592
1618
1642
1676
1684
1690/1691
Firs half of the
th
18 c.

1733
1746

1747-1748

1757

1764
1767

Apuseni Mountain, formed by Baia de Arieú, Baia de Criú, BăiĠa (in Hundeoara county today), as
well as Abrud, having its own local court of law (Gerichtsverband).
The first mention of the Roúia Valley toponym (Rubeo flumine) in a litigation act between the stamp
mills owners and the woodmen for the right to wash the auriferous sands on this valley. From this
Mediumval Latin name have derived latter on the German names of Roúia Montană respectively
Rotseifen or Rotbach, as well as the Hungarian name of Verespatak.
The ruler of the Sibiu county, Mathias Armbruster is building stamp mills in the Abrud region.
Arround this year, ducal families from Bavaria are having a series of economic interests in the
mining region surrounding Abrud, owning houses in the town and one of the richest mine from the
Roúia valley, together with the due stamp mills.
After the defeat of the Hungarian Kingdom by the Turks in the battle from Mohacs, in the context of
the reorganisation of the Principality of Transylvania the mining towns are entering under the
jurisdiction of the prince of Transylvania.
The court of law of the federation of the mining towns is in Abrud.
The constitution of the autonomous Principality of Transylvania.
An attempt to reorganise the mining activities on the Habsburg Empire innitiated by Emperor
Ferdinand. On this occasion the Apuseni Mountain are visited by a series imperial inspectors whom
are reporting upon the existing situation of the mining exploitations in the area and are evaluating
the opportunity to reopen abbandoned mines or to improve the mining activities. These documents
are offering a great number of details upon the mining activities in Transylvania by that time.
A new mining law (Maximilianische Bergordung) issued by Emperor Maximilian the Second of
Habsburg, with detailed provisions on the mining activities, including in Transylvania. The provisions
of this law will remain valid for almost 300 years, up to the Mining Law adopted in 1854.
The report drafted by Felician Herberstein upon the backward state of the mining industry at the end
th
of the 16 c.; the documents contains a series of information about the gold exploitations in the
Abrud region.
The first mention of the Roúia Montană locality (identified by the toponym Rubeo flumine), beign part
of the Abrud town.
The prince of Transylvania, Gabriel Bethlen undertakes a series of actions to reorganise and
improve the mining activities and due revenue system. In this context to the mining localities as
Bucium, Cărpiniú, Abrudsat are given a series of privilegies, which will be further reconfirmed in
1667, 1670, 1676, 1684 and 1689.
A document with a mention on “the so-called Cetate, the faimous gold mine from Roúia Montană”.
A census made in this year is mentioning the number of stamp mills (rotae) from Abrud region,
respectively 77 situated close to the slopes of Cârnic, 29 on the Corna valley, 26 at Bucium and 17
at Cărpiniú.
A mention upon 60 stamp mills in the Abrudsat zone, owned by people from Abrud.
The Principality of Transylvania is annexed to the Habsburg Empire.
Ample actions in order to reorganise and develop the mining area from of Roúia Montană innitiated
by the Imperial Austrian Government (the Aulic Office) in Vienna. Thus a series of specific measures
are undertaken in order to indentify the exact location of the reserves, by geological prospections
and surveys and thus precise mining maps are drawn.
The beginning of the construction – with funds provided by the Treasury of Transylvania – of the
man made (artificial) lakes and drainage systems for the stamp mills located in the Abrud – Roúia
Montană are. The followink lakes are built on this period: 1740 – Tăul Mare (The Great Lake), 1745
– Tăul Orlea (Orlea Lake), 1752 – Tăul Seliúte (Tăul ğapului, Seliúte Lake or He Goat’s Lake)
The first mining works undertaken by private persons at Roúia Montană, as the opening of the Sf.
Treime (The Holy Trinity) – Vercheúul de Jos (Lower Vercheú) – Râzna gallery (level +798 m).
The Diet of Transylvania issues the “Articolele novelare” (The novelarian articles) by which the
administraton of the mines of Transylvania are placed under the authority of the Mining and
Monetary Directtion of Viena (Berg- und Hüttenwesen Direktions Collegium), while the revenue and
montanistic authority, meaning the Treasury, is directly subordinated to the Imperial Austrian
Government (the Aulic Office) in Vienna.
Census of the stamp mills owners from Roúia Montană area, which mentions that on that year 119
stamp mills were in use, beign grouped as follows: Tăul Mare – 76, Tăul Mic – 1, Tăul Corna 36,
Tăul Orlea – 6.
The development of the mining industry in Transylvania is improved after the Habsburg Empire has
lost Silezia (known also as Moravia, in the Czech Republic today). From this moment the mining
exploitations from Transylvania and Banat gained an European importance, at least in respect to
gold, silver and cooper reserves, the richest of the Habsburg Empire. Precise provisions were
adopted in respect to mining extraction, due fiscality and production.
J. Fridvaldsky, author of Mineralogia magni principatus Transilvaniae, published at Cluj on that year,
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1769

1771

1772

1783

1784
1785
1788

1790

1846

1848

1850-1852

1851
1854
1855
1857

1896

is giving a very suggestive description on the intensive mining activities undertaken at the time on
the Cârnic massif.
Beginning of the mining works for opening the Vercheúul de Sus (Upper Vercheú) gallery in the
Cârnic massif (level +852 m).
th
On July 19 1771 are adopted the new mining statutes entitled System für den siebenbürgischen
Bergbau (System for the Transylvanian montanistic works). These regulations put accent on a
protectionist system and on the control of the state on private mining. A special attention was given
to an acqurate recording of all the mining works with details upon each of it. In order to ensure a
continuous production was decided that for each mining sector have to be established a state mine,
taking as examples the existing ones from Săcărâmb, BăiĠa, Abrud and Rodna, and also building
state stamp mills at Abrud and Roúia Montană.
While visiting the Roúia Montană – Abrud area Ignatz von Born is mentioning about 1204 existing
stamp mills, located as follows: 226 on the Roúia valley, 254 on Corna valley, 151 in Cărpiniú, 471 at
Câmpeni and 102 in Bucium.
The begining of the opening work at the great gallery Sf. Cruce (Holy Cross) – Orlea (level + 714 m),
which will determine an intensification of the extractive activities in this area of Roúia Montană, thus
allowing acces to rich ore bodies from Carpeni, Orlea, ğarina, Cetate and Cârnic. These opening
works were performed via a partnership between the private concessionnaires (gathered in an
association) and the state (a state miming exploitation), represented by the counsellor of the
Treasury of Transylvania, Fr. Muller von Reichenstein. After 1796, the entire exploitation was taken
by the association of private concessionnaires.
The upraisal of Horea, Cloúca and Criúan; Cloúca was originary from Cărpiniú village, constituent
part of nowadays Roúia Montană commune. On November 17th 1784 a part of the insurgents
entered in Roúia Montană and put fire on the entrances on different mines in order to oblige the
official functionaries and other wealthy local representatives hidden inside to surrender them.
nd
The official act of Emperor Josef the Second (issued on August 22 ) which abolished the serfdom.
The first discovery of a wax coatted tablett in a gallery from Roúia Montană.
Design and reconstruction work at Tăul Mare (The Great Lake), which was collecting the waters
from Rotundu, Vîrúuri and ùulei massifs.
rd
On April 3 , by an ordinance of the Aulic Office was establised the Mutual Help Fund from Abrud –
Roúia. To this fund were obliged to contribute: the private gold producers from aur din Abrud, Roúia,
Bucium, Corna, Abrudsat úi Cărpiniú (a contribution of 4-5% from the total value of gold extracted
from the mine, or processed at the stamp mills), The State Mine Sfânta Cruce (Holy Cross) from
Orlea (with the same percentage), any other association or mining enterprise which was establised
on the territory of these localities.
After an evaluation made in the prior year by the counsellor Weisner was proposed the transfer of
the Sfînta Cruce (Holy Cross) gallery from Orlea in state ownership, thus the contract between the
associations of private concessionnaires and the state beign sined and implemented by the Aulic
th
Office on June 17 .
The revolution from 1848. A series of events took place in the Abrud – Roúia Montană – Câmpeni
area, under the leadership of Avram Iancu and his prefects Simion Balint, Axente Sever, Ioan
Buteanu, Petre Dobra.
The state buys from the Rakocsi brothers the Rakocsi Augustin mine (in ğarina area) with all the
annexes and builds a new stamp mills instalation with all related infrastructure. In the same time, the
state builds a narrow railway (with a total lenghts of 3165 m) for transporting the extracted ore from
the exit of the Sf. Cruce (Holy Cross) Orlea gallery to Aprăbuú in Gura Roúiei, as well as the related
infrastructure: a deposit for the extracted ore at Aprăbuú, an inclined plan with self-propelling railway
carriage from Aprăbuú to Gura Roúiei, a channel for water supply and an instalation of stamp mills at
Gura Roúiei (the first processing plant). All the construction works have been completed by 1852.
th
A paper given by (on December 9 ) geologist Franz von Hauer who was proposing to start a
modern exploitation of the ore body in Cetate massif by an open pit.
A new mining law adopted by the Austrian Empire, further implemented in the Kingdom of Hungary
on 1861.
The discovery of the largest set of wax coatted tablets from Roúia Montană, in the Cătălina
Monuleúti gallery.
The exact outlining of the Abrud – Roúia mining domain, as long as up to this date only the free
mining towns (like Abrud for instances which benefited of mining statutes since 1521) could obtained
mining properties and exploitation rights and only latter and via a gradual process the private
persons could gained the same rights.
On September 1st was opened at Roúia Montană the first mining school, functioning under the
patronage of the Royal Office for gold exchange from Abrud and the State Mines from Roúia
Montană. The school existed up to 1914, for 18 years with 6 series of graduates.
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1910
1914-1918
1918
1924
1929-1930
1933
1939-1945
1948

1961-1963

1970
1973-1976
1990

Replacement of the hydraulic turbines with electrical motors electrice on the different sectors of the
state exploitation from Roúia Montană (including in the Sf. Cruce (Holy Cross) Orlea gallery and on
the processing plant from Gura Roúiei).
The first World War
st
On December 1 , on the occasion of the great national reunion from Alba Iulia is proclaimed the
Unification of Transylvania and Banat with the Kingdom of Romania.
Adoption of a new mining law which determines a significant restructuring of the extractive activities,
incuding in Roúia Montană area.
Adoption of „Regulamentelor speciale pentru micile exploatări miniere din regiunea MunĠilor Apuseni
úi Baia Mare” (Special regulations for small mining exploitations from Apuseni Mountains and Baia
Mare) which created the juridical and organisation framework for the reconstruction of the precious
metal industry.
Reorganisation of the Sf. Cruce (Holy Cross) Orlea State Mine according to the provisions of the
new mining law.
The Second World War
th
On June 11 The People Republic of Romania nationalizes all the production means. By
consequence all private exploitation associations are closed and is established the Mining
Exploitation Minieră Roúia Montană (known today as RoúiaMin). Before this moment out of a total of
137 mines of this area, only 34 were still in activity, being exploited by 960 associations and 55
concessionnaires.
During this period a complex mining works programm is undertaken in order to determine the value
of the mining reserves in Roúia Montană. Via geological probation on ground and in undrground
galleries, drillings and industrial technological sampling and tests was evaluated the opportunity to
innitiate a new exploitation here, respectively the Cetate open pit.
The opening of the open pit exploitation in Cetate massif (based also on special studies made by I.
Lăzărescu, I. Marin, acad. N. Petrulian and Ilie Popa – chief of the Roúia Montană exploitation, in
1933-1936 and in the second half of the ’50 under the coordination of prof. dr. ing. Aron Popa).
Mining works in order to provide public acces in the Roman gallery from level + 725/726 m in Orlea
massif, in the framework of the Mining Museum.
Partial destruction (by unknown persons) of the Orlea Mining Museum.
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Illustration
Site 1: Găuri Hop Hăbad Tăul ğapului

Photo 1.

Habitation structures from Găuri – Hop Botar
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Photo 2.

Habitation structures from Hăbad

Photo 3. The sacred area from Hăbad Brădoaia

Photo 4. The Roman cremation necropolis from Hop Găuri
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Photo 5. The circular funerary monumen from Tău Găuri and
the Roman cremation necropolis from Hop Găuri

Photo 6. Habitation structures from Tăulğapului
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Site 2: Nanului valley

Photo 7. The sacred area from Nanului valley, Dalea property

Photo 8. The sacred area from Nanului valley, Tomuú property
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Site 3: Carpeni

Photo 9. General view on the Carpeni hill

Photo 10. Habitation structures on Carpeni hill, E 1 building
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Photo 11. Habitation structures on Carpeni hill,E 2 building

Photo 12. Păru Carpeni mining sector, the room of a water wheel
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Site 4: Cârnic massif

Photo 13. Cârnic massif, Piatra Corbului area – vestiges of Roman mining works

Photo 14. Cârnic massif , Big Network area, pillar chamber
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Site 5: Cetate massif

Photo 15. Cetate massif, vestiges of Roman galeries in Găuri area

Photo 16. Cetate massif, vestiges of Roman galeries in Zeus area
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Site 6: Roúia Montană Historical Zone (Lety and Coú massifs)

Photo 17. General view of the historical centre

Photo 18. Aerial view of the historical centre
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Site 7: Jig – Văidoaia massif

Photo 19. General view of the Jig – Văidoaia area

Photo 20. General view of the Roman cremation necropolis from Jig Piciorag
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Photo 21. Jig massif, vestiges of medieval mining works
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Site 8: ğarina

Photo 22. The Roman cremation necropolis from ğarina, aerial view

Photo 23. The Roman cremation necropolis from ğarina, aerial view
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Site 9: Orlea massif

Photo 24. Orlea massif area, general view taken from the Cetate massif

Photo 25. ğarina – Orlea massif, image of an underground gallery
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Site 10: Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor

Photo 26. The area of the Roman cremation necropolis from Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor

Photo 27. The Roman cremation necropolis from Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor, aerial view
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Site 11: Corna valley

Photo 28. Corna valley – aerial view
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Site 12: Tăul Cornei – Corna Sat

Photo 29. General view of the upper part of Corna valley: Tăul Corna, Cetate and Cârnic massifs

Photo 30. The Roman cremation necropolis from Tăul Corna
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Site 13: Balmoúeúti

Photo 31. The fortification from Balmoúeúti, aerial view
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